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Preface



Before you lies the master thesis ‘’What is the effect of the Lean Startup Methodology on large companies’ s innovation capabilities?’’  This Master’s thesis is the evidence of my ability to deal with a research context and produce an independent piece of scientific work that yields the required results and has been produced according to valid scientific standards of the Part-time Master Business Administration program 2014-2016. 



During this program at RSM it is essential that the students are capable of conducting research in the scientific field of the preferred master course, in my case the master course New Business, Innovation and Entrepreneurship.  The students must be able to describe the integral research methods to generate a master thesis. From formulating a problem definition to retrieving and analysing empirical data, to draw conclusions and suggestions for future research. The aim of my master thesis is to learn new understandings, use an inductive approach to formulate unconfirmed hypothesis and acquiring extensive conclusions.



My research was carefully prepared in The Netherlands and conducted between the 2nd of January and the 26th of July 2016. The research began as a curiosity in product development within Fintech start-ups, what automatically resulted in stepping in the world of the Lean Startup movement by Eric Ries.  A successful startup can be achieved by learning the concepts of this methodology, in an iterative way which has proven to be successful. So, my goal is to learn how the Lean Startup Methodology is enabling companies to boost their innovativeness in a way that leads to speed and creating new business opportunities.



In conclusion, the knowledge and experience I have gained over the past two years have given me new insights and experiences during lectures and assignments, creating new opportunities and friendships. Looking back, this was an intellectual journey that both were inspiring and unique, from Rotterdam to Shanghai.

This preface gives me the opportunity to specifically acknowledge a number of people. First my wife, the past two years, work and study were my priorities and she made a huge contribution serving as a shit umbrella and her support and patience made it possible to finish this program within two years. 

I also like to sincerely thank the professional people that have made this research possible, my supervisors, for their excellent guidance and support during this process; Ferdinand Jaspers for guiding me in how to setup my research, finding and structuring data and assisting me whenever necessary.  Lonneke Roza for further refining my methodology and help me how to improve my interview protocol. 

I also wish to thank all of the interviewees, the pleasant cooperation made this master thesis possible. To my colleagues at Rabobank and my classmates, I would like to thank them all for the wonderful cooperation as well and I also benefitted from debating issues with them. Special thanks for Lia Hof and Brenda Molendijk, the program managers, their support and kind words have served me well.

Zoetermeer, July 2016, 

Vikash Sital

Management Summary



Eric Ries  started and created The Lean Startup Methodology and the term Lean Startup has its origin from the IT industry. Lean Startup is used as a customer centred approach. What do customers want? This question causes uncertainties and a major uncertainty is the hazard of developing a product or service that customers don’t want to use. Trying to minimize that hazard, Eric Ries’ Lean Startup Methodology addressed a new way of founding and guiding startup creation. Rather than bringing a finalized version of a companies’ product to the market, Lean Startup Methodology endorses the creation of an early version and its constant improvement through direct customer feedback. 

The overall objective must be to improve the ability to successfully innovate, according to Ries. In general,  companies who improve their innovation capability are able to achieve better value propositions and higher profits. So, Innovation capabilities as source of competitive advantage for organizations are therefore an important issue in the scientific literature. To develop an innovation capability, the right conditions have to be in place to fully benefit from the innovation outcomes.  

My research facilitated the exploration of the Lean Startup Methodology as a phenomenon using a literature study, observations and interviews. This ensured that my research was conducted throughout different research methods to have a variety of scopes to integrally comprehend the concepts.  The aim of my research is to explore which effect the implementation of the Lean Startup Methodology has on the innovation capability and thereby measure the influence of the innovation conditions. 

The results of the research were that the Lean Startup Methodology enabled them to maximize the usage of resources by constantly prioritizing and use key metrics to define their definition of success within uncertain conditions. The companies have adopted the Lean Startup Methodology by creating a management vision, installing an innovation process, a methodology around the development of producing better products, customers want to use. All the companies conclude that the Lean Startup Methodology has maximized their amount of validated learning in their search of a product/market fit by developing MVP’s, ultimately improving their innovation capability.



An important innovation condition is that managers can create and shape the organization’s culture, by defining new means, minimize bureaucratic layers, strengthen collective understanding and accommodate resources. The companies have proven when one has an explorative culture, it will positively affect the innovation capability.



Even more, the Lean Startup introduces another way of innovating, embracing this innovation strategy means dedication from the management. In conclusion, the higher the decision making unit is positioned within a company, preferably top management , the more impact the Lean Startup Methodology has within an organization to make a cultural change. 

The most learning will be achieved with failure. So, some companies praise the biggest failure. This engages people to learn and fail. The Lean Startup Methodology is therefore most suitable to test assumptions in an uncertain environment, with the result to learn faster than the competition and create value propositions to achieve an competitive advantage in commoditized industry. 
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1. Introduction and motivation



In 2007 many banks had good reputations and were associated with terms such as trustworthy and strong brand value. The global financial crisis of 2008 changed all that. Lots of banking brands still have to regain trust and credibility from the public caused by the financial crisis of 2008. Even years after the financial crisis banks still are overcoming the reputational damage. In conclusion, the perceived credibility in banks by the public is still low and their offerings are becoming more commoditized. This is all the more disturbing given the importance and relevance of the banking industry within the financial market and the society.



Banks are continuously questioned regarding their code of conduct and strengthening their brand value has become an obsession in order to regain trust from the society. So, banks are forced to find new ways to improve the customer journey. Many traditional banks have to make the important choice to continue their current business model and soon be disrupted, or find new business models to survive and hopefully appeal to the public’s needs to regain their trust and improve their relevance.



According to the literature of the authors Chan Kim and Mauborgne (2015) the banking industry can be associated with their definition of red ocean companies. Distinctly, market players within a red ocean are constantly trying to gain more market share than their competitors, where the market becomes crowded, products become commodities and differentiation becomes low. Eventually, prices will drop and margins become thin. Heaving fighting is the only way to beat the competition, what makes the ocean red. In blue oceans, market players are exploring new ways to expand their business outside their existing market. This makes it possible to find new opportunities and become more successful. 



Therefore ING explained, as a guest speaker during college, the necessary introduction of the Spotify model into their organization to overcome their ‘’Spotify Moment’’. The “Spotify Moment” is the moment at which technology disrupts the traditional business of market players, like the way the music industry was disrupted by Spotify. ING believes that they must ‘’kill their cash cow’’ and therefore need to disrupt their existing business model. However, from a personal experience, banks are constantly trying to improve their existing activities, instead of exploring new activities. So, how can such a mechanical, commoditized industry thrive in a world that becomes more disrupted and uncertain?



As from a scientific point of view Jansen et al (2006) motivate that focusing on executing the existing activities are insufficient to gain a sustainable competitive advantage. Companies in a dynamic environment can improve their achievements by developing new products and services, as well as creating new business models and demands. Therefore Van Hemert et al (2013) state that companies need to develop specific capabilities, innovation capabilities to fulfil their strategic goals.



In the article of Blank (2013) he concludes that the Lean Startup has changed the way companies innovate. The Lean Startup proofs that companies can outperform competitors and achieve a sustainable competitive advantage through their innovation capability. So, scientifically, it’s most interesting to investigate how the Lean Startup is improving the innovation capabilities of companies, eventually to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage.



Now the question is how can they overcome their ‘’Spotify moment’’? In my opinion they must start now to embrace the Lean Startup Methodology (hereafter called LSM). Banks need to change their business model and search for product/market fits in order to keep up with the ongoing technologies to survive the ‘’Spotify Moment’’. Here above leads to my goal, which is to comprehend the LSM and how that it can enable the innovation capabilities of large companies in commoditized industries. Important is to investigate and determine what innovation conditions can help to adapt this innovation strategy.   



2. Research Design



In this chapter I will describe the components of my research design.  In which I will motivate my problem definition, my objective definition, research questions and report structure.

2.1 Introduction problem identification

LSM gained lots of attention over the years and Eric Ries, the author, describes a new way for companies to build new products and launch them successfully in the market. LSM encourage companies to learn what their customers want and constantly testing their vision (Ries, 2011). LSM is also known as a ‘’customer development” method (Blank, 2013). 

The overall idea behind LSM is that innovation is a process, a methodology. By adopting LSM, validated learning becomes crucial; that means that companies must validate their hypothesis by constantly engage feedback loops. To investigate in an early stage what customers want companies can reduce market risks and prevent failures and waste.

Here above leads to my goal, which is to comprehend LSM what can enable the innovation capabilities of large companies in commoditized industries and determine which innovation conditions are necessary to adapt this innovation strategy.   

Conducting a research purely to fulfil the curriculum doesn’t give me much satisfaction. So, I searched for a topic that would passionate me and could make a contribution to the scientific literature. During my search, I quickly came to the conclusion that there was little scientific literature available regarding LSM and the few articles I found, briefly described the methodology and the results. 

Due the fact that LSM is exercised in practical terms, little scientific literature is available. In order to comprehend these concepts of LSM I had to retrieve empirical data. I belief that this gap in the scientific literature was my first motivation to investigate LSM. Also, I felt the urgency to connect LSM to other scientific topics. Researching this phenomenon would broaden my scope and enrich the scientific relevance of my research. From my point of view, it is important to investigate in a profound way how the best practices have implemented LSM. Most of all, what effects occurred during their implementation to be more agile in an uncertain industry.

Therefore, parallel to my problem definition and research questions, it is beneficial to determine if a large company has to behave and act as a startup. Startups can be found in each type of company, from profit companies to governments, from non-profits to NGO’s. The methodology stays the same, it is an universal method. It is said that LSM is most beneficial when the environment has a certain level of uncertainty. When environments are predictable, LSM will lose its benefits. No hypotheses have to be validated and feedback loops with customers are not necessary. 

Based on the aforementioned, LSM is of use when companies deal with uncertainty and I think it’s an opportunity to research how LSM is implemented within large companies, banks, who have to shift and adopt other ways of innovating. This, to create new business models to stay profitable and offer products that customers want to overcome to be disrupted by fintech companies.





2.2 Problem definition

Large companies in commoditized industries need to seek new business models and determine which specific needs their customers have in order to survive and avoid their ‘’Spotify Moment’’.

2.2.1. Problem definition and research questions

Based on my motivation in chapter 1, I have thoroughly determined my problem definition:

What is the effect of LSM on large companies’s innovation capabilities?                                      


My research questions are divided into two scopes, which will be answered throughout the literature review and the empirical findings: 

Literature review:

· What is innovation?

· Which type of innovation is LSM?

· What are innovation capabilities (according to scientific research)?

· What are innovation conditions?

· What effects does the literature claim of the lean start up model on innovation capabilities?



Empirical findings:

· How do the innovation conditions affect the innovation capabilities?

· To which extent are the benefits realized within the companies applying LSM?

· To which extent are these benefits realized within the interviewed companies?

· What conclusion can we draw on the conditions for the application of the lean startup model for the innovation capabilities?

· How does the lean start up methodology enables innovation within large organizations?

2.2.2. Research objectives

My research objectives are to determine (1) how innovation capabilities can be improved by using LSM and (2) which innovation conditions are necessary for LSM to create a favourable climate, where LSM can be successfully implemented within large companies in a commoditized industry. 



In order to meet my research objectives, I have determined a research strategy which consists of three steps: 

1. First, the aim is to understand and describe conceptually and empirically, how and to what extent benefits can be realized throughout the LSM. 

2. Second, investigate the concepts of the LSM and which benefits are realized within the innovation capabilities of a large organization and capture the components of the LSM in academic terms. 

3. Third, I will concentrate on the moderating innovation conditions that are associated with such an innovation strategy and what favourable climate is beneficial for LSM.

2.2.3.  Practical relevance

LSM initiatives amongst startups and large companies are emerging. However, despite increasing examples of companies successfully embracing the LSM, there is still much uncertainty for managers in large companies how to organize this methodology. In the book of Eric Ries he offers many examples and deconstructs them into the specific concepts of LSM. T



This research is relevant, because I want to deliver more insights how LSM has manifested within a corporate setting and which lessons are learned to provide tangible aspects and recommendations for further research and for managers more certainty adopting LSM, and for entrepreneurs, intrapreneurs and innovation enthusiasts how to enable LSM within their current activities to become more successful in innovating. 

2.2.4. Academic relevance

Research on the literature for LSM does not yield many results through quality articles from publications and articles in scientific journals, Google Scholar and books. Even though LSM is an emerging popular phenomenon within startups and large companies, but LSM has not retrieved much consideration in academic magazines and scientific literature. 



Ries (2011) claims that LSM creates an competitive advantage by learning quicker than competitors. ‘’Competitive advantage’’ yields many results in scientific literature and is of great importance within the scientific fields of strategic management and innovation management. Within the last decade, Michael Porter can be seen as the founding father regarding ‘’competitive advantage’’ throughout his value chain framework. Yam et al (2011), Zawislak et al (2012),  Prajogo (2006) have studied competitive advantage throughout innovation. So, there are different ways for companies to achieve a competitive advantage, LSM provides a methodology where the ‘’speed of learning’’ can lead to differentiation and exploring new business models. 

 

The academic relevance of this research is to add knowledge to the literature of LSM, through empirical research. Importantly, this research provides a comprehensive framework within to provide new insights and (tangible) findings how LSM can accomplish a competitive advantage and which adjoining subjects will change directly and indirectly by LSM.

2.2.5. Structure of the research

In this master thesis I have used the following structure:

Chapter 2: In chapter two the research design that will be used as the basis for this research will be discussed. Also, I will discuss my problem definition, mention my research questions, research objectives and my contributions.

Chapter 3: Starts with a theoretical anticipation about innovation capabilities, innovations conditions and LSM. This literature overview serves as a basis and delivers an overview of the relevant literature within the mentioned subjects. This also creates the context for the results generated with this research. 

Chapter 4: This chapter entails the conceptual framework and the formulated hypotheses. 

Chapter 5: Here I detail the methodology of this research. Subsequently the executed research methodology is presented, inclusive way of data collection and discussion about research validity and reliability.



Chapter 6: The results of the qualitative interviews are presented in my confrontation matrix.



Chapter 7: Finally, chapter seven contains the analysis of the data and the answers to the hypotheses.

Chapter 8: In this chapter the implications of my research will be motivated, which limitations are in place and suggestions I propose for future research.

 











3. Literature review



This chapter entails a theoretical exploration in the available research literature. At first, I will define the concepts of innovation. Followed by explaining the concepts of innovation capabilities and innovation conditions. Furthermore, I will elaborate on the constructs of LSM. Then I will discuss the relevant linkages and conclusions between the different concepts which I found in the scientific literature. Finally, based on the expected relationship (s) between these concepts I will develop my conceptual model in chapter 4.

3.1 What is Innovation?

Eric Ries describes in his book that every company can be innovative by creating a methodology around the innovation process.  So, to which extent does LSM helps companies to be innovative? And what is innovation?  I will shed a light on these questions at the end of this chapter. The place for me to start now is with a definition of innovation. 



There is still no decisive definition of innovation. Schumpeter (1934) defines innovation to be a market introduction of a technical either organizational novelty, only not its invention. Schumpeter made a fundamental point and he proposes that an innovation does not occur until some novelty (technical, organizational or otherwise) is launched into a market, adoption by the market is necessary. In his article he used a clear example of the large scale electric power distribution, which was promoted by Edison. According to Schumpeter that was an invention, but it was the use of the alternating current, promoted by Westinghouse, that gained widespread adoption. And therefore became an innovation!



Schilling (2005) proposes that people define ‘’technology’’ with innovation. Her opinions is that people who are thinking that innovations are driven by technology should rethink their opinion. She claims that innovation is more than only technology. Being innovative does not mean inventing; Innovation enables companies to change their business model and to be more adaptable to changes in their environment by delivering better products and services. 

Schilling (2005) motivates that the benefits of innovation for companies lay in creating and implementing new ideas where new products and enhanced services arise.  Schilling claims that, consequently, innovating companies gaining more efficiency in their critical business processes and procedures, which are resulting in higher productivity and economic impact. 

According to the authors Bayarçelik and Taşel (2012), they claim that innovation entails the introduction of a new or notably enhanced product, service, process, marketing method or organizational method within a business domain. Also, the spreading of innovations need to be done carefully and successfully in order to achieve an economic impact.



Innovation has to be an important component of a business strategy, a way that people create an innovative culture where innovative thinking and creative problem solving are anchored (Klewitz and Hansen, 2014).

So, my summary is, from the definitions from here above, that innovation is more than only a technical solutions or invention, these concepts need to be adopted to become an innovation. Innovation is an important component of a business strategy, where innovation can lead  to develop new products and services. This will change the business model where value is created to achieve an economic impact.

3.2 Types of innovation

Now that I have a conclusive definition of innovation, I find it relevant to distinguish the different types of  innovation. This will provide me an answer on my research question; which type of innovation is LSM, based on the scientific literature? Identifying these types will lead me to determine which innovation theory is appropriate for LSM and how it can be characterized.



The practical issue here is that innovations can be characterized in many ways. I found four different articles regarding innovation, from 1985 till 2013. I chose to compare these articles, to analyse the scientific development of innovation as research object over time and retrieve insights from a number of different perspectives. Different authors have examined over time numerous types of innovation I have summarized these important perspectives in a graphic, the taxonomy of innovation, hereunder in Figure 1:



Figure 1: Taxonomy of Innovation







When summarizing the different theories and concepts of innovation, I see the following differences:

· Drucker (1985) examined the origins of innovations like the events and/or circumstances that enable innovation, like unexpected occurrences or industry and market changes. 

· Keeley (2013) explains that there are ten innovation types and he build a framework to give more insight within three categories of innovation types. 

· On the other hand, management institute INSEAD (2014) identifies five innovation pillars, where they mainly focus on the impact of external factors.

· Schilling (2015) looks at innovations according to their character. They can be innovations in products or in processes, they can be radical or incremental, they can enhance or undermine the current competence of an organization or business, and they can be innovations of overall architecture. 



The authors are emphasizing different concepts within their theories. In particular, Drucker and INSEAD are focusing more on the external environment wherein innovations can take place. In their articles the external environment is changing and can create opportunities and threats. Companies need to develop responsiveness and flexibility to use the environment as leverage to innovate.

Keeley and Schilling looking more at the internal aspects such as processes and capabilities of companies, they refer to the strengths and weaknesses of companies. They deconstructed the different ways how companies need to operate to bring forward innovations that matter. Thus, the external and internal accents are complementary on each other and give an broad base which concepts are relevant for innovation to emerge. 

What the different authors have in common is that innovation stands for developing something new or better and there are different resources (internal or external) needed and combined to achieve innovation. Innovations can emerge when there is value created for customers and innovations over time become commodities and will be replaced by other innovations in changing environments.



When I look at the components of LSM and the concepts of the mentioned articles, I can connect the dots between them. Within paragraph 3.5 I will explain and elaborate on the components of LSM in further detail. Here I will concentrate on the brief LSM definitions:

· Schilling (2015) characterises innovations within products or in processes and competences. Ries (2011) motivates that innovating is building a methodology around a development of a product. Therefore LSM can be seen as an innovation approach that structures and simplifies the process.

· INSEAD (2014) looks at innovation through business sophistication and Human Capital. Business sophistication concentrates on higher efficiency of production of goods within a nation. LSM concentrates on better resource usage. Human Capital refers to a human skillset, where LSM also promotes companies to support employees to learn and fail to deliver a better product.

· Keeley (2013) proposes that internal concepts can help companies to get more innovative through their configuration, offerings and experiences. He also emphasizes that companies which create the best value proposition will improve their customer engagement. Important within LSM is creating feedback loops with future customers to see what their needs are. By constantly using these feedback loops to improve a product. Ultimately, a company can produce a better product according to their customer’s needs.

· Drucker (1985) examined the origins of innovations like the events and/or circumstances that enable innovation, like unexpected occurrences or industry and market changes. Within LSM, uncertainty is a very important aspect. LSM creates a structure where companies can create new products and services within environments within extreme uncertainty. Validation of assumptions is most important to verify if the development products appeal to customers needs.

What I learn from the different authors is that their proposed concepts are  applicable within certain context and LSM is an innovation strategy which cannot be plotted within the scientific literature. Blank (2013) refers with LSM to a customer development process, where lean principles are used to eliminate waste of time and resources in order to lower the failure rates of startups within environments of great uncertainty.

The concepts and the manifestations of LSM can be found within the several theories of the different authors. I can conclude now that LSM cannot be characterized within a single innovation theory. LSM is an innovation strategy that covers many innovation concepts and the applicability is large.













3.3 Innovation Capabilities

To retrieve more traction and to grow, every company must have to develop specific capabilities, in my case innovation capabilities. These capabilities can be described as an extensive set of a company’s innovation configuration that enables them to innovate in a way that aligns with their strategic activities (Van Hemert et al, 2013). 

Van Hemert et al (2013) refers to innovation capabilities as the source that instigates creation and development of new products and services which can create new business models to gain more economic impact. Eventually, to achieve a competitive advantage were value propositions are essential to strengthen customer loyalty. 

For example, in the empirical study of Yam et al (2011) they researched manufacturing industries in Hong Kong and they recognized that companies with greater innovation capabilities reached greater competitive advantages and higher efficiency rates. So, improving innovation capabilities will result in achieving a competitive advantage, therefore innovation capabilities have much attention in the scientific literature. When companies are able to develop their innovation capabilities, eventually this will result in a competitive advantage and higher efficiency rates. However, the question I have is: How can companies develop their innovative capability? 

Researchers such as Selznick (1957) and Lall (1992) conducted researches to comprehend the innovation capabilities by identifying the concepts that are important to companies. Their researches were extensive and they conducted under certain labels such as human resources, distinctive competencies specific skills, invisible assets, organizational competences,  absorptive capacity, organizational capabilities, technological capabilities and marketing capability.

These concepts are the result of the company’s innovation configuration, which entails different synergistic processes which allows companies to develop, internalise and produce new products and services. This Innovation activity according to Van Hemert et al (2013) can represent an interactive process where technology, systems and processes have underlying linkages with each other. The company’s ability to strengthen these underlying interlinkages will result in improving the innovation capability. 

Based on the articles of Selznick (1957), Lall (1992) and Van Hemert et al (2013), they mention their definitions of innovation capability and what these underlying concepts are. However,  the ways how these underlying concepts interact with each other, are not mentioned.  Gaining insight in these interactions will increase the comprehension how the innovation capability can be improved.

Zawislak et al (2012) have done just that. They state that the innovation capability can be divided into four underlying concepts: technology development, operations, management and transaction. Important to know is that all companies have the availability of these capabilities, it is necessary to know how companies are using these capabilities simultaneously and to what extent. Ultimately, to successfully innovate, a company needs to combine them to one, the innovation capability, which creates a competitive advantage. 

According to Zawislak et al (2012) innovations occurs using the mentioned complementary capabilities. Of course, a technological innovation is an obvious type of innovation. There are more types of innovation available, many companies innovate and still do not technologically innovate. 





The complementary capabilities can be formed by companies in order to create new configurations that enable them to innovate in a way that other companies can’t copy. The assumption of Reichert et al (2014) is that this advantage can be used to increase the innovation capability. 

In Table 1 the innovation capability is divided in the mentioned four different complementary capabilities, see hereunder. The definitions form an extensive description of each complementary capability:

Table 1: Complementary Capabilities ( Zawislak et al (2012)





Zawislak et al (2012) claim that the technology development capability and the management capability form the essential competences for companies. These capabilities are enabling companies to learn and internalise new knowledge in ways that companies are able to find, create and offer new products and services managed by supporting operations and interactions. 



In order to master these processes, companies must be able to control and optimise them. This capability is known as the operations capability. This capability means that companies optimize the production capacity by collecting different resources, such as knowledge, skills and production plans that enable them to keep a steady output. To manage the operation, the management capability is a crucial mechanism to shape and guide technological outcomes to operate smoothly.

They have designed a framework where they explain that companies internalise new knowledge and convert this knowledge into technological outputs which result in customer demands. When companies are aligning their knowledge and technological capabilities to bring forward new market means, they are transacting technology as an important driver for competitive advantage.















According to Zawislak et al (2012) innovation capabilities can be diverted in two domains: technology driven capabilities and business driven capabilities. See hereunder the framework, Figure 2:

Figure 2: Innovation Capability Framework



In the framework of Zawislak et al (2012), here above, they have determined six different functions between each capability. 



1) The technology development capability focuses on the processes companies have in place in order to engage learning loops and use their market responsiveness to internalize new experiences and knowledge. These processes are essential to translate and produce technological solutions by creating new production methods and processes. 



2) The management capability is the major connecting component. This function makes it possible that technological solutions can be shaped and guided to operate smoothly. It entails the ability to transform potential technological solutions and innovations into operational activities. Management has to coordinate the procedures, processes, agreements and resources in order to operate efficiently. In circumstances where uncertainty is applicable, this capability will be of great importance.



3) The logistics and marketing function makes it possible to optimise the planning and logistics of goods, in order to meet customer demands. Good distribution can lower transportation costs and increase availability of goods.

4) The linkage among the management capability and the transaction capability is described as the coordination function. The coordination function implies the procedures and agreements whereby companies have to oblige. 

 5) The assumption is that technology has to be commercialised in order to generate cash flows. The transaction capability connects companies to the market. Several activities are needed (customer service, sales) in order to where the technological change must follow.

6) The operations capability ensures that procedures and company processes are stable in order to guarantee the activities of the company.

3.4 Innovation conditions

Creating favourable conditions are essential to optimally instigate innovation. I have read numbers of articles where favourable conditions are outlined. My efforts laid in the understanding what scientific literature determines under ‘’innovation conditions’’. I want to identify the important innovation conditions to understand the essential benefits.

Laforet (2011) investigated that companies who use innovation are better equipped to develop products and services customers really want. They create value propositions and differentiate in strategic ways to leave competitors behind.  Also, striving for innovativeness changes companies’ outlooks, goals and strategies, defining their short and long term planning. Therefore companies put great effort in developing coherent activities, by changing their product development, technological differentiation and product lifecycle change based on targeted customer groups.

Due the fast growing technological developments, products have shorter lifecycles and therefore their technological value decline swiftly, with the result that companies have little payback time (Dadfar et al, 2013). Small to medium companies don’t have extensive R&D budgets to experiment and develop new technologies, instead they use existing technology in new markets. These companies are more flexible to change direction and their business model. These companies create opportunities throughout the existing innovation conditions (Laforet, 2011).

Bayarcelik et al (2014) executed an extensive research where their goal was to examine which innovation conditions are crucial. They found that in the United States small and medium companies are representing almost 98% of the administrated companies. Even more, in Italy, Japan and France the small and medium companies are representing almost 99% of the administrated companies. To a larger extent, in Turkey small and medium companies represent even 99,9% of the administrated companies. So, they interviewed 33 managers and owners, to obtain crucial innovation conditions, see Table 2: Innovation Conditions. 

Their research examined the innovation conditions which are contributing on the innovation results of these small and medium companies. In Table 3: Weights of Criteria, the perceived importance of the innovation conditions by the interviewees:



 



Source: Bayarcelik et al (2014)

To take in perspective, the research of Laforet (2011) concentrates on the impact of innovations on companies’ financial performance, such as financial risks, uncontrollable business growth, companies' image and reputation loss. Of course, the financial aspect is important to recognize as an innovation condition, however this is one-sided.

The research of Bayarcelik et al (2014) demonstrates  eleven innovation conditions, divided into four themes: management-, technological-, financial- and firm factors. I will summarize the different innovation conditions, one by one, in order to give substantial information about each innovation condition.

3.4.1. Financial Factor

Financial strengths determine the innovation results of companies. Lecerf (2012) stipulates that the financial factor is an essential part of innovation. In order to innovate companies do need to have resources they can use and combine to achieve an innovative capacity.  The innovation capacity consists of usage of resources, problem solving processes, knowledge and experiences and cooperative departments. Within startups, their innovation capacity is under pressure due the lack of the financial factor, which results in less resources and little knowledge (Laforet, 2011). 

The financial capacity is crucial for companies to expand their business. The financial capacity is not the only factor to achieve a higher innovation capacity, but it is crucial one, especially for small and medium companies. Investments can only be done when sufficient funds are available within the company or the company is capable of generating funds from banks or investors, these two aspects are difficult for small companies. Xie et al. conclude that small companies experience their inability to generate funds as their main difficulty in comparison than larger companies (Xie et al, 2013). 

3.4.2. Company Size

The company size is of great importance in determining the possibility to achieve knowledge and technology (Davenport and Bibby, 1999). Their research pointed out that larger companies are better capable of producing and internalising technology. 



They motivate their claims by enumerate four arguments:

1. Of course, larger companies have bigger cash flows in order to finance their innovation capacity. Also, larger companies have access to capital markets and can use their cash flows and/or assets to retrieve funding. 

2. Furthermore, large companies have huge sales volumes where they are can spread the fixed costs over the volume of products. The result in that the fixed costs per unit will decrease. 

3. Large companies are able to gain in-depth knowledge, retrieving and using human capital and using experts to mitigate uncertainties, which can boost their innovation (O’Cass et al, 2009).

4. Also, large companies can use their existing resources and can acquire numerous resources. The combing of these resources are enabling companies to increase their innovation capacity and ultimately, achieving a competitive advantage. Small companies do not have these possibilities. These companies constantly have to prioritize and make trade-offs in their investment policy, with the result that they cannot act swiftly on market opportunities when expensive invests are needed.



3.4.3. Institutional Factor

The institutional factor refers to the external environment of companies. In environments were the institutional structures are challenging will affect the performance of companies. Factors such as economic instability, poor human rights policies, strict fiscal regime, political pressure and bad infrastructure will lower innovation (Volchek et al., 2013). 

3.4.4. Technology factor

Developing new products are expensive and risky. Companies are joining forces in order to create a platform, defining standards and keep profits steady. This increases the innovation speed in a certain industry, although cooperation between competitors can result in major cash drains and legal issues (Gynawali and Park, 2009). 

3.4.5. Customer Preferences

Customers are responsible for innovation. Companies are constantly searching for new products and services to solve consumer problems. Companies who are responsive and meet the needs from their customer are profitable. So, more companies are involving their customers in their product plans and experiment to develop better products customers want to buy. This co-creation leads to bringing forward differentiated products, deepen the customer intimacy, building a stronger brand identity and profitable value propositions (Laforet, 2011). 



3.4.6. Economic Factor

The economy is the driving force for prosperity and creating a favourable climate for investments (Rujirawanich et al, 2011). Companies are more willing to investment in innovation when economic indicators are opportune, this results in low capital interest rates, a high consumer confidence and a liberal economic. These factors are boosting investments, creating new demands and jobs. Subsequently, a great economic climate will result in investing in technology, creating innovation (Karpak , 2010). 



3.4.7. Culture Factor

The organization culture influences the performance and therefore the results of a company. The organization culture can be described as the ‘’mindset’’ of the company. Culture consists of values, norms, symbols and rituals. Schein (2004) claims that the organizational culture can be changed. He sees culture as one of the most strong and stable forces within a company. The cultural model of Schein (2004) consists of three levels, see Figure 3: Levels of Culture.
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At the lowest level ‘’basic undergraduate lying assumptions’’

these the are the basic assumptions which include perceptions and beliefs that people are not aware and are very difficult to change and form the base for the next layer. 



That middle layer "espoused values" consists of values and 

norms, or the conscious values that are communicated and 

function among others as normative and moral anchors.



In the upper layer ‘’artifacts’’ come forward as manifestations of a company, including buildings, decoration of offices, parking  spaces for senior management, clothing manners and leadership style.





 Figure 3: Levels of Culture (Schein, 2004)



According to Andriopoulos (2001) changing the organizational culture can be done by setting new values that will eventually influence the norms. So, norms are derived from values and values thus lead to specific norms. These norms can function as guidance for employees to know which behaviour is desirable in the new context. 



Innovation is all about taking risks, patience, forming a long-term vision, learning, failure, trial and error, are labelled as an innovative culture (Castro et al ,2013). Innovation means accepting that employees will (openly) will make mistakes are allowed to do so, to create the ultimate idea. Andriopoulos (2001) prescribes that innovation is possible by supporting entrepreneurship and enable employees to learn and fail without consequences. 



3.4.8. Management Skills

Now we discussed the culture factor, managers can create and maintain the targeted norms and values (Ling, 2002). Managers have an important role developing new values and creating the requisite norms. Even more, managers have the opportunity to define the organizational goals by determining ‘’why’’ these goals are important, ‘’how’’ these goals can be achieved and ‘’what’’ employees need to do (Kelley et al, 2011).  

Wolpert (2002) emphasizes that successful managers achieve these results by using different techniques and interpersonal competences. Successful managers have a solid vision, which means that they know what they want and can also convince and motivate others to follow.  They possess a natural authority and improve departments or companies by combining different resources and setting course to their destination.

Ling (2002) finds it essential that managers find the balance between steering and self-organization. This concept is central in an innovation context. Successful managers develop a style where there is balance between establishing guidelines and instructions. Where giving employees space for personal interpretation and sufficient support. 

Ling claims that managers need to use other competences during different stages of an innovation process. From generating ideas till producing a product, during each phase, managers need to have different competences and assessment criteria. Thus, managers need to have a full range of specific competences and they need to know when to use them and in which situation. This can be challenging for certain companies and that make the difference between success or failure.

Another aspect according to Wolpert (2002) is that the management skills define the management style. The management style describes the organizational configuration and can serve as a prediction indicator. Choosing a management style where managers are acting on the background, creating freedom, letting employees experiment, support ambiguity and strengthen collaboration are requisite factors for innovation. By breaking the walls within silos, seeking other people, support social innovation will increase the probability of harvesting new ideas and solutions (Wolpert, 2002). 

An interesting fact of innovative companies is they can quite easily generate new ideas from different sources and internalise new means within the company by learning from others(Kelley et al, 2011). Managers need and have to support entrepreneurship among employees, encourage employees to fail and learn, make resources available, diminish bureaucracy, appeal to the collective imagination. All these activities will create an impact and will eventually change the organizational culture, values and norms become more open for innovation (Wolpert, 2002). 

3.4.9. Learning Capacity

This capacity can be defined as the distinctive and common way companies gaining knowledge, skills and attitudes by experience (Günsel et al, 2011). In this definition, the employees are learning and therefore the company as a whole is learning. In order to increase the learning capacity of a company, employees must be able to acquire new knowledge, which is necessary but not a sufficient condition. Only when employees share their learning experiences and others can integrate the new knowledge into their operation, products and services, then it’s a learning organization. (Günsel et al, 2011).



The higher the learning capacity, the better companies are able to innovate (Calantone et al, 2002). The learning capacity defines the ability to identify market threats and opportunities, swiftly react to market changes, learn quicker than competitors and launch new products to gain a ‘’first movers advantage’’ to seize market share (O’Cass et al, 2009).



3.4.10. Market Orientation

Consumer needs are changing rapidly due the technological developments, in order to become more responsive and oversee the changing marketplace, companies need te become more market oriented.

Kohli et al (1990) define market orientation as an ability where the whole organization induce market intelligence and distribute the obtained intelligence within departments to create an organizational responsiveness, which eventually will lead creating a market oriented culture.



Market orientation is used as a guidance to establish the company’s business strategy. The authors place market orientation as marketing’s instrument to measure the performance between companies. Market orientation is the result of strong sense making market responsiveness. This can be a great ability when a company is active in a competitive market with unpredictable circumstances.



The concepts of market orientation are customer focus, marketing coordination and profit of marketing. The mentioned concepts concentrate on retrieving customer information and how companies integrate the information to develop customer centric activities. According to the authors, market orientation is essential when companies have place a greater emphasize on innovation. Many authors claim that the stronger the market orientation is, the better companies are able to create new products and services (Wang and Chung, 2013). 



3.4.11. Competitive Advantage

Competitive advantage is realised when a company has gained an advantage over its competitors when it’s able to launch a product or service that stands out in the crowd by offering a value which customers perceive as differentiated and are willing to pay for (Porter, 1998). Michael Porter constructed his value chain theory, which is used to determine where a company can create its value within their primary activities and support activities. This created value indicates the competitive advantage of the company. This is important to achieve, because this value determines how much customers are prepared to spend money for a product or service of the company (Porter, 1998).

The value chain of Porter(1998) shows the generated value contributed by activities and the obtained margins. The value activities are divided into primary activities and support activities. These are the building blocks for a company to create products or services which are valuable for the customer. In this case, the margin is the occurred difference between the total generated values minus the production costs within the chain. Porter has developed four business strategies that companies can use to achieve a competitive advantage: cost leadership, cost focus, differentiation and differentiation focus. 

According to Prajogo (2006) innovation is an important aspect of creating a competitive advantage. For example, offering an innovative product customers really want, companies can realize a first mover advantage. The company will benefit from several advantages, like a lead in experience and knowledge, capturing key resources such as good locations, employees and materials and a competitor-free relationship with customers. 



Thus, when the company has a good value proposition throughout innovation this will eventually lead to a competitive advantage. The supporting aspects such as a good location, a strong brand identity, and customer intimacy, combined, are hard for competitors to obtain and to duplicate. This will result in a sustainable competitive advantage, where the company creates high entry barriers (Chen et al, 2009). 



3.5 The Lean Start Up

The creation of a new company always involves uncertainty. One of those uncertainties is the hazard of producing a product or service that customers don’t want. Trying to minimize that hazard, Eric Ries’ (2011) LSM addressed a fundamentally new way of founding and guiding startup creation. His methodology is derived from literature from authors such as Henry Ford, Taiichi Ohno (founder of the Toyota Production Philosophy) and his mentor Steve Blank (2013). 



These authors are inspired by creating a development process where efficiency increases and products wastes are lowered, these determinants are applicable ever since in product development. Blank and Ries were inspired by the McGrath and MacMillan (1995), because they proposed ways to improve the entrepreneurial mindset within companies. So, Ries used different theories and his experience to optimize his methodology, so there is no motivation to question his methodology within this research.



The elaboration on Ries’ (2011) framework requires a detailed understanding of the three different stages described by him in his book. The build stage is mostly concerned with the creation of a MVP and the implementation of earlier learned results into the product or service.  Rather than bringing a finalized version of a companies’ product to the market, LSM endorses the creation of an early version and its constant improvement through direct customer feedback. 

3.5.1. Background

LSM (Ries, 2011) is a methodical approach to create entrepreneurship, this leads taking product development into small measurable steps develop products customers really want. In the literature Ries describes his experience regarding product development within companies. He says that companies have great ideas for launching a product that will make a difference in the market. These companies are spending months or years developing and fine-tuning the product without ever producing a proper prototype customers can evaluate. 



Eventually, the product does not appeal to the customer needs and/or the product is outdated and becomes a failure.  So, the company failed in retrieving the customer needs, because they never created feedback loops with future customers and gained insight knowledge what customers really want in order to build the product according to their customer, specific needs.

Ries claims that predicting the future becomes impossible then and companies fall back on their traditional product development processes, with little learning from previous failures. He explains that  companies use long term planning. The effects are that companies wasting time, fund and efforts, ultimately discovering, too late, that the product is a failure. Ries describes that creating new products and services involves uncertainty. He claims that initial business plans are doomed to fail when proposed to customers, companies cannot forecast the future and have little payback times.

3.5.2. The concepts of the Lean Start-up Methodology

Steve Blank (2013) states that LSM consists of five essential concepts which now are now fully adopted within the startup scene and within certain large companies. Also, business schools are teaching these five principles which emphasize the practical use of LSM. Hereunder the five principles:

Figure 4: Principles Lean Start-up Methodology





Entrepreneurs are everywhere

Entrepreneurs have to cope with lots of uncertainties right from the start. Writing a business plan is perceived as a difficult and time consuming task by some entrepreneurs. However, with the Business Model Canvas from Osterwalder (2010) entrepreneurs can summarize their business issues in a clear and visual way. On the basis of nine building blocks describing the organization, earnings, customers, business partners and supplier this can be done. Their framework shows how the value proposition is generated, see also Appendix 1: Business Model Canvas.

After summarizing the business issues, it’s time to “get out of the building” where entrepreneurs are ought to seek and speak with future customers in order to validate their untested hypotheses. It’s crucial to gain input from future customers, stakeholders and investors regarding nine concepts within their framework. These building blocks create a holistic view and have visible linkages where synergy can be realized.

Ries claims that successful startups are able to produce a minimum viable product (MVP) where they engage customers to give feedback, so creating feedback loops. These feedback loops are used for validating their assumptions and refining their MVP. These refinements are called ‘’iterations’’ and when these refinements are needed to change substantially, they are called ‘’pivots’’. This process is a cycle where constantly testing and refining are essential for the success of the initial product launch.

Entrepreneurship is management

Ries proclaims that startups are developing a new product within circumstances with great uncertainty. So, entrepreneurship entails the process of learning by doing, however Ries claims that companies need to create order to achieve better results in uncertain environment. Therefore companies should manage their activities to create more impact. 

Blank (2013) calls this process also Lean Startup Management. LSM is developed with the goal that companies reduce their waste and learn quickly and fail cheap. More important is that LSM entails a process, a practical methodology regarding the creation of a new products or services. 

Validated learning 

Ries does not emphasize on profit, but he focuses on validated learning: quickly validate a hypothesis. Ries proposes that when companies execute validated learning successfully they are one step closer in producing a product the customer wants. Validated learning entails small steps where learning and testing customer needs are important. When companies use validated learning, eventually their development process will decrease. So, wasting time and money can be prevented with validated learning. Validated learning makes it possible that companies learn to build a sustainable business. Learnings are therefore essential by running several experiments, using MVP’s.



Ries defines a MVP as a future product. With this MVP companies can start the experiment and they can use validated learning to retrieve and engage customer feedback. These feedback loops are enabling the companies to maximize their learnings in order to comprehend demands from future customers and making improvements meeting these needs. After each feedback loop the proposed features are added to the MVP, which again have to be validated, eventually creating a product costumers want to buy.

Innovation accounting

LSM proposes that traditional accounting methods do not apply on startups. In a world of uncertainty it’s hard to use discounted cash flows and determine payback periods for startups. These are static indicators, which can function greatly within established companies. Therefore Ries (2011) proposes his innovation accounting method, the benefit of this accounting method is that investors can determine the achievements of a startup not by their gained profit, but by measuring their achieved learning. 

Ries emphasizes that measuring their achieved learning creates a better understanding and focus. Profit is not important in this phase, startups need to find their business model and should investigate how their customer is. Eventually the achieved learnings will be become numerous and profitable where the startup will turn into a scale up. From this point on, profit will become more valid to measure the progress the company is making. 

Build-Measure-Learn 

LSM is all about building a structure for innovation by building, measuring and learning. A central component of LSM is the build-measure-learn loop. A company starts with developing a hypothesis which need be validated by creating a MVP. From this point, the company will start measuring and learning by creating feedback loops with future customers. The linear linkages can be drawn using different measurement metrics to test and validate product iterations, eventually leading to launch the final product in the market.

Eric Ries claims that the key to entrepreneurial success is related to the learning progress an organization undertakes, a process that he describes as validated learning. Ries (2011) therefore presents a feedback loop (Figure 4: BML Loop) which contains of Build, Measure, Learn. 

That guides and facilitates the desired learning progress. Speeding up the time required to go through the different stages would therefore also accelerate the process of making the product more applicable to customer needs. Decision making during the lean startup stages often leads to changes that will kill current operations. Therefore, the credibility of the data is necessary to ensure the acceptance of the on it based decision (Ries, 2011). 

The final stage, learn, requires the evaluation of the measured data and the choice whether to pivot (change aspects of the current strategy) or persevere (continue with the current strategy). The learned insights are then implemented as new features to complete the loop. 

Figure 5: Build-Measure- Learn Loop (Ries, 2011)



4. Conceptual Model

4.1 Outcomes Literature Review

These outcomes of my literature review will enable me to integrate, summarize and connect what is known about innovation capabilities, innovation conditions and the LSM in order to build my conceptual model. Each research subject or variable has certain drivers according to the scientific literature. In Table 4 there is a brief overview of the important concepts of each mentioned variable:



Table 4: Drivers per variable



Yam et al (2011) propose that companies with strong innovation capabilities can achieve more efficiency, value creation and economic impact.  So, Innovation capabilities as source of competitive advantage for organizations are therefore an important issue in the scientific literature. To develop an innovation capability, the right conditions have to be in place to fully benefit from the innovation outcomes.  

4.2 Components conceptual framework

The benefit of my research lies in the determination of the specific, critical innovation conditions, in combination with LSM. I assume that companies, who are willing to adapt the lean start up method, first have to look if these innovation conditions are in place and change where possible, to adapt the LSM successfully.  In this section I will propose my hypotheses followed by the components of my conceptual framework. Important is to elaborate the different definitions of each research subject. 

Lean Startup Methodology 

Ries point up an important step within LSM, which is engaging employees to get out of the building and empower the process of learning by doing. Companies need to create order to achieve better results in an uncertain environment. Therefore companies should manage their activities to create more impact. I  find it relevant to know how companies have put the entrepreneurial activities into a process and manage the steps within this process. I refer to the LSM drivers Entrepreneurship is Management, where Blank (2013) refers to Lean Startup Management.

Another important step of LSM is Validated Learning, where validating a hypothesis quickly is decisive. Ries proposes that when companies execute validated learning successfully they are one step closer in producing a product the customer wants. I want to know how these feedback loops are organised and what the benefits are of Validated Learning.

Thus, I have chosen the drivers Lean Startup Management and Validated Learning, because they form the hart of LSM and will also represent the independent variables of my conceptual framework.

Innovation Capabilities

The innovation capabilities consist of the technology-, operational-, management- and transaction capabilities. In chapter 3.3, Zawislak et al (2012) claim that the technology development capability and the management capability form the essential innovation capabilities, because these capabilities are enabling companies to learn and internalise new knowledge in ways that companies are able to find, create and offer new products and services managed by supporting operations and interactions. 



The relevance lies in how LSM can improve the innovation capability. So, I assume that LSM can improve the overall innovation capability by supporting these essential capabilities. LSM doesn’t pay much attention to factors like production capacity, which refers to the operational capacity and to transaction costs, which specifically refers to the transactional capability. 



Also, LSM concentrates with Lean Startup Management putting the entrepreneurial activities into a process and manage the steps within this process, which corresponds well with the management capability, where managing operations and interactions are embedded. Validated learning refers to the feedback loops that enabling the companies to maximize their learnings in order to comprehend customers’ demands. This corresponds well with the technology development capability, which refers to the processes companies are learning and internalise new knowledge. Therefore the chosen capabilities will be isolated and investigated in detail to determine the effect of LSM.

Innovation conditions

Startups prove that an innovation condition like financial factors will help to speed up the innovation process, not the way of innovating. As well as an innovation condition like competitive advantage is more the product of successfully innovating and offer customers something what they want, what others cannot. According to Ries (2011) getting innovative means changing the processes which ultimately change the organization culture, where he emphasizes that people need to change in order for the company to change. 



Van Hemert et al (2013) states that know-how, experiences and skills are anchored within employees and managers. The company’s ability to undergo a culture change is associated with the processes of learning and adopting, both at the individual and the organizational level. Introducing LSM in a startup environment will be most beneficial in an innovative culture.  However, introducing LSM within a conservative company culture, such as a bank, will be challenging to change the traditional ‘’mindset’’ 

Schein (2004) hereby refers to changing the company’s culture, resulting in new values that eventually influence the norms.  



Therefore the innovation conditions Culture and Management Skills are important for my research. The manifestation of LSM as a business strategy is interesting to investigate on two levels, team and department level:



Team level: Creating innovation conditions that can foster LSM within a company are essential for improving the innovation capability. According to Wolpert (2002) good management skills where creating freedom, letting employees experiment, support ambiguity and strengthen collaboration are requisite factors for innovation. 



The management capability makes it possible that technological solutions can be shaped and guided to operate smoothly. It entails the ability to transform potential technological solutions and innovations into operational activities. Management has to coordinate the procedures, processes, agreements and resources in order to operate efficiently (Zawislak et al, 2012).  





I assume based on the literature that supporting entrepreneurship among employees and encourage employees to fail and learn, make resources available and diminish bureaucracy (Ling, 2002) is essential for LSM as an innovation strategy. So, I suppose that LSM only can flourish when managers have supportive management skills to implement LSM to accelerate the management capability.



H1:   LSM needs supportive management skills to accelerate the management capability.



Department level: The technology development capability focuses on the processes companies have in place in order to engage learning loops and use their market responsiveness to internalize new experiences and knowledge (Zawislak et al, 2012). These processes are essential to translate and produce technological solutions by creating new production methods and processes. 



LSM is developed with the goal that companies reduce their waste and learn quickly and fail cheap by offering a practical methodology within product development Ries (2011). LSM can improve the transformation of technological solutions to operate smoothly. Also, LSM helps increasing efficiency by eliminating waste and achieving better resource usage. LSM encourages companies to use validated learning to develop new products customers want (Ries, 2011). 



An organizational culture where taking risks, learning and acceptance that employees will make mistakes are allowed can be described as an explorative culture (Castro et al, 2013).



So, based on the scientific literature, I assume that LSM can improve the technology development capability by strengthening the learning loops and use validated learning in order to internalize knowledge to produce better products. LSM can only flourish within an explorative culture, were learning and failing are allowed.  I propose that an explorative culture has a positive, moderating effect on LSM, in order to retrieve sufficient traction to improve the technology development capability.



H2: In an explorative culture, LSM will have sufficient traction to improve the technology development capability.



4.2 Conceptual Model

The framework represents the influence of innovation conditions as a moderating variable with respect to the implementation of the LSM and the effect on the innovation capabilities of a company.  In this research I find it interesting to explore the components Management and Validated Learning of the LSM. These components reflect the beneficial steps of the LSM, see Figure 6: Conceptual Framework.

Figure 6: Conceptual Framework                  

5. Methodology

Hereunder I will point out the research design, the methodological aspects and I will comprise the theoretical analysis and the methods and principles associated within my research.

5.1. Research type and research strategy

5.1.1 Determine research subject

My goal was to seek an interesting research subject that triggered my enthusiasm and had scientific value to be used in a master thesis. LSM as a research subject met, in my opinion, both criteria. Therefore, the next step was retrieving accordance with Professor Jan van den Ende and Dr. Ferdinand Jaspers. 



The LSM as a research subject in combination researching semantic relationships was more interesting from a scientific point of view. In this phase I have read many scientific articles to find coherent research subjects. With the result that I executed an extensive literature review regarding the LSM, innovation capabilities and innovation conditions, based on the scientific literature to appropriate the context of my research.  

5.1.2. Research strategy 

My research contains different steps in order to answer my research questions, see hereunder.

 Figure 7: Research Strategy



5.1.3 Research approach

My priority lies in investigating the effect of the implementation of LSM on the innovation capability and thereby measures the influence of the innovation conditions. This combination has not been studied previously, my research is from this perspective inductive. Through this approach, theories can be generated, instead of testing theories as in deductive research (Bryman et al., 2007). Nevertheless, there will also be deductive elements are, such as gaining insights from the scientific literature. 



This is an explorative research where I choose for a qualitative research approach. Qualitative research primarily concentrates on understanding and interpreting processes, occurrences and developments, important is the specific context where these occurrences are manifested. Qualitative research has a goal to identify cause and effect. An important feature of the process is that data collection and analysis is an iterative process, in other words at the same place, and feedback relative to each other takes place (Bryman et all, 2007) and thus they reinforce each other. 



I prepared a literature review to retrieve insight into the different concepts that are central in my research. I made use of high quality articles from publications and articles in scientific journals, Google Scholar and relevant books in the field of LSM, innovation capabilities, innovation conditions, leadership and organizational culture. Based on this literature review I analysed the different concepts and outline the possible, underlying relationships between them. Ultimately, I created from this literature a conceptual mode. Furthermore, based on the available literature I generated two hypotheses to express my expectations about the relationships between the concepts. Both served as a base and guidance for my empirical research.



The conclusions drawn from my literature review were supportive; they were used as input for my interview protocol. To retrieve my empirical data, I choose to use a multiple case study in which I compared several cases. Through a case study method, it is possible to understand the dynamics within a particular context and is appropriate when there is not much theory available (Dul et all, 2008). I executed my research case study within four organizations, I where I held six interviews. I investigated the effect of the implementation of LSM on their innovation capability and thereby measured the influence of the innovation conditions. This led to test my two hypotheses. To deepen my empirical fase, I interviewed by telephone two interviewees who scored high and low on de research item organization culture, to refine the semantic relations between the concepts. Afterwards, I generated my conclusions, future research and limitations. 

5.1.4 Research type

Dul et all (2008) describes explorative research as a way to collect and analyse theoretical and practical information and then elaborate in which ways the findings can contribute the development of the theoretical framework. I chose an explorative research, because companies do not explicitly describe their motivations (why), processes (how) and results (what) regarding the implementation of LSM. Also, an explorative research can facilitate the insight if it is worth to continue the research.



I used a case study approach to fully comprehend a ‘’phenomenon’’ within its natural state, in such a way that interdependencies of relevant factors are maintained. The differences between a case study and an experiment, is the fact that within a case study I am able to research LSM within its natural situation. Yin (2003) finds it suitable for a researcher to use a case study approach when: 

1. to retrieve motivations and examples;

2. research experiences and opinions from interviewees

3. find cohesion within different concepts

4. to demarcate major and minor details  

5. There are usually used various data sources. The most important are participant observation, interviews with informants and available documents.

6. The researcher is directed to a detailed description of numerous variables, in order to get explanations of processes on track. Then this can be generalized to a universal situation.

7. These descriptions and representations are tested against the descriptions and explanations given by the interviewees themselves.

By using a case study I will be able to comprehend the context of LSM, where I can derive causality: X causes Y, or, functionality: X is of importance for Y. Where finding linkages with different concepts to fully internalise LSM. So, I believe that using a case study approach I can build new theories, assumptions and will contribute to sense making regarding LSM. So, conducting a case study give me great options to fully analyse LSM in its natural situation (Yin, 2003). My research will facilitate the exploration of the LSM as a phenomenon within its own context using literature studies, observations and interviews. This ensured that my research was conducted throughout different research methods to have a variety of scopes to integrally comprehend the concepts. 

5.1.5 Considerations case study

General rule is that the demarcation of the case as a research unit is connected to my research goal, research questions and conceptual model. Yin (2003) claims that the choice that the researcher makes is crucial, because it limits to collect and analyse material, which are often not easy to reverse. 

Flyvbjerg (2006) proposes that a researcher can generalize based on a single case. A case study can function as an alternative approach, however generalization throughout a case study can be interpreted as obsolete within conventional scientists. 

This design is appropriate for me, because it is important in this thesis to examine how the LSM is applied in an organization. Little scientific research has been applied, so my first steps are, inductively, to find and determine which semantic relationships are in play between the researched factors.  Such as 

5.1.6 Research area

The research area concerns the large companies who have implemented LSM in the past 12 months. These companies have to operate in a commoditized market to measure the effects of LSM on their innovation capability in a ‘’before and after’’ analysis.  Large companies struggle to innovate new products and/or business models, throughout the traditional processes. Their products are becoming commodities and the differences between them are little. This causes price reductions and a lower perceived value in the eyes of customers.



Within the banking and energy industry gaining ambidexterity is getting more important for these companies. Within exploration other values and norms will occur and are needed to facilitate employees to be more innovative. With LSM companies can learn fast and fail easy and reduce wasting resources. This motivates companies to invest in product development and research to create new, better products and/or seek new business models.



5.1.7 Unit of analysis 

Within in this research, my unit analysis concerns the (innovation) department and the team (members) LSM is only implemented within certain departments, not within the whole organization, because LSM is commonly used in new business and product development areas where the uncertainty is high. These departments are often innovation centres or home grown start-ups within these large companies. 



I want to research how large companies have implemented LSM on department and personal level. In my interview protocol I have used questions that measure items on both levels. The cultural item is based on department level and the management skills are based on team level. Thus, making the analysis complete on employee and department level is possible.  

5.2 Case selection 

My goal within the cases is to gain lots of new knowledge and insights on LSM, where I conclude that random sampling is not advisable (Yin, 2003). When one is randomly sampling the obtained information can be little and not valid. Cilliers (2008) adds that a case study is suitable to research the underlying concepts, cause and effects and linkages. These aspects deliver more insights and knowledge to understand LSM. He also proposes to choose cases carefully based on their validity. 



In order to execute a proper research, my goal of this case study is not to obtain a certain image regarding a few companies, I want to determine the manifestation of LSM within a company by comprehend the motivations and experiences from the interviewees (Yin, 2003). So, I carefully selected companies where LSM has been implemented and my interviewees were selected on their knowledge and experience regarding LSM.



The research has been conducted within four companies (six interviews). By researching several cases differences and similarities can be found in terms of dependent and independent variables according to Dul et all (2008). 

1. So, my first important step is selecting the right cases for the purpose of my research. I set a few criteria in order to qualify my participants. First, the participating company need to have implemented LSM.    

2. Second, the participating company needs to be active in a commoditized market, preferably in the banking industry and/or energy industry. 

3. Third, the interviewee of the participating company has to have personal interest in the LSM and/or has experience in applying the LSM preferably in a startup environment and knows by heart the concepts and definitions of LSM. This will enrich the conversations with personal practical examples. Participants validated this third criterion by approving the appointment to meet me in person and form my research population.

5.3. Sample 

A case study is a qualitative research method, where validity is an important aspect. Not only a single case needs to be studied, as well as there are a limited number of cases to be studied. "Limited" means that rarely exceeded four or five cases.



I conducted my research within the banking and energy industry, these are industries which can be described as commoditized markets. The participating companies are thoroughly selected, however the advantage was to get in touch with competitors such as ING and ABN AMRO. I can conclude that they were most cooperative about sharing their experiences and knowledge. 



Eneco was also eager to help, as well as Rabobank, my employer. I could say that the participating companies are conducted via semi-convenience sampling, because the participants were selected, instead of randomly chosen. The convenient part is that the connection was easily made via my classmates who are working for the mentioned participants.



It is quite difficult conducting a case study to determine a minimum sample size. Authors claim different sample sizes within qualitative researches. Within the scientific research there is no definite answer which sample size is needed for case study. Creswell (2003) determined that the preferred sample sizes for case studies are at least 5 up to 10.  The companies can be characterized as a relatively homogeneous population, in the dimensions commoditized markets, large companies and they are inflexible to innovate.

5.4 The empirical setting

The aim of the empirical setting of my research is to investigate if applying LSM is enabling the innovation capability of a company, by choosing the right variables.

Dependent variable: Innovation Capabilities

The innovation capabilities consist of the technology and management capabilities. These capabilities can determine according to Zawislak et all (2012 Zawislak et al (2012) claim that the technology development capability and the management capability form the essential competences for companies. These capabilities are enabling companies to learn and internalise new knowledge in ways that companies are able to find, create and offer new products and services managed by supporting operations and interactions. 

Independent variable: Lean Startup Methodology 

LSM endorses the creation of an early version and its constant improvement through direct customer feedback. Ries claims that successful startups are able to produce a minimum viable product (MVP) where they engage customers to give feedback, so creating feedback loops. LSM is developed with the goal that companies reduce their waste and learn quickly and fail cheap. More important is that LSM entails a process, a practical methodology regarding the development of a new product.

Moderating variable:  Innovation conditions

The innovation conditions have a positive moderating effect on LSM. These conditions can strengthen the adoption of LSM in order to improve the innovation capabilities.







5.5. Research subjects and items

The research subjects of my investigation consist of the dependent, independent and moderating variables, with the corresponding research items. The mentioned variables are the first steps to implement the LSM. The structure my research consisted of six research subjects:  Lean Startup Management, Validated Learning, Technology development capability, Management capability, Managers skills and Culture. Each research subject consisted of two or three items to retrieve a better understanding of that specific subject.

5.5.1 Lean Start-up Methodology

I chose to investigate two variables of the LSM, Lean Startup Management and Validated learning:



Lean Startup Management: 

Using LSM, companies accelerate the process of making the product more applicable to customer needs. Following these lean startup stages often leads to changes that will enhance the development of a new product. With the items:

· Entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurship is management, and vice versa.

· Innovation process: The methodology around the development of products.

· Management: How to manage the innovation process.



Validated Learning: 

Ries claims that successful startups are able to produce a minimum viable product (MVP) where they engage customers to give feedback, so creating feedback loops. These feedback loops are used for validating their assumptions and refining their MVP. With the items:

· Minimum viable products: The outcomes in terms of MVP’s.

· Learning cycles: How validation in the innovation process is embedded.

· Customer value creation: The solutions creating new business opportunities.

5.5.2 Innovation capabilities

The authors claim that the technology development capability and the management capability form the essential competences for companies: 



Technology development capability:

The technology development capability focuses on the processes companies have in place in order to engage learning loops and use their market responsiveness to internalize new experiences and knowledge. These processes are essential to translate and produce technological solutions by creating new production methods and processes. With the items: 

· Better products: LSM leads to produce better products that meet consumers’ needs.

· MVP’s: LSM will lead to produce less MVP’s with high success rates due validation.



Management capability:

This capability makes it possible that technological solutions can be shaped and guided to operate smoothly. It entails the ability to transform potential technological solutions and innovations into operational activities. Management has to coordinate the procedures, processes, agreements and resources in order to operate efficiently.  With the items: 

· Wasting resources: LSM will improve the resource coordination and eliminates waste.

· Processes or structures: Processes and structures change with LSM as innovation strategy.

5.5.3 Innovation conditions:

The innovation conditions Managers Skills and Culture are important conditions which correspond well with the independent variables:

Management skills:

Managers need and have to support entrepreneurship among employees, encourage employees to fail and learn, make resources available, diminish bureaucracy, appeal to the collective imagination. With the items:

· Management skills: Type of manager is crucial to implement the LSM.

· Shit umbrella: Holding steady course of the innovation agenda.

· Collaboration: Interactions with employees and departments to learn and turn as whole.



Culture:

Innovation is all about taking risks, forming a long-term vision, learning, failure, trial and error. An innovative culture means support exploration and accepting that employees will make mistakes are allowed to do so, to create the ultimate idea. 

With the items:

· Experimentation: Such as risk taking, freedom, creativity and agility. 

· Responsibility: Employee mandates.

· Development: Improving skills of employees.

5.5.4 Research measurements

I prepared an interview protocol to investigate the different research subjects and items within the different companies. The assessment of the various research subjects and items is done on the basis of scoring the given answers on my questions on a score card. These research measurements can be found in Appendix 3: Score card case studies, where the scores on each research item are enclosed to assess my scoring method during all the different cases. 



Based on a given answer, I grant a score to that specific answer: weak, medium or strong. This ordinal scale with three states allows me to measure that specific research item.  An ordinal scale has order and the variable consist out of several values, where the differences are not interpretable. We know that ‘’strong’’ is higher than ‘’medium’’ but we cannot say ‘’how much stronger’’ according to Geert Stevens (Professor Quantitative Methods RSM). Ordinal scales can be used in researches where subjective sense making is applicable to measure the relevance of LSM. 



In this research the maximum score can be ‘’strong’’ and is shown as +++.  The maximum negative score is + and corresponds with ‘’weak’’ and average as ++, which represents ‘’medium’’.  Each score correlates with a certain degree, quality, importance or relevance, gradually. 



Example: 

The first research subject of my interview protocol is the Lean Startup Management. To investigate this research subject, I divided this research subject into three research items.  The first research item is ‘’Entrepreneurship’’. The first question to measure this item is:

‘’When an employee has a great idea how can they develop that idea into realization?’’



An interviewee can give several answers, see hereunder the score card. Based on their answer I can grant a score. I examine their answer and concentrate if they have no guidelines, some guidelines or an entire innovation process to help an employee to develop that idea into realization. Depending on their answer, they can score weak (+), medium (++) or strong (+++).





		 Weak (+)

		Medium (++)

		Strong (+++)



		no guidelines

		some guidelines

		innovation process







When a company answers: ‘’We don’t have any guidelines’’. They will score ‘’weak’’, so I will grant them to have one ‘’+’’.  The score will be plotted in a confrontation matrix (see example next page), where an overview is created to compare the different scores of the multiple case studies. 



Here each research subject has been divided into research items and operationalized into questions and scored per case. In Appendix 3: Score card case studies, I have enclosed the initial score cards.



		Research subject

		 Items

		Questions

		Case 1

		Case 2



		Lean startup management 

		Entrepreneurship

		Idea development

		+++

		++



		 

		 

		Accountability

		+++

		++



		 

		Innovation

		Innovation process

		+++

		++



		 

		 

		Better products

		+++

		++



		 

		 

		Wasting resources

		+++

		+



		 

		Management

		Innovation process measurement

		+++

		+++







5.6 Data collection

The setting of data collection is threefold: (1) semi-structured interviews with Business Developers, Agile coaches, Innovation Managers and Portfolio Managers respectively from ING, Eneco, Rabobank and ABN AMRO. (2) Observations during my internship at Rabobank HQ with Start-up Bootcamp sessions. (3) Document research, such as vision documents and annual reports of the different companies. From these documents, it has been possible to form an overall picture of the company and developments. And also to understand how leadership and decision making are organized in the company. 

5.6.1 Semi-structured interview protocol

In order to retrieve empirical data I chose to conduct semi-structured interview protocol, because this gave me much freedom to focus on my research subjects and when needed, I could be zoom in on specific motivations and experiences of the interviewee to gain more understanding of the context.

In total, six semi-structured interview protocols were conducted. Each interview took at least 50 minutes and some till 60 minutes. For me it was evident that I participated within the conversation and I was fully committed to learn as much as possible within the given time with the interviewee and not making notes. Therefore I took the liberty for all my interviews that they were recorded with the permission of the interviewees. 

Table 5: interview list



		Name Company

		Week

		Role



		ABN AMRO

		14

		Innovation Manager



		Eneco

		16

		Program manager



		ING

		16

		Agile coach



		Rabobank

		17

		Innovation Manager



		Rabobank

		17

		Head Innovation management



		Eneco

		18

		Portfolio manager 





5.6.2 Observations

I was three months present during and around the development of fintech startups at Rabobank HQ. I had the opportunity to observe and participate in the accelerator program of Rabobank with the cooperation of Start-up Bootcamp, called the Moonshot campaign. These fintech startups are Rabobank’s own home grown start-ups, who have found new business opportunities to leverage the Rabobank’s business model. 

In this period I learned a lot from the people of Start-up Bootcamp, because the whole process was coordinated throughout the LSM phases. I will mention these observations in this research within my conclusions and future research.

5.6.3 Document research

The day before I had an appointment with the interviewee, I read the vision document and the annual report of their company. The financial statements were interesting to see the development of their profit and turnover rates. I have summarized these figures in chapter 6.

Examining these documents gave me insight in their company’s perception and the development of their vision and strategy. During an interview I was able to reproduce the information and ask in-depth questions, this helped to retrieve better understanding of their motives and results. I will connect these insights within my conclusions in chapter 7.

5.7 Methods

To investigate the constructs of my hypotheses, an interview protocol was designed. A pre-interview protocol was made to collect information about how questions were interpreted by an interviewee. In terms of understanding the components and definitions of the LSM.

The main interview protocol was made to investigate my research subjects and to test my hypotheses. The interviews protocols were made in the Dutch language in order to make the interview as easy as possible for the interviewee to answer and motivate their answers thoroughly, instead of expressing themselves in a foreign language. 

5.7.1 Pre-interview protocol 

In the pre-interview protocol definitions of the LSM were tested in order to learn if those definitions were understandable and to test the knowledge of the interviewee. Is was also beneficial that I could test if my questions were understandable and in which natural order the questions cloud be asked to retrieve more understanding, in-depth knowledge and speed. 

5.7.2 Main interview protocol 

The main interviews protocol was designed to investigate my research subjects. I found that it was necessary to provide the interviewee on forehand information about my role as student, the goals of my research, my research subjects and the estimated interview duration. These actions were made to be transparent about the goals, structure and the interviewee had a better preparation regarding the subjects. 



I asked beforehand that I was willing to audio record the interview, so I could work out the interviews afterwards and it was possible for me to produce a transcript of the interview afterwards.  And I proactively declared that I send in the transcript of the interview to the interviewee and he/she had the possibility to revise the transcript in order to leave sensitive information behind. They all gave their accordance, so I could aggregate the information at company level.

I also proposed that I would anonymously process the information, when someone felt uncomfortable sharing information. I attempted hereby to lower any restraint of the interviewee or limits giving me censored or acceptable answers.  No one used this escape. 



I embedded only open questions in my main interview protocol, where incorporated questions to retrieve information regarding my research subjects. During the interview, I used ‘’how’’ and ‘’why’’, open questions, to retrieve information from the interviewees, for example: ‘’ How do you engage employees to get out of the building?’’.



Based on the answers I zoomed in on their experience and knowledge of the interviewees and then I summarized their answers and ask control questions. This helped to make the interview a conversation, rather than an interrogation. 



I retrieved viable answers and the interviewees were comfortable by sharing their knowledge and experiences. The most interesting part was that they gave vivid examples to support their statements  

Some experiences were obsolete for my research and are therefore not mentioned in the summaries of the interviews, although some experiences could be useful for future research.



So, the interviewees were also actively engaged and passionate about the LSM and gave me information proactively, in this way some questions were already answered.  For more information on the interview structure and my main interviews protocol, please see Appendix 2: Interview protocol Lean Startup Methodology.



After each interview I gained lots of knowledge regarding the research subjects. My goal was to investigate the specific research subject by focussing on the different items. It was important to concentrate on the specific items and not be led by subjects that were deriving me from my goal. I believe that I have succeeded in that by taking back the initiative from the interviewee when I felt that we were heading another direction. The feedbacks of my interviewees were very positive. I asked them to give me feedback. From them all I got back that they enjoyed the conversation.



5.8 Data analysis

The goal of a qualitative research is to gain insights and relevant aspects to comprehend the research subject by retrieving data. Afterwards, the data needs to be structured in order to be analysed.

Hereunder I describe the steps I have taken from extracting the raw data to analysing the data:

1. I transcribed the interviews and then made summaries of the interviews. Afterwards I translated the summaries from Dutch into English.

2. Second, then the transcript of each interview was completed. The transcripts were useful to evaluate the interviews and determine the usefulness in the upcoming data analysis. 

3. Third, by deleting irrelevant information which are not compelling and/or of any contribution for answering my research questions, I shrunk the transcript in search of relevance. 

4. Fourth, I arranged the text into research subjects to structure them. In this case, I could relate the answers and questions per research subject. 

5. Fifth, each research subject has been divided into three items. Each item consists of two to three questions. I arranged the text by inserting specific text that answers the questions. 

6. Sixth, I made a summary of the text within each theme to increase readability and even more I incorporated quotes which represented perceptions and reactions of the interviewees that were illustrative and representative to address the essence of the answers.

7. Seventh, I plotted obtained results on my conceptual model within each case and 

I started with a within-case analysis to gain insights of the research subjects from each case and from there plotting the obtained insights on my conceptual model. The comparison within the different cases allowed me to get familiar with the case according to Bryman et all (2007). They claim that the familiarity with the cases will help the researcher to improve the comparison of the cases. The intention of a cross case comparison is that the researcher dive deeper in the data and are not guided by their own interpretations and motivations. So, this approach creates a structure and strict analysis which enables the validity of the analysis.



For the processing and analysis of the data, I made use of a confrontation matrix which is a framework where the research subjects were organized. In this way it was possible for me to structure my analysis and interpret the information obtained from the various cases. This gives a clear overview of the different scores per company.



Here, I used the research subjects and items and scored each company on how they performed on that specific item. I used a score method by giving a minimum of + and a maximum of +++. This allowed me to make the differences and similarities visible within this benchmark. 



Ultimately, I investigated several research subjects and items, and the important aspect of my research is to analyse the data and find linkages between the different research subjects. Here I could derive causal relationships between LSM, innovation capabilities and innovation conditions.



5.8.1. Comparison with literature 

I find it important to compare my research findings with the available scientific literature. This deductive analysis will strengthen my findings. In this case, I focused on the research subjects organization culture en management skills.

5.8.2. Writing of the report 

My motivation is to write a master thesis, worthy to scientific standards. I also used tables and figures to visualize theories and analyses. This will improve the readability of my report.

5.9 Reliability and Validity

Reliability concerns the extent to which a study is replicable and within this qualitative research this cannot be guaranteed, because within a qualitative research this is difficult to achieve by repeating the research and gaining similar outcomes according to Bryman et all (2007). 



To increase the reliability I used the obtained information from one interviewee to validate the information of another interviewee, to retrieve perception gaps. I also made a transcript of each interview, made a summary of each interview, used an interview format, a pre-structured score card and I recorded each interview. This enabled me to control the retrieved data, motivations and conclusions thoroughly. I assume that the reliability was high, because I used a semi-structured interview protocol and most of the retrieved information was the result of answering these questions and when needed, I could ask in-depth questions to deepen the interview.



The retrieved data from the interviewees can be seen as subjective knowledge, because the interviewees gave their answers based on their own context, experiences and perceptions. Also, the relation between the researcher and the investigated subjects cause an independency. The researcher is part of the investigation and influences the research, thus not an objective outsider. 

Like I stated earlier that qualitative research primarily concentrates on understanding and interpreting, this depends on how these findings are interpreted by the researcher based on this his views, according to Bryman et all (2007).



The validity of the research data tries to determine to which extent relations are possible between the retrieved data and the scientific literature. This is a worthy aspect of qualitative research, especially as I am executing an inductive research (Bryman et al., 2007). Furthermore, within qualitative research validity is examined by recapitulate if the conclusions made by the researcher are congruent with the underlying retrieved data. 



The used concepts and definitions of LSM were established on the basis of the literature review and their content was checked within the interviewees by operationalize them in my interview protocol. To measure the content of concept properly, I determined a few underlying sub-domains and incorporated these items in my interview protocol to measure the content throughout different items.



Furthermore, I combined the experience of my observations during my internship at Rabobank HQ, with the data I retrieved within the case studies, with the knowledge I gained throughout my literature review. I combined different data sources, methods and theories to find affirmative evidence, which increased the validity of my research. So, this allowed me to apply triangulation on company, team and employee level.  



5.10 Generalization

Flyvbjerg (2006) proposes that a single case study can deliver relevant insights that are generally valid for a population. So, the results within my research can apply to companies, departments or employees who are dealing with LSM in a similar context.



The generalization within this qualitative research is limited, because of the specific contextual situation the research has been conducted (Bryman et al., 2007). Thus, generalization of my research is limited outside this specific context. However, my research can contribute to a general understanding of a relatively new subject like LSM, where little literature is available. Hopefully, this research can trigger further research where the insights can be investigated further and create more generalization for different cases.





































6. Results 

Chapter 5 describes how the research has been executed and which research methods are used. This chapter discusses the results obtained from the empirical research.  Firstly, I will give a case description of the interviewed companies, for each case a within analysis has been executed and I will also connect the gathered data with the components of my conceptual model.



Furthermore, I have combined the cases by constructing a cross case analysis. Here, I have integrated the data from each case study to visualize the results. These results are derived from the score cards of each case study, enclosed under Appendix 3: Score card case studies.

6.1 Case descriptions

As indicated, the research was conducted among five large companies within the specific department where LSM has been implemented. Hereunder I have summarized in Table 6: Interviewed companies the name of the company and the specific department, their date of incorporation and their facts and figures over the year 2015. These facts and figures are obtained from the annual report of each company. I also included the name, role and gender of the interviewee.  This to form an overall picture of the organizational situation where the department is positioned.



Table 6: Interviewed companies



The departments have their own market focus, but operate mostly in the Dutch market. ING and ABN AMRO are the only listed companies.  The number of employees is calculated in FTE and is based on an international scale. In addition, I conclude based on the interviews and the scientific literature that the companies are active in commoditized markets, also acknowledged by the interviewees of the different companies: low margins, fierce competition, price drops, saturated market and less differentiation.



Important to address is that the interviewed companies, the banks,  have realised higher turn overs and profits in 2015 in comparison with 2014, due further cost containments actions, downsizing,  and better market conditions, such as an lower EURIBOR rate. Eneco’s market circumstances are challenging, because the weather conditions were mild in 2015, so people did not have to consume much energy, this reduced their turnover in 2015, however their profit was stable. 



In summary, eight hours of interviews yielded 45 pages of transcripts. Almost 3 hours of transcription time for every hour recorded audio. I also had to translate the text from Dutch into English, which took one hour per interview. Also, I made summaries of the six transcripts, which took me 1 hour per interview. Total, I spent approximately 39 hours conducting interviews with six interviewees (8 hours), transcribing (18 hours), translating (7 hours) and make summaries of the six transcripts (6 hours).

6.2 Within analysis ING

6.2.1 ING Company profile



Source: ( ING website, 2016)

6.2.2 Case analysis

Their board of directors demanded another way to organise the company, this in order to be flexible and agile due their changing environment. So, ING stopped with the traditional way of innovating within their Accelerator department. This meant in general, stop intervening and letting employees innovate on an Agile way. Furthermore, ING has developed an innovation process based on the LSM principles which helps them to lower the waste and maximize the usage of resources and better respond to their customers’ demands. In Table 7: ING Research results, I have summarized their scores based on my research.



Ultimately, the organizational structure made it possible to adopt LSM. They work in tribes, each tribe consists of eight squads, and each squad has a team of ten people at maximum. According to ING: ‘’This makes is possible to drill holes in the silos, to be smaller and to have an open structure, to learn fast and pivot all the time.’’



ING has installed a management philosophy that managers have to be supportive; the urgency to help people every day. They removed a lot of coordination layers and coordination roles. They score ‘’strong’’ regarding their management skills. With this in mind, ING created different processes and structures to improve the coordination between departments. So, teams have more mandate to decide and much more flexibility, and less steering committees. 

They have monthly stand-ups within the different teams, where also team managers participate, so sharing and teaching has a priority in order to work efficient and maximize the output, on an agile way. Their managers adopted LSM to a great extent and they understand that LSM only can flourish when managers support entrepreneurship among employees and they encourage employees to fail and learn, is such a way that failure is praised! 



They diminished bureaucracy and are able to make resources available for everyone and they their operation is lean and agile, which improves the management capability. Given the supportive management philosophy, ING has proven that LSM needs supportive management skills to accelerate the management capability. Hypothesis (H1) accepted.

‘’ING wants employees to experiment and learn different stuff.’’  For instance, they support employees seeking new adventures, take risks and learn from their mistakes. ING encourages people to fail, they don’t not only say it, they make sure that employees feel it. So, they encourage people to share their failures by giving awards for the biggest failures.  

The board of directors of ING succeeded in changing the entrepreneurial behaviour by setting new norms and values within the Accelerator department. This changed the organizational culture within their tribes, resulting in a favourable condition of adapting LSM where experimentation is viewed as an important way to experiment and learn different stuff, they score strong on these items. Bringing disruptive innovations to the market to create new business models has not happened yet, therefore they score ‘’average’’ on the item innovation: ‘’It’s hard to change a proven business model.’’

LSM taught how to engage employees to get out of the building and improved the autonomy and willingness to take action and responsibility. Due LSM validated learning became crucial in the innovation process to eventually create better products for their customers. In conclusion, ING has created an explorative culture, where LSM has sufficient traction to improve the innovation capability. Hypothesis (H2) accepted. 

Table 7: ING Research results





6.3 Within analysis Eneco

6.3.1 Company profile Eneco



Source: ( Eneco website, 2016)

6.3.2 Case analysis

The innovation process of Eneco consists of the LSM principles where idea development and accountability are included. In Table 8: Eneco Research results, I have summarized the scores of the two departments based on my research. They use LSM to verify the problem/market fit and they instigate the classic Lean Start-up phases and at any stage the business case gets more tangible, with the positive result that LSM makes sure that there are less MVP’s than before. This is good, but the portfolio manager says: ‘’The difficult part is when a project fails, employees get the feeling that they have failed.’’ Important is to energize people to move on and go to the next project. 

At Innovation and Ventures, program manager says: '’Prescribing employees what to do is not the way to go.’’ ‘’Ask employees how they overcome a certain problem is an effective way.’’  In both departments there are no traditional managers anymore and managers are shit umbrellas for their teams in order to head steady on their goals. Eneco changed, to a medium degree, different processes and structures. Both interviewees say that there are no political and/or bureaucratic proportions in place. 



Both departments have the same scores on the research subjects Lean Startup Management and Management Skills. Eneco has implemented LSM and are able to maximize their resource usage. Eneco created, to a medium degree, different processes and structures to fully implement LSM. They started a development program to fully grasp the LSM benefits by improving the coordination between departments. So, each month employees are taught basic skills, to retrieve more routine. 



For example: ‘’How do teams can work better together and how to make a business case.’’  They are sharing their knowledge and they steer on key metrics that ensure and guarantee efficiency through management and the maintenance of structures.  So, I conclude a positive relation between Lean Startup Management and the management capability. Within these Eneco cases a positive moderating effect is established, by the excellent management skills indicating that LSM needs supportive management skills to accelerate the management capability. Hypothesis (H1) accepted.



At Innovation & Ventures they want to ensure continuity by adopting various business models and to remain a major player in the market. LSM is helping ServiceLab through this transition to create new and better propositions to make them able to create new services. In comparison with Innovation & Ventures, ServiceLab has a higher degree of Validated Learning. Making mistakes are considered differently within the two departments.



At Eneco they have a certain entrepreneurial mind and agility to use LSM to learn things when they get out of the building and develop themselves. They engaging employees to accompany the innovation process and are facilitating employees to get out of the building and to maximize their learnings. The culture within ServiceLab is the most favourable one within Eneco in terms of adapting LSM and support exploration and give people mandates to make decisions. Eventually this resulted in new business opportunities by launching better products and services. Thus in general, Eneco created an explorative culture, where LSM has sufficient traction to improve their technology development capability. Hypothesis (H2) accepted.



Table 8: Eneco Research results





6.4 Within Analysis Rabobank

6.4.1 Company profile Rabobank



Source: ( Rabobank website, 2016)



6.4.2 Case analysis 

Looking at Table 9: Rabobank Research results, I see a few different scores between the two interviewees, who are working within the same department. The reason for these score differences can be imputable due their interpretations caused by personal experiences, their job types, responsibilities and information asymmetries, so further investigation was not conducted.

Their innovation process entails the steps of a transparent process and they use key metrics to determine the success rate of an idea.  LSM taught them that ambiguity is important to achieve success. According to the innovation manager: ‘’Employees can help each other to do cool things.’’ ’’ By sharing learnings and ask for help regarding issues employees can develop great things in weekly sprints.’’ They are able to build on an agile way, but the linkage with other disciplines needed another structure. So, teams are now more connected by working in the same office and they changed the development processes. They learned that teams can flourish if they are connected physically.  

In a way, Rabobank has implemented LSM and they are able to eliminate waste and focus on refining their innovation process. Furthermore, they are changing their processes and structures to adopt LSM. 

Within Rabobank, managers have tight schedules and the political pressure can be severe.  To give an illustration: ’’So, when a total department is turning, you cannot go straightforward as a team.’’ ‘’It’s difficult for a bank to create shit umbrella’s. ‘’Managers try to be supportive and shit umbrellas for their employees, but our bank is in a transition mode, so priorities tend to shift on our roadmap.’’  



Based on the aforementioned, Lean Startup Management and Management Skills are developed on an average degree, despite these, LSM indeed improved the resource coordination and eliminated waste in

their innovation processes and managers are supportive to adopt new ways of innovating. So, Rabobank proofs that LSM needs to a (medium) extent, supportive management skills to accelerate the management capability. However, these benefits could have been much greater, if Lean Startup Management and Management Skills were strongly developed, Rabobank acknowledges this as well. Hypothesis (H1) accepted. 



According to the Head of innovation management they generate less MVP’s, so a few ideas received funding and most of them failed completely. ‘’When employees don’t go out, they will learn nothing. If they learn nothing, their idea will fail and with failure comes cutting off funding.’’ Therefore, Rabobank sees validation as the most valuable aspect of innovation. With validation comes learning, this process enables Rabobank to internalize new market means and translate them into new products to create new business models. 



According to the innovation manager: ‘’At Rabobank, freedom is little when ‘’how’’ and ‘’’what’’ are fully designed.’’ So, Rabobank has started a culture program where they have determined many new competences. ‘’Innovative entrepreneurship’’ is one of them and contains that employees need to seek new opportunities for themselves and the bank and its customers to instigate growth. 



However, Culture and Validated Learning are developed on an average degree and Rabobank finds ambidexterity hard to achieve. Creating an explorative setting within a corporate setting is difficult, because people don’t take risks. With their innovation toolkit they have gained more willingness among employees to embrace LSM and exploration. This resulted in better products for their customers and a more explorative culture within their department. In general, Rabobank created a relatively explorative culture, where LSM has gained sufficient traction to improve their technology development capability. Hypothesis (H2) accepted.



Table 9: Rabobank Research results



6.5 Within Analysis ABN AMRO

6.5.1 Company profile ABN AMRO





Source: ( ABN AMRO website, 2016)

6.5.2 Case analysis

Looking at Table 10: ABN AMRO Research results, ABN AMRO scores strong on the different concepts. Important to mention is that ABN AMRO is leaving their traditional way of thinking behind, within their Innovation Centre. So, their managers at ABN AMRO Innovation Centre are people who are creative, who can think out of the box, and who have great social skills and help employees to extent their knowledge and reward bravery.  This was a major step for them to overcome the burden of the traditional management philosophy and the mechanical configuration. He says: ‘’There is still a traditional structure at ABN AMRO and the Board of Directors consists of traditional bank captains.’’ So, in order to maximize our innovations, they hired external managers to create independency by avoiding hierarchy and politics and we retrieve new knowledge to innovate with impact.‘’ They score on this item ‘’weak’’ because of the political and hierarchical proportions within their company.



They now work with multi-disciplinary teams, where employees from different departments are merged to a development team. So, every team member has the same destination and is bonded by that same goal.  Interesting is that they created an ‘’plastic bubble’’ within their department, so no one can interfere and on the other hand, their prototypes cannot harm the existing business.’ ’ Their managers have the dedication to achieve their goals by experimenting and making prototypes for incremental innovations.



These managers are capable of shielding their teams for shit and have the authority to say ‘’no’’ to projects.’’ Importantly, employees are now depending on each other instead of doing a little part of the puzzle. Their management made sure that these teams are agile and retrieved better coordination by installing new processes and structures, which results in better time management and material handling. Thus, ABN AMRO is providing evidence that LSM needs supportive management skills to accelerate the management capability. Hypothesis (H1) accepted.



ABN AMRO emphasizes that employees need to overstep their boundaries and learn as much they can in a short period of time.  He says: ‘’This means that employees will make mistakes and most of the time fail.‘’ ‘’Within failure comes learning.’’ ‘’We much look at the value of the learnings, not at the downsize of failure. ‘’ For instance, they select their focus groups thoroughly and then perform their validation processes. They want to learn as much as possible from their clients, to align better to their needs but also see other opportunities. They have customers who are willing to help them to improve their products. They see co-creation as an important way to help their customers and to maximize their learnings.



They are very keen on dismissing ideas or concepts. So, they have less MVP’s and those MVP’s which are successful are really a few. At the Innovation Centre their culture can defined as an inspiring environment where freedom and creativity is very important. These are important factors to start with innovation and have employees energized. 



Their culture changed over time, because they working closely together with startups at the Innovation Centre using LSM concepts to define new means to the market. ABN AMRO has created an explorative culture, where LSM has sufficient traction to improve their technology development capability. Hypothesis (H2) accepted.

 

Table 10: ABN AMRO Research results











6.6 Cross Case Analysis

In this section the cases will be analysed on the basis of a cross-case analysis. Hereunder I will operationalize my research results and plot them in 6.6.1 on my conceptual model. The six within analyses are combined together in a table, see hereunder Table 11: Cross Case Analysis, in a way that differences can be made clearly. The differences are analysed within each research subject and supported by quotations of the interviewees. 



Through this cross case analysis there should be a clear understanding whether the supported propositions drawn from the literature and by the data from this research are applicable and finally will be followed by finding similarities and differences to generalize and derive conclusions within the multiple case studies in chapter 7.



Table 11: Cross Case Analysis



6.6.1 Conceptual framework testing

H1:   LSM needs supportive management skills to accelerate the management capability.

All the interviewed companies use an innovation process based on the LSM principles where idea development and accountability are included. The companies created, from a medium to high degree, different processes and structures to fully implement LSM and work on an agile way. 

In particular, ING and ABN AMRO have made great changes to adopt LSM thoroughly in their departments and therefore score strong on Lean Startup Management.  This results in agility, creating better coordination between departments, better time management and material handling. Rabobank and Eneco have implemented LSM and still have to work on the coordination between departments and the process and structure changes, this is beneficial to fully grasp the LSM benefits. They operate now on a medium level.



ING, Eneco and ABN AMRO score strong on the Managerial Skills. ING beliefs that supportive leadership is important, the urgency to help people every day.  Also, ING claims that there are no traditional leaders anymore.  ''A leader protects the teams by setting clear priorities and hold steady on that course, a shit umbrella.’’ ‘’No intervening is possible then. ‘’ However, ABN AMRO makes use of external coaches to help them innovate according to LSM principles within their Innovation Centre. There is still a traditional structure at ABN AMRO where bureaucratic layers and hierarchy still are in place. ABN AMRO only scores weak on this particular item. By contrast, Rabobank has to medium extent supportive managers in place and is not able to provide a strong shit umbrella position, due their transition phase.

The management capability makes it possible that technological solutions can be shaped and guided to operate smoothly. It entails the ability to transform potential technological solutions and innovations into operational activities. Management has to coordinate the procedures, processes, agreements and resources in order to operate efficiently (Whitley, 1989). In general, LSM enabled the companies to 

reduce their waste and improve the transformation of technological solutions to operate smoothly. Also, LSM helps increasing efficiency by eliminating waste and maximize the usage of resources by constantly prioritizing and use key metrics. 

The literature (Ling, 2002) claims that support from managers is essential for LSM as an innovation strategy, where LSM only can flourish when managers support entrepreneurship among employees and encourage employees to fail and learn, make resources available and diminish bureaucracy. So, there is a positive relation between LSM and the Management Capability. So, supportive management skills have a positive moderating effect on LSM in order to accelerate the management capability. In these multiple cases a positive moderating effect is established, because supportive management skills are needed for the adoption of the LSM within these companies, indicating an acceptance of the hypothesis.



H2: In an explorative culture, LSM will have sufficient traction to improve the technology development capability. 

The concepts Validated Learning and Culture are harder to achieve within the companies, this can be concluded, because within these concepts there are more ++, instead of +++ in the previous concepts. 

 

All the companies conclude that they have less MVP’s after using LSM. Ries (2011) defines a MVP as a future product. With this MVP companies can start the experiment and they can use validated learning to retrieve and engage customer feedback, which again have to be validated, eventually creating a product costumers want to buy. Eventually the best ideas will survive and Eneco emphasizes that it sometime hurts to kill ideas. The amount of learnings is therefore essential, to use resources and achieve efficiency of the value creating activities. Only ServiceLab of Eneco was able to create new business opportunities and innovative solutions to the market.

With learning comes failure. Within ING they support their employees to seek new adventures and fail. ING claims the most learning will be achieved with failure. So, they praise the biggest failure within their department.  At ServiceLab of Eneco and ABN AMRO they have the same mind-set to activate employees to learn. Therefore they score strong on this item. In contrast, at Innovation & Ventures of Eneco this item scores average, an explanation is that ServiceLab needs to engage people to learn, because as they are constantly seeking for new business models, where the investments and uncertainties are higher than Innovation and Ventures, where incremental innovations are more common. 



In general, the cultures within the companies were able to adopt from a medium extent the LSM principles. The changing the organization culture was essential, according to ING.  Rabobank specifies that the freedom is little when ‘’how’’ and ‘’’what’’ are fully designed. To strive for exploration employees have to think different, because people don’t take risks easily.  Andriopoulos (2001) prescribes that innovation is possible by supporting entrepreneurship and enable employees to learn and fail without consequences. In this case, the culture within ING is most favourable in terms of adapting LSM and support exploration and gives people mandates to make decisions. Innovation can emerge within a progressive environment where exploration and creativity are supported and can be successfully exploited.



The companies have an organizational culture, this led to creating (incremental) innovations, better products, new business opportunities and less MVP’s. Validated learning has a sufficient traction on the technology development capability. This ability is essential to translate and produce technological solutions by creating new production methods and processes. LSM encourages companies to use validated learning to develop new products customers want, thus improving the innovation capability.

6.7 New Insights

Based on the interviews, I retrieved new insights that activated me to research these insights to gain more understanding regarding these concepts. Hereunder, I will elaborate on these three concepts: 

1. Engagement

2. Culture change

3. Servitization



In order to retrieve my empirical data, I contacted the innovation Manager of Rabobank Innovation Management and the innovation manager of ABN AMRO Innovation Centre by phone. The retrieved empirical data can be found in Appendix 4: Empirical data new insights.

6.7.1 Engagement

Eneco uses LSM to verify the problem/market fit and they instigate the classic Lean Start-up phases and at any stage the business case gets more tangible, with the positive result that LSM makes sure that there are less MVP’s than before. This is good, but the portfolio manager says: ‘’The difficult part is when a project fails, employees get the feeling that they have failed.’’  The question that comes up is:

‘’How do you engage people to go to the next project, after a failure?’’



In this case I contacted ABN AMRO, because ABN AMRO scores strong on the items Employee Engagement and Failure is a lesson. See hereunder, Table 12: Engagement.



Table 12: Engagement



When a project fails, this feeling is also painful for the teams who have ‘’failed’’ for their beliefs and hard work, especially when the failure is not foreseen. This doesn’t motivate employees to start with a new project. ABN AMRO always looks at mistakes as lessons.  They conclude that employees fail and learn lots of interesting things. ’’The key is to emphasize the good aspects of failures.’’  They emphasize that employees need to learn from mistakes as soon as possible to prevent wasting more resources.



In order to avoid surprises which lead to failure, like the described situation here above, they make use of Kanban charts. This proved to be an excellent way to start improvements, identify problem areas, bottlenecks and required time to finish a project.



So, teams can see in advance the complexity of a project. He says: ‘’In the occasion that our people are feeling down after a project has failed, this occurs in situations where lots of time is invested and the failure comes as a surprise because they do not saw the bottlenecks. With the Kanban charts they have a perfect tool to measure these uncertain parameters.’’ 



When people have failed they can be engaged relatively easy to go to their next project. ‘’Failing is important to learn stuff’’ and ‘’When people feel that failing is learning, they will have a more positive association with failing.’’  At ABN AMRO they are goal orientated. Their roadmap consists of several projects that will contribute on reaching a certain goal. Thus, teams are enabled to reach their goal by executing several projects. The projects are tools for realizing their goal. So, the risks are more spread over different projects.  Also, they have the perfect persons getting out of the building who can deal properly with failure.

6.7.2 Culture change 

During my internship, I was able to experience the LSM phases from assumption testing to building an MVP and I followed Growth Hacking courses to internalise more knowledge. I realised that within a startup there is less hierarchy and prescribing activities. There is lots of freedom, creativity and many opportunities to fail and learn, completely the opposite culture within the banking industry. I experienced the same culture within ING when I conducted my interview.



The reason for the culture change within ING is that the board of directors of ING demanded another way to organise the company, this in order to be flexible and agile due their changing environment. So, ING stopped with the traditional way of innovating within their Accelerator department. This meant in general, stop intervening and letting employees innovate on an Agile way. Leadership is important to change the culture (Schein, 2004). Support from managers is essential within a company want to use 

Agile or LSM.



So, I interviewed the innovation Manager of Rabobank Innovation Management and the innovation manager of the ABN AMRO Innovation Centre by telephone regarding this concept, the culture change. The main question I formulated was:  ‘’On which management level the decision was made to use LSM?’’



Innovation manager: “LSM showed huge impact within different companies, mainly the startup scene.’’  ‘’So, Rabobank Innovation Management wanted to change their current innovation process by adopting the LSM principles.’’  The Board of Directors has a normative, traditional view how to innovate within a bank. The Board of Directors first want to see evidence if LSM works at Rabobank Innovation, before declaring that the whole IT department have to work with LSM. 



Eventually, the implementation of LSM was decided by the Head of Rabobank Innovation Management and he has 12 months to proof the benefits of LSM as an experiment. The first benefits using LSM are visible: Employees are showing explorative behaviour, structures and processes have changed and they are able to develop better products. 



However, not every department is working with LSM, only Innovation Management. Now, Innovation Management is developing roadshows to promote LSM and coach different IT teams how to use LSM. The innovation manager says:  ‘’Everybody likes the LSM principles during the roadshows, but there is no urgency within the IT teams to use LSM.’’  He motivates: ‘’In a cultural setting which has been maintained for years, it’s really hard to change the culture.’’ ‘’Especially when employees are told what to do, so as long as the Board of Directors is not prescribing managers and their departments to work with LSM, they won’t do it.’’



Within ABN AMRO, this situation is different. He declared that LSM is top priority within their innovation teams. He says:  ‘’We want to make impact with our innovations for our clients, therefore we have to choose other strategies to reach this goal.’’ He says that LSM gained lots of interest by their Board of Directors. Changing their innovation process was important to gain quick results. They knew that the world is changing and other capabilities are needed. They realised that they don’t have the sufficient human capital nor the knowledge to steer innovation with immediate effect. Thus, they assembled external parties to help them. 



He says:  ‘’Soon after LSM the processes changed and during the change we experienced that entrepreneurship and validated learning became more important.’’ “Then we came to realization that some people were blocking the progress.’’  So, they hired people who embrace innovation and had the right competences. Now, they have combined external people (their numbers are decreasing) and capable, innovation minded employees. 



Their Board of Directors introduced LSM to all the departments within Innovation & Strategy. With the results that traditional banking managers and employees left or were asked to leave due their lack of competence and/or knowledge and a great change of their culture; new values and norms are now in place. So, in Figure 6: Decision Making Unit, I have made it visual where the decision making unit regarding LSM is positioned within Rabobank and ABN AMRO (the orange arrow) and its organizational impact by highlighting the involved departments in ‘’green’’.



Figure 8: Decision Making Unit





Schein (2004) claims that the organizational culture can be changed, where he sees culture as one of the most strong and stable forces within a company. Management can change values, norms and processes, which eventually will change the culture, this conclusion is supported by Damanpour and Schneider (2006). The organization culture influences the performance and therefore the results of a company. The organization culture can be described as the ‘’mindset’’ of the company. Culture consists of values, norms, symbols, processes and rituals.



The conclusions I can derive from this observation and the theory is that:

1. The higher the decision making unit is positioned within a company, preferably top management, the more impact LSM has and eventually change the culture, this a top-down approach. 

2. Based on Figure 6, Ries (2011) proposes that defining new processes will change the culture, LSM has proved his proposition. In the examples of ING and ABN AMRO it’s evident that their culture changed by supporting entrepreneurship and failure. Now employees are involved and in charge, where this can be seen as a bottom-up approach.

3. Important management skills are:  (A) to define weaknesses of company which can block the economic impact.  By seeking resources and develop strategies that will cover this gap, companies can realise their strategic goals, like ABN AMRO did by hiring external parties. (B) Important to mention is that management need to put their ego aside and let other people take charge; the wellbeing of the company is more valuable a person’s ego.

4. The managers and persons working within these innovation departments are not traditional bankers, these people have backgrounds within the IT, Strategy, Development and Design industry. 

6.7.3 Servitization

The interviewed companies are operating in a changing environment, where there products are becoming more commoditized and prices and margins are beginning to shrink. These companies are associated with red ocean companies. The companies are constantly trying to gain more market share than their competitors. The industries wherein these companies operate are crowded as products become commodities and differentiation becomes low between the different providers. This resulted in prices drops and thin margins. 



This situation causes uncertainty, because these companies want to know how they can stay profitable the next years. Here plays strategy formulation a central role, to determine a blue ocean strategy, where market players are exploring new ways to expand their business outside their existing market. This makes it possible to find new opportunities and become more successful. 



Competitive motivations suggest these companies view their products as their primary source of income and with adding services as a secondary source of income they can form an important element of a differentiation strategy (Baines and Lightfoot, 2014). For example, Eneco only focused on their energy and gas propositions and they found it increasingly difficult to differentiate their tangible products alone, with products becoming more commodities and customers generate their own energy, they felt the urgency to change their business model by ‘servitization’.  Servitization as business strategy means that a company is searching for ways to achieve a competitive advantage.



In this case, Eneco has started with servitization by launching TOON. They now offer a smart thermostat, which consumers can operate with their smartphone. TOON gives insight in energy consumption and can help to lower the energy consumption by identifying appliances with high energy consumptions. 

Eneco used servitization as an important strategic driver for their innovation. According to Baines and Lightfoot (2014) companies can “servitize” their offerings and develop value propositions where loyalty and profit go hand in hand.



In this example LSM proofed to be beneficial for Eneco by creating a MVP and retrieving inputs from future clients in order to refine TOON. The goal of Eneco was to determine who the future clients of TOON are. In this case LSM helped Eneco to validate their assumptions in an uncertain environment, eventually to create a new business model based on servitization with TOON. 





















6.8 Implications conceptual model

Due the conclusions I derived from my new insights I need to change my initial conceptual model on three places in Figure 7: Implications conceptual model:



Figure 9: Implications conceptual model







1. Adopting LSM means a different innovation strategy. The principles associating with LSM taught managers to develop different skills in order to learn faster and become lean. LSM has a positive, effect on Management Skills.



2. Culture consists of values, norms, symbols and rituals. Schein (2004) claims that the organizational culture can be changed. Changing the organizational culture can be done by setting new values that will eventually influence the norms. Managers have the ability to change the organizational culture by functioning as guidance for employees. By setting new values and norms, so employees know which behaviour is desirable. Therefore a positive effect is established between Management Skills and Culture factor.



3. LSM is beneficial when companies want to develop new products and services and have to coop with uncertainty. With validated learning companies can test their assumptions, such as validating product innovations and servitizations to increase a company’s innovation capability. With the result to learn faster than the competition and create sustainable value propositions. Hopefully this can lead to generate new business models, improving customer loyalty, profits and gaining a competitive advantage. 





















6.9 Summary research results

In previous sections, I have analyzed the empirical data and discussed and plotted the results with my conceptual model. In this section I will summarize the different factors, positive and negative, which are improving or blocking each research subject, and I propose the positive results when specific factors are improving a research subject, see hereunder T able 13: Summary research results:



Table 13: Summary research results

		Research subject

		Positive factors

		Negative factors

		Results



		Lean startup management 

		+Provide an innovation process 

+Clear instructions to sharpen their idea

		-Some guidelines will not improve idea’s and the process becomes fuzzy

		=People know the KPI's and the guidelines, so, better measurement tooling. 



		

		+ A detailed innovation process where performance is measured, gate after gate

		-Giving funds up front will damage the measurement and control functions

		=Evaluation and funding are integrated where shorter product development cycles are created.



		

		+Installing key metrics within the innovation process 

		-Using vanity metrics

		=This improves the resource usage and eliminates waste



		

		Change both: structures and processes

		Unclear processes

		=Coordination and alignment will become more efficient between departments.  



		Management Skills

		+Support entrepreneurship 

+Urgency to help employees

		-Traditional, prescribing managers

-Big egos 

		=More support and willingness to learn and fail will improve.



		

		+Creating a bubble around the department 

		-Constantly shifting and setting new courses.

		=Hold steady, by eliminating bureaucracy and political pressure.



		

		+Scrum wise standups 

+Develop a trustworthy environment

		-Sharing failure is perceived as an embarrassment

		=Observations and dialogues are important aspects to learn, to pivot, to be agile and strengthen learning capacity. 



		Validated learning 

		+Create space and engage employees to get out the building 

		-Trying to solve problems within the same four walls.

		=This will result in new ideas which can lead to new MVP's.



		

		+Engage validated learning within a team

+Propose failure as learning

		-Not engage single feedback loops

		=Validation leads to creating feedback loop mitigate market risks and prevents waste, ultimately to develop better products.



		

		+Involve customers in the innovation process. 

		-Check only once the customers opinion

		=Customers will tell what they want, so people can build it. Than validate each iteration to build a better product.



		Culture

		+Create an explorative environment

		-LSM doesn't work in existing business

		=By employees for failure will motivate others to copy that behaviour. This will instigate exploration.



		

		+Give mandates and autonomy

+Develop the specific skills of employees

		-No mandates and low autonomy

		=Mandates will enforce employees to think about their actions and will increase their buy in to take responsibilities. 



		

		+Start a development program

+Structure team composition and trust

		-Individual training

		=Actions to improve their skills will lead to confidence. Team training will increase productivity, trust and pleasure.



		Engagement

		+ Kanban charts to foresee unpleasant surprises

+Enrol employees in different projects

		-Enrol employees in single projects

		=Kanban charts structure and change courses. Working within different projects will improve knowledge and split the risk failure.



		 

		+Top management needs to take action  +Change the values, norms and processes

+Contracting external parties

		-Telling employees what to do

		=The higher the decision making unit is positioned within a company, the more impact LSM has and eventually change the culture, even more when processes are changed. Overcome pride and find external parties to improve the organizational performance. 



		Servitization

		+Develop a blue ocean strategy

+Provide services

		-Not using LSM as innovation strategy

		=LSM  is used in conditions of extreme uncertainty. LSM helps companies to find new business models.











7. Conclusions, discussion and recommendations

This chapter will contain the conclusions and the discussion regarding the gathered data. Furthermore, the contributions to the theory, recommendations and the management implications. 



7.1 Conclusion

I conducted this research in order to answer my problem definition: ‘’ What is the effect of the Lean Startup Methodology on large companies’ innovation capabilities?’’  This research also provides insight in the moderating role of the innovation conditions companies are exposed to. 

                             

Hypotheses H1 has the following proposition: LSM needs supportive management skills to accelerate the management capability. This hypothesis is accepted. The LSM concepts are adapted to a high extend, which leads to improve the transformation of technological solutions. LSM taught how to use key metrics to define success, therefore the companies were able to determine factors that eliminated waste and achieved better resource usage. Ultimately LSM strengthens the management capability.



The available management skills within these companies are described in this research as an innovation condition. In conclusion, the managers were able to be shit umbrellas and felt the urgency to help people to achieve more learnings. Management made it possible to create an entrepreneurial environment and initiated scrum wise standups to improve the learning capacity. Ideally, changing the structure and processes resulted in higher adoption of LSM, where the companies retrieved agility, creating better coordination between departments, better time management and material handling. 



The second hypothesis is H2: In an explorative culture, LSM will have sufficient traction to improve the technology development capability. This hypothesis is also accepted. In general, the companies have proven to possess an explorative culture. This was made possible by changing the values, which can be done by installing new structures, processes, rituals and symbols. 



Management have shown to possess the ability to change the organizational culture by functioning as guidance for employees. By setting new norms, so employees know which behaviour is desirable. Other findings were that the higher the decision making unit is positioned within a company, preferably top management, the more impact LSM has within an organization to make a cultural change. 



To a lesser extent, the companies gave more mandates and autonomy to employees to retrieve more goodwill so they took more responsibilities. Changing the culture was necessary to create an explorative and agile company, where creativity and ambiguity is supported to build better products.



Within LSM validated learning is all about how to build a sustainable business. The technology development capability is the outcome of the learning cycle companies follow to internalize knowledge and to transform into innovations. For instance, internalize new knowledge led to creating incremental innovations, better products, new products and services.  Validated learning has a sufficient traction on the technology development capability. 



The most learning will be achieved with failure. So, some companies praise the biggest failure. This engages people to learn and fail. Personal failure can be a burden, so companies are using methods to fail fast and let employees work in different teams to spread this risk. Even so, LSM is most suitable to test assumptions in an uncertain environment, where companies are searching for new business models, such as servitization. Where the transition from products to services is difficult, however LSM can help to learn faster than the competition and create value for the customer to achieve a competitive advantage. 

7.2 Discussion

To gain insight in LSM and how that it can enable the innovation capabilities of large companies in commoditized industries is the central part of this research. The scientific literature regarding innovation conditions has been applied to form an opinion which favourable innovation conditions can improve the adoption of LSM.   

Because a similar research has not previously been conducted, I chose to use an explorative research were I would be able to understand and interpret the processes, occurrences and developments within these research subjects. Deriving assumptions throughout my literature review and investigated them using a qualitative research in the form of semi-structured interviews. The research results were in line with my expectations.  On the other hand, I retrieved new insights when it comes to implement LSM and the personal experiences of my interviewees doing so. These new findings have enriched my research and engaged me to research these findings even further. 

This research proves that LSM improved the innovation capabilities of the companies. According to Blank (2013) getting innovative doesn’t necessarily mean to develop disruptive innovations, it’s more creating a methodology around the processes and procedures, when one develops a product or service. The research results are in line with the literature of Blank (2013), where he claims that Agile development goes hand-in-hand with customer development. For example, the interviewed companies were able  to use agile development to lower the waste of time and resources to develop an MVP. Based on the built MVP, feedback loops were initiated to develop products by iterations to respond better to their customers’ demands.

The companies use the Business Model Canvas of  Osterwalder (2010) to sketch out their hypotheses. However, the vast majority of the interviewed companies were not able to create new business models.  Using the blue oceans strategies by Chan Kim and Mauborgne (2015) haven’t covered much ground. The companies haven’t expanded their business outside their existing industries.

Despite their current state, the companies acknowledge the fact that commoditization will be fatal and new activities have to be developed. Still, they have put much effort in developing incremental stuff to increase the value proposition of their customers, eventually this will leads to economic impact and customer satisfaction. This research is a snapshot of the current state and use of LSM within the companies. I wasn’t expecting much difference between the companies regarding the LSM adoption level, on the contrary, this research shows that some companies have a big lead.

From the scientific literature, Calantone et al (2002) have investigated the causal relation between organizational learning and innovation. They claim that a positive relationship has been obtained between organizational learning and company innovation. This research also supports their finding. The companies are able to internalize new knowledge, which allows them to create incremental innovations, better products, new products and services.

O ’Cass et al (2009) propose that companies that can internalise knowledge efficiently, thus have improved learning skills, are better in adapting to market changes by developing faster and cheaper than competitors. This learning ability can help companies to achieve a competitive advantage. Ries (2011) endorses this proposition, by stating that learning faster than anyone else is the only to succeed. I have investigated factors that are necessary to improve the learning skills, however this research has not shed a light to which extent this skill was developed to speak of a competitive advantage. 

7.3 Management Implications
Based on this research and the derived conclusion LSM has proven to lower risks concerning starting a company or launching a new product. This methodology emphasizes experimentation over planning, learning over assuming, measuring over intuition and fail fast over fail slow. Even though the realisation of this methodology within large companies can be difficult in contrast with startups. This can be accomplished by proving practitioners with empirical findings that constructs of LSM are beneficial to examine and use in an innovation process. 

Ries has developed LMS as a straight forward approach where iteration and working towards an MVP have resulted in developing learning cycles instead of gaining more profit. This methodology it can be assumed that the classical LSM phases can be understood quite easy and thus can be adopted by practitioners. This emerged methodology and its concepts can offer good guidance for those companies who want to set the desired parameters to specify LSM according to their needs.

Employees must be able to make mistakes and learn from them. Instead of getting retributions, they must get praised for the mistakes they make in order to make the organization learn and turn.  This means that managers must pay good attention to internal communication and involving employees from different departments at weekly standups. In addition, autonomy and a low degree of hierarchy are of great importance. Employees should not experience restrictive processes and companies should avoid strong control mechanisms. Procedures should be designed, so that they offer employees freedom and engagement to deploy entrepreneurial activities. 

LSM offers different phases to structure this process, furthermore managers will learn to become supportive and will determine requirements and resource planning within each phase. Applying the LSM phases will result in an efficient resource usage and will lower the waste by introducing an innovation process.  The next stages will be become difficult. Changing a culture will take some time and effort to make impact. Managers should create an entrepreneurial culture where exploration is supported. 

7.4 Limitations and further research

I explored the manifestation of LSM within commoditized industries and the findings and conclusions are reflections of the current situation and only applicable within the case analysis. Also, the generalization within qualitative researches is limited, because of the specific contextual situation the research has been conducted (Bryman et al., 2007). Because of this specific contextual situation, the results of this research are also limited for extrapolating for other industries.

This research never had the intention to present conclusions that are applicable on a larger scale. Because there is little scientific data available of LSM,  the results of this qualitative research is a first step is to get familiar with LSM and its concepts. This research represents a profound way how LSM has manifested and which activities are needed for the implementation. The outcomes of this research are presented to trigger future research on a larger scale and within different industries. 

Due to the short time frame and from a cost perspective I focused on four companies. Because I am only conducting interviews among large companies who have executed LSM, the retrieved data is biased towards their specific experiences and industry. Thus, generalization of my research is limited outside this specific context. However, my research can contribute to a general understanding of a relatively new subject like LSM, where little literature is available. Hopefully, this research can trigger future research where the insights can be investigated further and create more generalization.

The complexity of the innovation capabilities are taken in consideration, so I tried to isolate and research only two innovation capabilities. The linkages between the research subjects can be more complex, than I propose in my framework. So, linkages can be non-linear, not have causal explanations and therefore not be predictable in a complex system. I propose to have searched for linear linkages and find causal explanations, semantic relationships, in a way generalization is possible to be made between these cases.  For future research I propose to investigate all four innovation capabilities, this would enhance the description of the complexity of the system.

I have taken into consideration that after all, a description or declaration of a complex system is necessarily a reduction, because there is no perfect description of a complex system (Cilliers, 2008). Undesirable reduction is required to make this research possible within the limited timeframe. To comprehend the complex system, I used multiple descriptions and explanations. Together, these cases will still not be sufficient, but they will have fewer defects than one case. This is also important to address as a limitation in this research and where opportunities are to execute further research. 

For future research I propose that innovation strategies like design thinking and LSM can be compared to each other. There where design thinking concentrates on human interactions, LSM concentrates on the process. Especially, within this research it would have been beneficial to investigate which innovation strategy is most suitable for changing an organizational culture.  

I believe that the used theory of Ries is can be seen as one-sided. I haven’t questioned his opinions and conclusions in order to critically evaluate his propositions within this thesis. I assumed, given his role models, his experience as an entrepreneur, the perfection of his methodology, numerous LSM practitioners, that his propositions have scientific ground and are empirically proven.

I used convenience sampling to collect easy and fast interviewees. This resulted in conducting my empirical data, however a limitation is that it my sample is not representative for the total population of large companies in commoditized companies.

For future research I propose that focusing on the current and needed capabilities can shed light what companies need to do in order to improve their innovation capability. This could lead to benchmarking and determining what the companies’ s potential is and derive goals and strategies.

Within this research I couldn’t retrieve much scientific data, therefore I was only able to develop an interview protocol after reading the book of Eric Ries, the few scientific articles and talk to LSM coaches. I gained new knowledge and went from learnings to learnings in order to pivot and to change my interview protocol. 

Aiming to fully grasp the LSM concepts and adjusting my questions to LSM jargon. However,  the questions proposed in my interview protocol were not tested within other researches or used by other researchers.  The possibility is that my questions were not fully comprehended or interpreted differently by the interviewees than proposed. I tried to minimize these hazards by asking guidance from my co-reader regarding the build-up of my interview protocol and performing a pre-test with an interviewee concerning the build-up and the content of my interview protocol.
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Appendix 1: Business Model Canvas

































Appendix 2: Interview protocol Lean Startup Methodology



Company’s introduction (10 min)

· Can you describe your business model?

· To which extent is your company active in a commoditized market?

· What are the goals of your company?

· How can the LSM contribute on those goals?



Lean startup management (10 min)

Entrepreneurship:

· When an employee has a great idea how can they develop that idea into realization?

· How do you keep your employees accountable?



Innovation process:

· Can you describe the innovation process of your company?

· To which extent did the LSM contributed on the creation of better products?

· To which extent does the LSM prevents wasting resources?



Management:

· How do you measure innovation output?

· How did the LSM improved the coordination between departments and employees?

· In which way did your company had to change the processes or structures to  produce the new product/service?





Management Skills (10 min)

Management skills

· What are the primarly responsibilities of managers when implementing the LSM?

· What type of manager (e.g. visionairy) does the implementation of this model require? 

· What doesn’t work?



Shit umbrella

· To which extent do managers have to be external people, in order to avoid political and hierarchical proportions?

· How can managers be shit umbrellas for their employees?



Collaboration

· How are interactions with other departments organized to learn and turn?





Validated learning (15 min)

MVP’s

· What are the outcomes in terms of MVP’s before and after the LSM? 

· How do you engage employees to get out of the building?



Learning cycles

· How important is validation in the innovation process?

· When an employee makes a validation mistake, how does the organization refers to it? As an important lesson learned or otherwise?



Customer value creation

· To which extent did your company provide innovative solutions to the market?

· In which way were these solutions creating new business opportunities?





Culture (15 min)

Experimentation

· Can you describe the organizational culture (in terms of risk taking, freedom, creativity and agility)? 

· From your perspective, to which extent has the culture changed over time due LSM ?

· To which extent was your company’s culture ready to fully adapt  LSM?



Responsibility

· In which way do employees have mandates?

· To which extent do employees take responsibilities?



Development

· To what extent did LSM change the skills of your employees?
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Appendix 4: Empirical data new insights
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Preface 
 

Before you lies the master thesis ‘’What is the effect of the Lean Startup Methodology on large 

companies’ s innovation capabilities?’’  This Master’s thesis is the evidence of my ability to deal with a 

research context and produce an independent piece of scientific work that yields the required results 

and has been produced according to valid scientific standards of the Part-time Master Business 

Administration program 2014-2016.  

 

During this program at RSM it is essential that the students are capable of conducting research in the 

scientific field of the preferred master course, in my case the master course New Business, Innovation 

and Entrepreneurship.  The students must be able to describe the integral research methods to 

generate a master thesis. From formulating a problem definition to retrieving and analysing empirical 

data, to draw conclusions and suggestions for future research. The aim of my master thesis is to learn 

new understandings, use an inductive approach to formulate unconfirmed hypothesis and acquiring 

extensive conclusions. 

 

My research was carefully prepared in The Netherlands and conducted between the 2nd of January and 

the 26th of July 2016. The research began as a curiosity in product development within Fintech start-

ups, what automatically resulted in stepping in the world of the Lean Startup movement by Eric Ries.  A 

successful startup can be achieved by learning the concepts of this methodology, in an iterative way 

which has proven to be successful. So, my goal is to learn how the Lean Startup Methodology is enabling 

companies to boost their innovativeness in a way that leads to speed and creating new business 

opportunities. 

 

In conclusion, the knowledge and experience I have gained over the past two years have given me new 

insights and experiences during lectures and assignments, creating new opportunities and friendships. 

Looking back, this was an intellectual journey that both were inspiring and unique, from Rotterdam to 
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Management Summary 
 

Eric Ries  started and created The Lean Startup Methodology and the term Lean Startup has its origin 

from the IT industry. Lean Startup is used as a customer centred approach. What do customers want? 

This question causes uncertainties and a major uncertainty is the hazard of developing a product or 

service that customers don’t want to use. Trying to minimize that hazard, Eric Ries’ Lean Startup 

Methodology addressed a new way of founding and guiding startup creation. Rather than bringing a 

finalized version of a companies’ product to the market, Lean Startup Methodology endorses the 

creation of an early version and its constant improvement through direct customer feedback.  

The overall objective must be to improve the ability to successfully innovate, according to Ries. In 

general,  companies who improve their innovation capability are able to achieve better value 

propositions and higher profits. So, Innovation capabilities as source of competitive advantage for 

organizations are therefore an important issue in the scientific literature. To develop an innovation 

capability, the right conditions have to be in place to fully benefit from the innovation outcomes.   

My research facilitated the exploration of the Lean Startup Methodology as a phenomenon using a 

literature study, observations and interviews. This ensured that my research was conducted throughout 

different research methods to have a variety of scopes to integrally comprehend the concepts.  The aim 

of my research is to explore which effect the implementation of the Lean Startup Methodology has on 

the innovation capability and thereby measure the influence of the innovation conditions.  

The results of the research were that the Lean Startup Methodology enabled them to maximize the 

usage of resources by constantly prioritizing and use key metrics to define their definition of success 

within uncertain conditions. The companies have adopted the Lean Startup Methodology by creating a 

management vision, installing an innovation process, a methodology around the development of 

producing better products, customers want to use. All the companies conclude that the Lean Startup 

Methodology has maximized their amount of validated learning in their search of a product/market fit 

by developing MVP’s, ultimately improving their innovation capability. 

 

An important innovation condition is that managers can create and shape the organization’s culture, by 

defining new means, minimize bureaucratic layers, strengthen collective understanding and 

accommodate resources. The companies have proven when one has an explorative culture, it will 

positively affect the innovation capability. 

 

Even more, the Lean Startup introduces another way of innovating, embracing this innovation strategy 

means dedication from the management. In conclusion, the higher the decision making unit is 

positioned within a company, preferably top management , the more impact the Lean Startup 

Methodology has within an organization to make a cultural change.  

The most learning will be achieved with failure. So, some companies praise the biggest failure. This 

engages people to learn and fail. The Lean Startup Methodology is therefore most suitable to test 

assumptions in an uncertain environment, with the result to learn faster than the competition and 

create value propositions to achieve an competitive advantage in commoditized industry.  
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1. Introduction and motivation 
 

In 2007 many banks had good reputations and were associated with terms such as trustworthy and 

strong brand value. The global financial crisis of 2008 changed all that. Lots of banking brands still have 

to regain trust and credibility from the public caused by the financial crisis of 2008. Even years after the 

financial crisis banks still are overcoming the reputational damage. In conclusion, the perceived 

credibility in banks by the public is still low and their offerings are becoming more commoditized. This is 

all the more disturbing given the importance and relevance of the banking industry within the financial 

market and the society. 

 

Banks are continuously questioned regarding their code of conduct and strengthening their brand value 

has become an obsession in order to regain trust from the society. So, banks are forced to find new 

ways to improve the customer journey. Many traditional banks have to make the important choice to 

continue their current business model and soon be disrupted, or find new business models to survive 

and hopefully appeal to the public’s needs to regain their trust and improve their relevance. 

 

According to the literature of the authors Chan Kim and Mauborgne (2015) the banking industry can be 

associated with their definition of red ocean companies. Distinctly, market players within a red ocean 

are constantly trying to gain more market share than their competitors, where the market becomes 

crowded, products become commodities and differentiation becomes low. Eventually, prices will drop 

and margins become thin. Heaving fighting is the only way to beat the competition, what makes the 

ocean red. In blue oceans, market players are exploring new ways to expand their business outside their 

existing market. This makes it possible to find new opportunities and become more successful.  

 

Therefore ING explained, as a guest speaker during college, the necessary introduction of the Spotify 

model into their organization to overcome their ‘’Spotify Moment’’. The “Spotify Moment” is the 

moment at which technology disrupts the traditional business of market players, like the way the music 

industry was disrupted by Spotify. ING believes that they must ‘’kill their cash cow’’ and therefore need 

to disrupt their existing business model. However, from a personal experience, banks are constantly 

trying to improve their existing activities, instead of exploring new activities. So, how can such a 

mechanical, commoditized industry thrive in a world that becomes more disrupted and uncertain? 

 

As from a scientific point of view Jansen et al (2006) motivate that focusing on executing the existing 

activities are insufficient to gain a sustainable competitive advantage. Companies in a dynamic 

environment can improve their achievements by developing new products and services, as well as 

creating new business models and demands. Therefore Van Hemert et al (2013) state that companies 

need to develop specific capabilities, innovation capabilities to fulfil their strategic goals. 

 

In the article of Blank (2013) he concludes that the Lean Startup has changed the way companies 

innovate. The Lean Startup proofs that companies can outperform competitors and achieve a 

sustainable competitive advantage through their innovation capability. So, scientifically, it’s most 

interesting to investigate how the Lean Startup is improving the innovation capabilities of companies, 

eventually to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage. 

 

Now the question is how can they overcome their ‘’Spotify moment’’? In my opinion they must start 

now to embrace the Lean Startup Methodology (hereafter called LSM). Banks need to change their 

business model and search for product/market fits in order to keep up with the ongoing technologies to 

survive the ‘’Spotify Moment’’. Here above leads to my goal, which is to comprehend the LSM and how 

that it can enable the innovation capabilities of large companies in commoditized industries. Important 

is to investigate and determine what innovation conditions can help to adapt this innovation strategy.    
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2. Research Design 
 

In this chapter I will describe the components of my research design.  In which I will motivate my 

problem definition, my objective definition, research questions and report structure. 

2.1 Introduction problem identification 
LSM gained lots of attention over the years and Eric Ries, the author, describes a new way for 

companies to build new products and launch them successfully in the market. LSM encourage 

companies to learn what their customers want and constantly testing their vision (Ries, 2011). LSM is 

also known as a ‘’customer development” method (Blank, 2013).  

The overall idea behind LSM is that innovation is a process, a methodology. By adopting LSM, validated 

learning becomes crucial; that means that companies must validate their hypothesis by constantly 

engage feedback loops. To investigate in an early stage what customers want companies can reduce 

market risks and prevent failures and waste. 

Here above leads to my goal, which is to comprehend LSM what can enable the innovation capabilities 

of large companies in commoditized industries and determine which innovation conditions are 

necessary to adapt this innovation strategy.    

Conducting a research purely to fulfil the curriculum doesn’t give me much satisfaction. So, I searched 

for a topic that would passionate me and could make a contribution to the scientific literature. During 

my search, I quickly came to the conclusion that there was little scientific literature available regarding 

LSM and the few articles I found, briefly described the methodology and the results.  

Due the fact that LSM is exercised in practical terms, little scientific literature is available. In order to 

comprehend these concepts of LSM I had to retrieve empirical data. I belief that this gap in the scientific 

literature was my first motivation to investigate LSM. Also, I felt the urgency to connect LSM to other 

scientific topics. Researching this phenomenon would broaden my scope and enrich the scientific 

relevance of my research. From my point of view, it is important to investigate in a profound way how 

the best practices have implemented LSM. Most of all, what effects occurred during their 

implementation to be more agile in an uncertain industry. 

Therefore, parallel to my problem definition and research questions, it is beneficial to determine if a 

large company has to behave and act as a startup. Startups can be found in each type of company, from 

profit companies to governments, from non-profits to NGO’s. The methodology stays the same, it is an 

universal method. It is said that LSM is most beneficial when the environment has a certain level of 

uncertainty. When environments are predictable, LSM will lose its benefits. No hypotheses have to be 

validated and feedback loops with customers are not necessary.  

Based on the aforementioned, LSM is of use when companies deal with uncertainty and I think it’s an 

opportunity to research how LSM is implemented within large companies, banks, who have to shift and 

adopt other ways of innovating. This, to create new business models to stay profitable and offer 

products that customers want to overcome to be disrupted by fintech companies. 
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2.2 Problem definition 
Large companies in commoditized industries need to seek new business models and determine which 

specific needs their customers have in order to survive and avoid their ‘’Spotify Moment’’. 

2.2.1. Problem definition and research questions 

Based on my motivation in chapter 1, I have thoroughly determined my problem definition: 

What is the effect of LSM on large companies’s innovation capabilities?                                       

 

My research questions are divided into two scopes, which will be answered throughout the literature 

review and the empirical findings:  

Literature review: 

• What is innovation? 

• Which type of innovation is LSM? 

• What are innovation capabilities (according to scientific research)? 

• What are innovation conditions? 

• What effects does the literature claim of the lean start up model on innovation capabilities? 

 

Empirical findings: 

• How do the innovation conditions affect the innovation capabilities? 

• To which extent are the benefits realized within the companies applying LSM? 

• To which extent are these benefits realized within the interviewed companies? 

• What conclusion can we draw on the conditions for the application of the lean startup model for 

the innovation capabilities? 

• How does the lean start up methodology enables innovation within large organizations? 

2.2.2. Research objectives 

My research objectives are to determine (1) how innovation capabilities can be improved by using LSM 

and (2) which innovation conditions are necessary for LSM to create a favourable climate, where LSM 

can be successfully implemented within large companies in a commoditized industry.  

 

In order to meet my research objectives, I have determined a research strategy which consists of three 

steps:  

1. First, the aim is to understand and describe conceptually and empirically, how and to what extent 

benefits can be realized throughout the LSM.  

2. Second, investigate the concepts of the LSM and which benefits are realized within the innovation 

capabilities of a large organization and capture the components of the LSM in academic terms.  

3. Third, I will concentrate on the moderating innovation conditions that are associated with such an 

innovation strategy and what favourable climate is beneficial for LSM. 

2.2.3.  Practical relevance 

LSM initiatives amongst startups and large companies are emerging. However, despite increasing 

examples of companies successfully embracing the LSM, there is still much uncertainty for managers in 

large companies how to organize this methodology. In the book of Eric Ries he offers many examples 

and deconstructs them into the specific concepts of LSM. T 

 

This research is relevant, because I want to deliver more insights how LSM has manifested within a 

corporate setting and which lessons are learned to provide tangible aspects and recommendations for 

further research and for managers more certainty adopting LSM, and for entrepreneurs, intrapreneurs 

and innovation enthusiasts how to enable LSM within their current activities to become more successful 

in innovating.  
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2.2.4. Academic relevance 

Research on the literature for LSM does not yield many results through quality articles from publications 

and articles in scientific journals, Google Scholar and books. Even though LSM is an emerging popular 

phenomenon within startups and large companies, but LSM has not retrieved much consideration in 

academic magazines and scientific literature.  

 

Ries (2011) claims that LSM creates an competitive advantage by learning quicker than competitors. 

‘’Competitive advantage’’ yields many results in scientific literature and is of great importance within 

the scientific fields of strategic management and innovation management. Within the last decade, 

Michael Porter can be seen as the founding father regarding ‘’competitive advantage’’ throughout his 

value chain framework. Yam et al (2011), Zawislak et al (2012),  Prajogo (2006) have studied competitive 

advantage throughout innovation. So, there are different ways for companies to achieve a competitive 

advantage, LSM provides a methodology where the ‘’speed of learning’’ can lead to differentiation and 

exploring new business models.  

  

The academic relevance of this research is to add knowledge to the literature of LSM, through empirical 

research. Importantly, this research provides a comprehensive framework within to provide new 

insights and (tangible) findings how LSM can accomplish a competitive advantage and which adjoining 

subjects will change directly and indirectly by LSM. 

2.2.5. Structure of the research 

In this master thesis I have used the following structure: 

Chapter 2: In chapter two the research design that will be used as the basis for this research will be 

discussed. Also, I will discuss my problem definition, mention my research questions, research objectives 

and my contributions. 

Chapter 3: Starts with a theoretical anticipation about innovation capabilities, innovations conditions 

and LSM. This literature overview serves as a basis and delivers an overview of the relevant literature 

within the mentioned subjects. This also creates the context for the results generated with this research.  

Chapter 4: This chapter entails the conceptual framework and the formulated hypotheses.  

Chapter 5: Here I detail the methodology of this research. Subsequently the executed research 

methodology is presented, inclusive way of data collection and discussion about research validity and 

reliability. 

 

Chapter 6: The results of the qualitative interviews are presented in my confrontation matrix. 

 

Chapter 7: Finally, chapter seven contains the analysis of the data and the answers to the hypotheses. 

Chapter 8: In this chapter the implications of my research will be motivated, which limitations are in 

place and suggestions I propose for future research. 
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3. Literature review 
 

This chapter entails a theoretical exploration in the available research literature. At first, I will define the 

concepts of innovation. Followed by explaining the concepts of innovation capabilities and innovation 

conditions. Furthermore, I will elaborate on the constructs of LSM. Then I will discuss the relevant 

linkages and conclusions between the different concepts which I found in the scientific literature. 

Finally, based on the expected relationship (s) between these concepts I will develop my conceptual 

model in chapter 4. 

3.1 What is Innovation? 
Eric Ries describes in his book that every company can be innovative by creating a methodology around 

the innovation process.  So, to which extent does LSM helps companies to be innovative? And what is 

innovation?  I will shed a light on these questions at the end of this chapter. The place for me to start 

now is with a definition of innovation.  

 

There is still no decisive definition of innovation. Schumpeter (1934) defines innovation to be a market 

introduction of a technical either organizational novelty, only not its invention. Schumpeter made a 

fundamental point and he proposes that an innovation does not occur until some novelty (technical, 

organizational or otherwise) is launched into a market, adoption by the market is necessary. In his 

article he used a clear example of the large scale electric power distribution, which was promoted by 

Edison. According to Schumpeter that was an invention, but it was the use of the alternating current, 

promoted by Westinghouse, that gained widespread adoption. And therefore became an innovation! 

 

Schilling (2005) proposes that people define ‘’technology’’ with innovation. Her opinions is that people 

who are thinking that innovations are driven by technology should rethink their opinion. She claims that 

innovation is more than only technology. Being innovative does not mean inventing; Innovation enables 

companies to change their business model and to be more adaptable to changes in their environment 

by delivering better products and services.  

Schilling (2005) motivates that the benefits of innovation for companies lay in creating and 

implementing new ideas where new products and enhanced services arise.  Schilling claims that, 

consequently, innovating companies gaining more efficiency in their critical business processes and 

procedures, which are resulting in higher productivity and economic impact.  

According to the authors Bayarçelik and Taşel (2012), they claim that innovation entails the introduction 

of a new or notably enhanced product, service, process, marketing method or organizational method 

within a business domain. Also, the spreading of innovations need to be done carefully and successfully 

in order to achieve an economic impact. 

 

Innovation has to be an important component of a business strategy, a way that people create an 

innovative culture where innovative thinking and creative problem solving are anchored (Klewitz and 

Hansen, 2014). 

So, my summary is, from the definitions from here above, that innovation is more than only a technical 

solutions or invention, these concepts need to be adopted to become an innovation. Innovation is an 

important component of a business strategy, where innovation can lead  to develop new products and 

services. This will change the business model where value is created to achieve an economic impact. 
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3.2 Types of innovation 
Now that I have a conclusive definition of innovation, I find it relevant to distinguish the different types 

of  innovation. This will provide me an answer on my research question; which type of innovation is 

LSM, based on the scientific literature? Identifying these types will lead me to determine which 

innovation theory is appropriate for LSM and how it can be characterized. 

 

The practical issue here is that innovations can be characterized in many ways. I found four different 

articles regarding innovation, from 1985 till 2013. I chose to compare these articles, to analyse the 

scientific development of innovation as research object over time and retrieve insights from a number 

of different perspectives. Different authors have examined over time numerous types of innovation I 

have summarized these important perspectives in a graphic, the taxonomy of innovation, hereunder in 

Figure 1: 

 
Figure 1: Taxonomy of Innovation 

 
 

 

When summarizing the different theories and concepts of innovation, I see the following differences: 

• Drucker (1985) examined the origins of innovations like the events and/or circumstances that enable 

innovation, like unexpected occurrences or industry and market changes.  

• Keeley (2013) explains that there are ten innovation types and he build a framework to give more 

insight within three categories of innovation types.  

• On the other hand, management institute INSEAD (2014) identifies five innovation pillars, where they 

mainly focus on the impact of external factors. 

• Schilling (2015) looks at innovations according to their character. They can be innovations in products 

or in processes, they can be radical or incremental, they can enhance or undermine the current 

competence of an organization or business, and they can be innovations of overall architecture.  

 

The authors are emphasizing different concepts within their theories. In particular, Drucker and INSEAD 

are focusing more on the external environment wherein innovations can take place. In their articles the 

external environment is changing and can create opportunities and threats. Companies need to develop 

responsiveness and flexibility to use the environment as leverage to innovate. 

Keeley and Schilling looking more at the internal aspects such as processes and capabilities of 

companies, they refer to the strengths and weaknesses of companies. They deconstructed the different 

ways how companies need to operate to bring forward innovations that matter. Thus, the external and 

internal accents are complementary on each other and give an broad base which concepts are relevant 

for innovation to emerge.  
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What the different authors have in common is that innovation stands for developing something new or 

better and there are different resources (internal or external) needed and combined to achieve 

innovation. Innovations can emerge when there is value created for customers and innovations over 

time become commodities and will be replaced by other innovations in changing environments. 

 

When I look at the components of LSM and the concepts of the mentioned articles, I can connect the 

dots between them. Within paragraph 3.5 I will explain and elaborate on the components of LSM in 

further detail. Here I will concentrate on the brief LSM definitions: 

• Schilling (2015) characterises innovations within products or in processes and competences. Ries 

(2011) motivates that innovating is building a methodology around a development of a product. 

Therefore LSM can be seen as an innovation approach that structures and simplifies the process. 

• INSEAD (2014) looks at innovation through business sophistication and Human Capital. Business 

sophistication concentrates on higher efficiency of production of goods within a nation. LSM 

concentrates on better resource usage. Human Capital refers to a human skillset, where LSM also 

promotes companies to support employees to learn and fail to deliver a better product. 

• Keeley (2013) proposes that internal concepts can help companies to get more innovative through 

their configuration, offerings and experiences. He also emphasizes that companies which create the 

best value proposition will improve their customer engagement. Important within LSM is creating 

feedback loops with future customers to see what their needs are. By constantly using these 

feedback loops to improve a product. Ultimately, a company can produce a better product according 

to their customer’s needs. 

• Drucker (1985) examined the origins of innovations like the events and/or circumstances that enable 

innovation, like unexpected occurrences or industry and market changes. Within LSM, uncertainty is 

a very important aspect. LSM creates a structure where companies can create new products and 

services within environments within extreme uncertainty. Validation of assumptions is most 

important to verify if the development products appeal to customers needs. 

What I learn from the different authors is that their proposed concepts are  applicable within certain 

context and LSM is an innovation strategy which cannot be plotted within the scientific literature. Blank 

(2013) refers with LSM to a customer development process, where lean principles are used to eliminate 

waste of time and resources in order to lower the failure rates of startups within environments of great 

uncertainty. 

The concepts and the manifestations of LSM can be found within the several theories of the different 

authors. I can conclude now that LSM cannot be characterized within a single innovation theory. LSM is 

an innovation strategy that covers many innovation concepts and the applicability is large. 
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3.3 Innovation Capabilities 
To retrieve more traction and to grow, every company must have to develop specific capabilities, in my 

case innovation capabilities. These capabilities can be described as an extensive set of a company’s 

innovation configuration that enables them to innovate in a way that aligns with their strategic activities 

(Van Hemert et al, 2013).  

Van Hemert et al (2013) refers to innovation capabilities as the source that instigates creation and 

development of new products and services which can create new business models to gain more 

economic impact. Eventually, to achieve a competitive advantage were value propositions are essential 

to strengthen customer loyalty.  

For example, in the empirical study of Yam et al (2011) they researched manufacturing industries in 

Hong Kong and they recognized that companies with greater innovation capabilities reached greater 

competitive advantages and higher efficiency rates. So, improving innovation capabilities will result in 

achieving a competitive advantage, therefore innovation capabilities have much attention in the 

scientific literature. When companies are able to develop their innovation capabilities, eventually this 

will result in a competitive advantage and higher efficiency rates. However, the question I have is: How 

can companies develop their innovative capability?  

Researchers such as Selznick (1957) and Lall (1992) conducted researches to comprehend the innovation 

capabilities by identifying the concepts that are important to companies. Their researches were 

extensive and they conducted under certain labels such as human resources, distinctive competencies 

specific skills, invisible assets, organizational competences,  absorptive capacity, organizational 

capabilities, technological capabilities and marketing capability. 

These concepts are the result of the company’s innovation configuration, which entails different 

synergistic processes which allows companies to develop, internalise and produce new products and 

services. This Innovation activity according to Van Hemert et al (2013) can represent an interactive 

process where technology, systems and processes have underlying linkages with each other. The 

company’s ability to strengthen these underlying interlinkages will result in improving the innovation 

capability.  

Based on the articles of Selznick (1957), Lall (1992) and Van Hemert et al (2013), they mention their 

definitions of innovation capability and what these underlying concepts are. However,  the ways how 

these underlying concepts interact with each other, are not mentioned.  Gaining insight in these 

interactions will increase the comprehension how the innovation capability can be improved. 

Zawislak et al (2012) have done just that. They state that the innovation capability can be divided into 

four underlying concepts: technology development, operations, management and transaction. 

Important to know is that all companies have the availability of these capabilities, it is necessary to 

know how companies are using these capabilities simultaneously and to what extent. Ultimately, to 

successfully innovate, a company needs to combine them to one, the innovation capability, which 

creates a competitive advantage.  

According to Zawislak et al (2012) innovations occurs using the mentioned complementary capabilities. 

Of course, a technological innovation is an obvious type of innovation. There are more types of 

innovation available, many companies innovate and still do not technologically innovate.  
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The complementary capabilities can be formed by companies in order to create new configurations that 

enable them to innovate in a way that other companies can’t copy. The assumption of Reichert et al 

(2014) is that this advantage can be used to increase the innovation capability.  

In Table 1 the innovation capability is divided in the mentioned four different complementary 

capabilities, see hereunder. The definitions form an extensive description of each complementary 

capability: 

Table 1: Complementary Capabilities ( Zawislak et al (2012) 

 
 

Zawislak et al (2012) claim that the technology development capability and the management capability 

form the essential competences for companies. These capabilities are enabling companies to learn and 

internalise new knowledge in ways that companies are able to find, create and offer new products and 

services managed by supporting operations and interactions.  

 

In order to master these processes, companies must be able to control and optimise them. This 

capability is known as the operations capability. This capability means that companies optimize the 

production capacity by collecting different resources, such as knowledge, skills and production plans 

that enable them to keep a steady output. To manage the operation, the management capability is a 

crucial mechanism to shape and guide technological outcomes to operate smoothly. 

They have designed a framework where they explain that companies internalise new knowledge and 

convert this knowledge into technological outputs which result in customer demands. When companies 

are aligning their knowledge and technological capabilities to bring forward new market means, they are 

transacting technology as an important driver for competitive advantage. 
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According to Zawislak et al (2012) innovation capabilities can be diverted in two domains: technology 

driven capabilities and business driven capabilities. See hereunder the framework, Figure 2: 

Figure 2: Innovation Capability Framework 

 
In the framework of Zawislak et al (2012), here above, they have determined six different functions 

between each capability.  

 

1) The technology development capability focuses on the processes companies have in place in order to 

engage learning loops and use their market responsiveness to internalize new experiences and 

knowledge. These processes are essential to translate and produce technological solutions by creating 

new production methods and processes.  

 

2) The management capability is the major connecting component. This function makes it possible that 

technological solutions can be shaped and guided to operate smoothly. It entails the ability to transform 

potential technological solutions and innovations into operational activities. Management has to 

coordinate the procedures, processes, agreements and resources in order to operate efficiently. In 

circumstances where uncertainty is applicable, this capability will be of great importance. 

 

3) The logistics and marketing function makes it possible to optimise the planning and logistics of goods, 

in order to meet customer demands. Good distribution can lower transportation costs and increase 

availability of goods. 

4) The linkage among the management capability and the transaction capability is described as the 

coordination function. The coordination function implies the procedures and agreements whereby 

companies have to oblige.  

 5) The assumption is that technology has to be commercialised in order to generate cash flows. The 

transaction capability connects companies to the market. Several activities are needed (customer 

service, sales) in order to where the technological change must follow. 

6) The operations capability ensures that procedures and company processes are stable in order to 

guarantee the activities of the company. 
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3.4 Innovation conditions 
Creating favourable conditions are essential to optimally instigate innovation. I have read numbers of 

articles where favourable conditions are outlined. My efforts laid in the understanding what scientific 

literature determines under ‘’innovation conditions’’. I want to identify the important innovation 

conditions to understand the essential benefits. 

Laforet (2011) investigated that companies who use innovation are better equipped to develop products 

and services customers really want. They create value propositions and differentiate in strategic ways to 

leave competitors behind.  Also, striving for innovativeness changes companies’ outlooks, goals and 

strategies, defining their short and long term planning. Therefore companies put great effort in 

developing coherent activities, by changing their product development, technological differentiation 

and product lifecycle change based on targeted customer groups. 

Due the fast growing technological developments, products have shorter lifecycles and therefore their 

technological value decline swiftly, with the result that companies have little payback time (Dadfar et al, 

2013). Small to medium companies don’t have extensive R&D budgets to experiment and develop new 

technologies, instead they use existing technology in new markets. These companies are more flexible 

to change direction and their business model. These companies create opportunities throughout the 

existing innovation conditions (Laforet, 2011). 

Bayarcelik et al (2014) executed an extensive research where their goal was to examine which 

innovation conditions are crucial. They found that in the United States small and medium companies are 

representing almost 98% of the administrated companies. Even more, in Italy, Japan and France the 

small and medium companies are representing almost 99% of the administrated companies. To a larger 

extent, in Turkey small and medium companies represent even 99,9% of the administrated companies. 

So, they interviewed 33 managers and owners, to obtain crucial innovation conditions, see Table 2: 

Innovation Conditions.  

Their research examined the innovation conditions which are contributing on the innovation results of 

these small and medium companies. In Table 3: Weights of Criteria, the perceived importance of the 

innovation conditions by the interviewees: 

 

  
 

Source: Bayarcelik et al (2014) 
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To take in perspective, the research of Laforet (2011) concentrates on the impact of innovations on 

companies’ financial performance, such as financial risks, uncontrollable business growth, companies' 

image and reputation loss. Of course, the financial aspect is important to recognize as an innovation 

condition, however this is one-sided. 

The research of Bayarcelik et al (2014) demonstrates  eleven innovation conditions, divided into four 

themes: management-, technological-, financial- and firm factors. I will summarize the different 

innovation conditions, one by one, in order to give substantial information about each innovation 

condition. 

3.4.1. Financial Factor 

Financial strengths determine the innovation results of companies. Lecerf (2012) stipulates that the 

financial factor is an essential part of innovation. In order to innovate companies do need to have 

resources they can use and combine to achieve an innovative capacity.  The innovation capacity consists 

of usage of resources, problem solving processes, knowledge and experiences and cooperative 

departments. Within startups, their innovation capacity is under pressure due the lack of the financial 

factor, which results in less resources and little knowledge (Laforet, 2011).  

The financial capacity is crucial for companies to expand their business. The financial capacity is not the 

only factor to achieve a higher innovation capacity, but it is crucial one, especially for small and medium 

companies. Investments can only be done when sufficient funds are available within the company or the 

company is capable of generating funds from banks or investors, these two aspects are difficult for small 

companies. Xie et al. conclude that small companies experience their inability to generate funds as their 

main difficulty in comparison than larger companies (Xie et al, 2013).  

3.4.2. Company Size 

The company size is of great importance in determining the possibility to achieve knowledge and 

technology (Davenport and Bibby, 1999). Their research pointed out that larger companies are better 

capable of producing and internalising technology.  

 

They motivate their claims by enumerate four arguments: 

1. Of course, larger companies have bigger cash flows in order to finance their innovation capacity. 

Also, larger companies have access to capital markets and can use their cash flows and/or assets to 

retrieve funding.  

2. Furthermore, large companies have huge sales volumes where they are can spread the fixed costs 

over the volume of products. The result in that the fixed costs per unit will decrease.  

3. Large companies are able to gain in-depth knowledge, retrieving and using human capital and using 

experts to mitigate uncertainties, which can boost their innovation (O’Cass et al, 2009). 

4. Also, large companies can use their existing resources and can acquire numerous resources. The 

combing of these resources are enabling companies to increase their innovation capacity and 

ultimately, achieving a competitive advantage. Small companies do not have these possibilities. 

These companies constantly have to prioritize and make trade-offs in their investment policy, with 

the result that they cannot act swiftly on market opportunities when expensive invests are needed. 

 

3.4.3. Institutional Factor 

The institutional factor refers to the external environment of companies. In environments were the 

institutional structures are challenging will affect the performance of companies. Factors such as 

economic instability, poor human rights policies, strict fiscal regime, political pressure and bad 

infrastructure will lower innovation (Volchek et al., 2013).  
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3.4.4. Technology factor 

Developing new products are expensive and risky. Companies are joining forces in order to create a 

platform, defining standards and keep profits steady. This increases the innovation speed in a certain 

industry, although cooperation between competitors can result in major cash drains and legal issues 

(Gynawali and Park, 2009).  

3.4.5. Customer Preferences 

Customers are responsible for innovation. Companies are constantly searching for new products and 

services to solve consumer problems. Companies who are responsive and meet the needs from their 

customer are profitable. So, more companies are involving their customers in their product plans and 

experiment to develop better products customers want to buy. This co-creation leads to bringing 

forward differentiated products, deepen the customer intimacy, building a stronger brand identity and 

profitable value propositions (Laforet, 2011).  

 

3.4.6. Economic Factor 

The economy is the driving force for prosperity and creating a favourable climate for investments 

(Rujirawanich et al, 2011). Companies are more willing to investment in innovation when economic 

indicators are opportune, this results in low capital interest rates, a high consumer confidence and a 

liberal economic. These factors are boosting investments, creating new demands and jobs. 

Subsequently, a great economic climate will result in investing in technology, creating innovation 

(Karpak , 2010).  

 

3.4.7. Culture Factor 

The organization culture influences the performance and therefore the results of a company. The 

organization culture can be described as the ‘’mindset’’ of the company. Culture consists of values, 

norms, symbols and rituals. Schein (2004) claims that the organizational culture can be changed. He sees 

culture as one of the most strong and stable forces within a company. The cultural model of Schein 

(2004) consists of three levels, see Figure 3: Levels of Culture. 

 

At the lowest level ‘’basic undergraduate lying assumptions’’ 

these the are the basic assumptions which include 

perceptions and beliefs that people are not aware and are 

very difficult to change and form the base for the next layer.  

 

That middle layer "espoused values" consists of values and  

norms, or the conscious values that are communicated and  

function among others as normative and moral anchors. 

 

In the upper layer ‘’artifacts’’ come forward as 

manifestations of a company, including buildings, decoration 

of offices, parking  spaces for senior management, clothing 

manners and leadership style. 

 

 
 Figure 3: Levels of Culture (Schein, 2004) 

According to Andriopoulos (2001) changing the organizational culture can be done by setting new values 

that will eventually influence the norms. So, norms are derived from values and values thus lead to 

specific norms. These norms can function as guidance for employees to know which behaviour is 

desirable in the new context.  

 

Innovation is all about taking risks, patience, forming a long-term vision, learning, failure, trial and error, 

are labelled as an innovative culture (Castro et al ,2013). Innovation means accepting that employees 

will (openly) will make mistakes are allowed to do so, to create the ultimate idea. Andriopoulos (2001) 
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prescribes that innovation is possible by supporting entrepreneurship and enable employees to learn 

and fail without consequences.  

 

3.4.8. Management Skills 

Now we discussed the culture factor, managers can create and maintain the targeted norms and values 

(Ling, 2002). Managers have an important role developing new values and creating the requisite norms. 

Even more, managers have the opportunity to define the organizational goals by determining ‘’why’’ 

these goals are important, ‘’how’’ these goals can be achieved and ‘’what’’ employees need to do 

(Kelley et al, 2011).   

Wolpert (2002) emphasizes that successful managers achieve these results by using different techniques 

and interpersonal competences. Successful managers have a solid vision, which means that they know 

what they want and can also convince and motivate others to follow.  They possess a natural authority 

and improve departments or companies by combining different resources and setting course to their 

destination. 

Ling (2002) finds it essential that managers find the balance between steering and self-organization. This 

concept is central in an innovation context. Successful managers develop a style where there is balance 

between establishing guidelines and instructions. Where giving employees space for personal 

interpretation and sufficient support.  

Ling claims that managers need to use other competences during different stages of an innovation 

process. From generating ideas till producing a product, during each phase, managers need to have 

different competences and assessment criteria. Thus, managers need to have a full range of specific 

competences and they need to know when to use them and in which situation. This can be challenging 

for certain companies and that make the difference between success or failure. 

Another aspect according to Wolpert (2002) is that the management skills define the management style. 

The management style describes the organizational configuration and can serve as a prediction 

indicator. Choosing a management style where managers are acting on the background, creating 

freedom, letting employees experiment, support ambiguity and strengthen collaboration are requisite 

factors for innovation. By breaking the walls within silos, seeking other people, support social innovation 

will increase the probability of harvesting new ideas and solutions (Wolpert, 2002).  

An interesting fact of innovative companies is they can quite easily generate new ideas from different 

sources and internalise new means within the company by learning from others(Kelley et al, 2011). 

Managers need and have to support entrepreneurship among employees, encourage employees to fail 

and learn, make resources available, diminish bureaucracy, appeal to the collective imagination. All 

these activities will create an impact and will eventually change the organizational culture, values and 

norms become more open for innovation (Wolpert, 2002).  

3.4.9. Learning Capacity 

This capacity can be defined as the distinctive and common way companies gaining knowledge, skills 

and attitudes by experience (Günsel et al, 2011). In this definition, the employees are learning and 

therefore the company as a whole is learning. In order to increase the learning capacity of a company, 

employees must be able to acquire new knowledge, which is necessary but not a sufficient condition. 

Only when employees share their learning experiences and others can integrate the new knowledge 

into their operation, products and services, then it’s a learning organization. (Günsel et al, 2011). 
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The higher the learning capacity, the better companies are able to innovate (Calantone et al, 2002). The 

learning capacity defines the ability to identify market threats and opportunities, swiftly react to market 

changes, learn quicker than competitors and launch new products to gain a ‘’first movers advantage’’ to 

seize market share (O’Cass et al, 2009). 

 

3.4.10. Market Orientation 

Consumer needs are changing rapidly due the technological developments, in order to become more 

responsive and oversee the changing marketplace, companies need te become more market oriented. 

Kohli et al (1990) define market orientation as an ability where the whole organization induce market 

intelligence and distribute the obtained intelligence within departments to create an organizational 

responsiveness, which eventually will lead creating a market oriented culture. 

 

Market orientation is used as a guidance to establish the company’s business strategy. The authors 

place market orientation as marketing’s instrument to measure the performance between companies. 

Market orientation is the result of strong sense making market responsiveness. This can be a great 

ability when a company is active in a competitive market with unpredictable circumstances. 

 

The concepts of market orientation are customer focus, marketing coordination and profit of marketing. 

The mentioned concepts concentrate on retrieving customer information and how companies integrate 

the information to develop customer centric activities. According to the authors, market orientation is 

essential when companies have place a greater emphasize on innovation. Many authors claim that the 

stronger the market orientation is, the better companies are able to create new products and services 

(Wang and Chung, 2013).  

 

3.4.11. Competitive Advantage 

Competitive advantage is realised when a company has gained an advantage over its competitors when 

it’s able to launch a product or service that stands out in the crowd by offering a value which customers 

perceive as differentiated and are willing to pay for (Porter, 1998). Michael Porter constructed his value 

chain theory, which is used to determine where a company can create its value within their primary 

activities and support activities. This created value indicates the competitive advantage of the company. 

This is important to achieve, because this value determines how much customers are prepared to spend 

money for a product or service of the company (Porter, 1998). 

The value chain of Porter(1998) shows the generated value contributed by activities and the obtained 

margins. The value activities are divided into primary activities and support activities. These are the 

building blocks for a company to create products or services which are valuable for the customer. In this 

case, the margin is the occurred difference between the total generated values minus the production 

costs within the chain. Porter has developed four business strategies that companies can use to achieve 

a competitive advantage: cost leadership, cost focus, differentiation and differentiation focus.  

According to Prajogo (2006) innovation is an important aspect of creating a competitive advantage. For 

example, offering an innovative product customers really want, companies can realize a first mover 

advantage. The company will benefit from several advantages, like a lead in experience and knowledge, 

capturing key resources such as good locations, employees and materials and a competitor-free 

relationship with customers.  

 

Thus, when the company has a good value proposition throughout innovation this will eventually lead to 

a competitive advantage. The supporting aspects such as a good location, a strong brand identity, and 

customer intimacy, combined, are hard for competitors to obtain and to duplicate. This will result in a 

sustainable competitive advantage, where the company creates high entry barriers (Chen et al, 2009).  
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3.5 The Lean Start Up 
The creation of a new company always involves uncertainty. One of those uncertainties is the hazard of 

producing a product or service that customers don’t want. Trying to minimize that hazard, Eric Ries’ 

(2011) LSM addressed a fundamentally new way of founding and guiding startup creation. His 

methodology is derived from literature from authors such as Henry Ford, Taiichi Ohno (founder of the 

Toyota Production Philosophy) and his mentor Steve Blank (2013).  

 

These authors are inspired by creating a development process where efficiency increases and products 

wastes are lowered, these determinants are applicable ever since in product development. Blank and 

Ries were inspired by the McGrath and MacMillan (1995), because they proposed ways to improve the 

entrepreneurial mindset within companies. So, Ries used different theories and his experience to 

optimize his methodology, so there is no motivation to question his methodology within this research. 

 

The elaboration on Ries’ (2011) framework requires a detailed understanding of the three different 

stages described by him in his book. The build stage is mostly concerned with the creation of a MVP and 

the implementation of earlier learned results into the product or service.  Rather than bringing a 

finalized version of a companies’ product to the market, LSM endorses the creation of an early version 

and its constant improvement through direct customer feedback.  

3.5.1. Background 

LSM (Ries, 2011) is a methodical approach to create entrepreneurship, this leads taking product 

development into small measurable steps develop products customers really want. In the literature Ries 

describes his experience regarding product development within companies. He says that companies 

have great ideas for launching a product that will make a difference in the market. These companies are 

spending months or years developing and fine-tuning the product without ever producing a proper 

prototype customers can evaluate.  

 

Eventually, the product does not appeal to the customer needs and/or the product is outdated and 

becomes a failure.  So, the company failed in retrieving the customer needs, because they never created 

feedback loops with future customers and gained insight knowledge what customers really want in 

order to build the product according to their customer, specific needs. 

Ries claims that predicting the future becomes impossible then and companies fall back on their 

traditional product development processes, with little learning from previous failures. He explains that  

companies use long term planning. The effects are that companies wasting time, fund and efforts, 

ultimately discovering, too late, that the product is a failure. Ries describes that creating new products 

and services involves uncertainty. He claims that initial business plans are doomed to fail when 

proposed to customers, companies cannot forecast the future and have little payback times. 

3.5.2. The concepts of the Lean Start-up Methodology 

Steve Blank (2013) states that LSM consists of five essential concepts which now are now fully adopted 

within the startup scene and within certain large companies. Also, business schools are teaching these 

five principles which emphasize the practical use of LSM. Hereunder the five principles: 

Figure 4: Principles Lean Start-up Methodology 
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Entrepreneurs are everywhere 

Entrepreneurs have to cope with lots of uncertainties right from the start. Writing a business plan is 

perceived as a difficult and time consuming task by some entrepreneurs. However, with the Business 

Model Canvas from Osterwalder (2010) entrepreneurs can summarize their business issues in a clear 

and visual way. On the basis of nine building blocks describing the organization, earnings, customers, 

business partners and supplier this can be done. Their framework shows how the value proposition is 

generated, see also Appendix 1: Business Model Canvas. 

After summarizing the business issues, it’s time to “get out of the building” where entrepreneurs are 

ought to seek and speak with future customers in order to validate their untested hypotheses. It’s 

crucial to gain input from future customers, stakeholders and investors regarding nine concepts within 

their framework. These building blocks create a holistic view and have visible linkages where synergy 

can be realized. 

Ries claims that successful startups are able to produce a minimum viable product (MVP) where they 

engage customers to give feedback, so creating feedback loops. These feedback loops are used for 

validating their assumptions and refining their MVP. These refinements are called ‘’iterations’’ and when 

these refinements are needed to change substantially, they are called ‘’pivots’’. This process is a cycle 

where constantly testing and refining are essential for the success of the initial product launch. 

Entrepreneurship is management 

Ries proclaims that startups are developing a new product within circumstances with great uncertainty. 

So, entrepreneurship entails the process of learning by doing, however Ries claims that companies need 

to create order to achieve better results in uncertain environment. Therefore companies should manage 

their activities to create more impact.  

Blank (2013) calls this process also Lean Startup Management. LSM is developed with the goal that 

companies reduce their waste and learn quickly and fail cheap. More important is that LSM entails a 

process, a practical methodology regarding the creation of a new products or services.  

Validated learning  

Ries does not emphasize on profit, but he focuses on validated learning: quickly validate a hypothesis. 

Ries proposes that when companies execute validated learning successfully they are one step closer in 

producing a product the customer wants. Validated learning entails small steps where learning and 

testing customer needs are important. When companies use validated learning, eventually their 

development process will decrease. So, wasting time and money can be prevented with validated 

learning. Validated learning makes it possible that companies learn to build a sustainable business. 

Learnings are therefore essential by running several experiments, using MVP’s. 

 

Ries defines a MVP as a future product. With this MVP companies can start the experiment and they can 

use validated learning to retrieve and engage customer feedback. These feedback loops are enabling the 

companies to maximize their learnings in order to comprehend demands from future customers and 

making improvements meeting these needs. After each feedback loop the proposed features are added 

to the MVP, which again have to be validated, eventually creating a product costumers want to buy. 

Innovation accounting 

LSM proposes that traditional accounting methods do not apply on startups. In a world of uncertainty 

it’s hard to use discounted cash flows and determine payback periods for startups. These are static 

indicators, which can function greatly within established companies. Therefore Ries (2011) proposes his 

innovation accounting method, the benefit of this accounting method is that investors can determine 

the achievements of a startup not by their gained profit, but by measuring their achieved learning.  
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Ries emphasizes that measuring their achieved learning creates a better understanding and focus. Profit 

is not important in this phase, startups need to find their business model and should investigate how 

their customer is. Eventually the achieved learnings will be become numerous and profitable where the 

startup will turn into a scale up. From this point on, profit will become more valid to measure the 

progress the company is making.  

Build-Measure-Learn  

LSM is all about building a structure for innovation by building, measuring and learning. A central 

component of LSM is the build-measure-learn loop. A company starts with developing a hypothesis 

which need be validated by creating a MVP. From this point, the company will start measuring and 

learning by creating feedback loops with future customers. The linear linkages can be drawn using 

different measurement metrics to test and validate product iterations, eventually leading to launch the 

final product in the market. 

Eric Ries claims that the key to entrepreneurial success is related to the learning progress an 

organization undertakes, a process that he describes as validated learning. Ries (2011) therefore 

presents a feedback loop (Figure 4: BML Loop) which contains of Build, Measure, Learn.  

That guides and facilitates the desired learning progress. Speeding up the time required to go through 

the different stages would therefore also accelerate the process of making the product more applicable 

to customer needs. Decision making during the lean startup stages often leads to changes that will kill 

current operations. Therefore, the credibility of the data is necessary to ensure the acceptance of the on 

it based decision (Ries, 2011).  

The final stage, learn, requires the evaluation of the measured data and the choice whether to pivot 

(change aspects of the current strategy) or persevere (continue with the current strategy). The learned 

insights are then implemented as new features to complete the loop.  

Figure 5: Build-Measure- Learn Loop (Ries, 2011) 
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4. Conceptual Model 

4.1 Outcomes Literature Review 
These outcomes of my literature review will enable me to integrate, summarize and connect what is 

known about innovation capabilities, innovation conditions and the LSM in order to build my conceptual 

model. Each research subject or variable has certain drivers according to the scientific literature. In 

Table 4 there is a brief overview of the important concepts of each mentioned variable: 

 
Table 4: Drivers per variable 

 

Yam et al (2011) propose that companies with strong innovation capabilities can achieve more 

efficiency, value creation and economic impact.  So, Innovation capabilities as source of competitive 

advantage for organizations are therefore an important issue in the scientific literature. To develop an 

innovation capability, the right conditions have to be in place to fully benefit from the innovation 

outcomes.   

4.2 Components conceptual framework 
The benefit of my research lies in the determination of the specific, critical innovation conditions, in 

combination with LSM. I assume that companies, who are willing to adapt the lean start up method, first 

have to look if these innovation conditions are in place and change where possible, to adapt the LSM 

successfully.  In this section I will propose my hypotheses followed by the components of my conceptual 

framework. Important is to elaborate the different definitions of each research subject.  

Lean Startup Methodology  

Ries point up an important step within LSM, which is engaging employees to get out of the building and 

empower the process of learning by doing. Companies need to create order to achieve better results in 

an uncertain environment. Therefore companies should manage their activities to create more impact. I  

find it relevant to know how companies have put the entrepreneurial activities into a process and 

manage the steps within this process. I refer to the LSM drivers Entrepreneurship is Management, 

where Blank (2013) refers to Lean Startup Management. 

Another important step of LSM is Validated Learning, where validating a hypothesis quickly is decisive. 

Ries proposes that when companies execute validated learning successfully they are one step closer in 

producing a product the customer wants. I want to know how these feedback loops are organised and 

what the benefits are of Validated Learning. 

Thus, I have chosen the drivers Lean Startup Management and Validated Learning, because they form 

the hart of LSM and will also represent the independent variables of my conceptual framework. 
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Innovation Capabilities 

The innovation capabilities consist of the technology-, operational-, management- and transaction 

capabilities. In chapter 3.3, Zawislak et al (2012) claim that the technology development capability and 

the management capability form the essential innovation capabilities, because these capabilities are 

enabling companies to learn and internalise new knowledge in ways that companies are able to find, 

create and offer new products and services managed by supporting operations and interactions.  

 

The relevance lies in how LSM can improve the innovation capability. So, I assume that LSM can improve 

the overall innovation capability by supporting these essential capabilities. LSM doesn’t pay much 

attention to factors like production capacity, which refers to the operational capacity and to transaction 

costs, which specifically refers to the transactional capability.  

 

Also, LSM concentrates with Lean Startup Management putting the entrepreneurial activities into a 

process and manage the steps within this process, which corresponds well with the management 

capability, where managing operations and interactions are embedded. Validated learning refers to the 

feedback loops that enabling the companies to maximize their learnings in order to comprehend 

customers’ demands. This corresponds well with the technology development capability, which refers to 

the processes companies are learning and internalise new knowledge. Therefore the chosen capabilities 

will be isolated and investigated in detail to determine the effect of LSM. 

Innovation conditions 

Startups prove that an innovation condition like financial factors will help to speed up the innovation 

process, not the way of innovating. As well as an innovation condition like competitive advantage is 

more the product of successfully innovating and offer customers something what they want, what 

others cannot. According to Ries (2011) getting innovative means changing the processes which 

ultimately change the organization culture, where he emphasizes that people need to change in order 

for the company to change.  

 

Van Hemert et al (2013) states that know-how, experiences and skills are anchored within employees 

and managers. The company’s ability to undergo a culture change is associated with the processes of 

learning and adopting, both at the individual and the organizational level. Introducing LSM in a startup 

environment will be most beneficial in an innovative culture.  However, introducing LSM within a 

conservative company culture, such as a bank, will be challenging to change the traditional ‘’mindset’’  

Schein (2004) hereby refers to changing the company’s culture, resulting in new values that eventually 

influence the norms.   

 

Therefore the innovation conditions Culture and Management Skills are important for my research. The 

manifestation of LSM as a business strategy is interesting to investigate on two levels, team and 

department level: 

 

Team level: Creating innovation conditions that can foster LSM within a company are essential for 

improving the innovation capability. According to Wolpert (2002) good management skills where 

creating freedom, letting employees experiment, support ambiguity and strengthen collaboration are 

requisite factors for innovation.  

 

The management capability makes it possible that technological solutions can be shaped and guided to 

operate smoothly. It entails the ability to transform potential technological solutions and innovations 

into operational activities. Management has to coordinate the procedures, processes, agreements and 

resources in order to operate efficiently (Zawislak et al, 2012).   
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I assume based on the literature that supporting entrepreneurship among employees and encourage 

employees to fail and learn, make resources available and diminish bureaucracy (Ling, 2002) is essential 

for LSM as an innovation strategy. So, I suppose that LSM only can flourish when managers have 

supportive management skills to implement LSM to accelerate the management capability. 

 

H1:   LSM needs supportive management skills to accelerate the management capability. 

 

Department level: The technology development capability focuses on the processes companies have in 

place in order to engage learning loops and use their market responsiveness to internalize new 

experiences and knowledge (Zawislak et al, 2012). These processes are essential to translate and 

produce technological solutions by creating new production methods and processes.  

 

LSM is developed with the goal that companies reduce their waste and learn quickly and fail cheap by 

offering a practical methodology within product development Ries (2011). LSM can improve the 

transformation of technological solutions to operate smoothly. Also, LSM helps increasing efficiency by 

eliminating waste and achieving better resource usage. LSM encourages companies to use validated 

learning to develop new products customers want (Ries, 2011).  

 

An organizational culture where taking risks, learning and acceptance that employees will make 

mistakes are allowed can be described as an explorative culture (Castro et al, 2013). 

 

So, based on the scientific literature, I assume that LSM can improve the technology development 

capability by strengthening the learning loops and use validated learning in order to internalize 

knowledge to produce better products. LSM can only flourish within an explorative culture, were 

learning and failing are allowed.  I propose that an explorative culture has a positive, moderating effect 

on LSM, in order to retrieve sufficient traction to improve the technology development capability. 

 

H2: In an explorative culture, LSM will have sufficient traction to improve the technology development 

capability. 

 

4.2 Conceptual Model 
The framework represents the influence of innovation conditions as a moderating variable with respect 

to the implementation of the LSM and the effect on the innovation capabilities of a company.  In this 

research I find it interesting to explore the components Management and Validated Learning of the 

LSM. These components reflect the beneficial steps of the LSM, see Figure 6: Conceptual Framework. 

Figure 6: Conceptual Framework
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5. Methodology 
Hereunder I will point out the research design, the methodological aspects and I will comprise the 

theoretical analysis and the methods and principles associated within my research. 

5.1. Research type and research strategy 

5.1.1 Determine research subject 

My goal was to seek an interesting research subject that triggered my enthusiasm and had scientific 

value to be used in a master thesis. LSM as a research subject met, in my opinion, both criteria. 

Therefore, the next step was retrieving accordance with Professor Jan van den Ende and Dr. Ferdinand 

Jaspers.  

 

The LSM as a research subject in combination researching semantic relationships was more interesting 

from a scientific point of view. In this phase I have read many scientific articles to find coherent research 

subjects. With the result that I executed an extensive literature review regarding the LSM, innovation 

capabilities and innovation conditions, based on the scientific literature to appropriate the context of 

my research.   

5.1.2. Research strategy  

My research contains different steps in order to answer my research questions, see hereunder. 

 Figure 7: Research Strategy 

 

5.1.3 Research approach 

My priority lies in investigating the effect of the implementation of LSM on the innovation capability and 

thereby measures the influence of the innovation conditions. This combination has not been studied 

previously, my research is from this perspective inductive. Through this approach, theories can be 

generated, instead of testing theories as in deductive research (Bryman et al., 2007). Nevertheless, 

there will also be deductive elements are, such as gaining insights from the scientific literature.  

 

This is an explorative research where I choose for a qualitative research approach. Qualitative research 

primarily concentrates on understanding and interpreting processes, occurrences and developments, 

important is the specific context where these occurrences are manifested. Qualitative research has a 

goal to identify cause and effect. An important feature of the process is that data collection and analysis 

is an iterative process, in other words at the same place, and feedback relative to each other takes place 

(Bryman et all, 2007) and thus they reinforce each other.  

 

I prepared a literature review to retrieve insight into the different concepts that are central in my 

research. I made use of high quality articles from publications and articles in scientific journals, Google 

Scholar and relevant books in the field of LSM, innovation capabilities, innovation conditions, leadership 

and organizational culture. Based on this literature review I analysed the different concepts and outline 

the possible, underlying relationships between them. Ultimately, I created from this literature a 

conceptual mode. Furthermore, based on the available literature I generated two hypotheses to express 

my expectations about the relationships between the concepts. Both served as a base and guidance for 

my empirical research. 

 

The conclusions drawn from my literature review were supportive; they were used as input for my 

interview protocol. To retrieve my empirical data, I choose to use a multiple case study in which I 
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compared several cases. Through a case study method, it is possible to understand the dynamics within 

a particular context and is appropriate when there is not much theory available (Dul et all, 2008). I 

executed my research case study within four organizations, I where I held six interviews. I investigated 

the effect of the implementation of LSM on their innovation capability and thereby measured the 

influence of the innovation conditions. This led to test my two hypotheses. To deepen my empirical fase, 

I interviewed by telephone two interviewees who scored high and low on de research item organization 

culture, to refine the semantic relations between the concepts. Afterwards, I generated my conclusions, 

future research and limitations.  

5.1.4 Research type 

Dul et all (2008) describes explorative research as a way to collect and analyse theoretical and practical 

information and then elaborate in which ways the findings can contribute the development of the 

theoretical framework. I chose an explorative research, because companies do not explicitly describe 

their motivations (why), processes (how) and results (what) regarding the implementation of LSM. Also, 

an explorative research can facilitate the insight if it is worth to continue the research. 

 

I used a case study approach to fully comprehend a ‘’phenomenon’’ within its natural state, in such a 

way that interdependencies of relevant factors are maintained. The differences between a case study 

and an experiment, is the fact that within a case study I am able to research LSM within its natural 

situation. Yin (2003) finds it suitable for a researcher to use a case study approach when:  

1. to retrieve motivations and examples; 

2. research experiences and opinions from interviewees 

3. find cohesion within different concepts 

4. to demarcate major and minor details   

5. There are usually used various data sources. The most important are participant observation, 

interviews with informants and available documents. 

6. The researcher is directed to a detailed description of numerous variables, in order to get 

explanations of processes on track. Then this can be generalized to a universal situation. 

7. These descriptions and representations are tested against the descriptions and explanations given 

by the interviewees themselves. 

By using a case study I will be able to comprehend the context of LSM, where I can derive causality: X 

causes Y, or, functionality: X is of importance for Y. Where finding linkages with different concepts to 

fully internalise LSM. So, I believe that using a case study approach I can build new theories, 

assumptions and will contribute to sense making regarding LSM. So, conducting a case study give me 

great options to fully analyse LSM in its natural situation (Yin, 2003). My research will facilitate the 

exploration of the LSM as a phenomenon within its own context using literature studies, observations 

and interviews. This ensured that my research was conducted throughout different research methods to 

have a variety of scopes to integrally comprehend the concepts.  

5.1.5 Considerations case study 

General rule is that the demarcation of the case as a research unit is connected to my research goal, 

research questions and conceptual model. Yin (2003) claims that the choice that the researcher makes is 

crucial, because it limits to collect and analyse material, which are often not easy to reverse.  

Flyvbjerg (2006) proposes that a researcher can generalize based on a single case. A case study can 

function as an alternative approach, however generalization throughout a case study can be interpreted 

as obsolete within conventional scientists.  

This design is appropriate for me, because it is important in this thesis to examine how the LSM is 

applied in an organization. Little scientific research has been applied, so my first steps are, inductively, 

to find and determine which semantic relationships are in play between the researched factors.  Such as  
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5.1.6 Research area 

The research area concerns the large companies who have implemented LSM in the past 12 months. 

These companies have to operate in a commoditized market to measure the effects of LSM on their 

innovation capability in a ‘’before and after’’ analysis.  Large companies struggle to innovate new 

products and/or business models, throughout the traditional processes. Their products are becoming 

commodities and the differences between them are little. This causes price reductions and a lower 

perceived value in the eyes of customers. 

 

Within the banking and energy industry gaining ambidexterity is getting more important for these 

companies. Within exploration other values and norms will occur and are needed to facilitate 

employees to be more innovative. With LSM companies can learn fast and fail easy and reduce wasting 

resources. This motivates companies to invest in product development and research to create new, 

better products and/or seek new business models. 

 

5.1.7 Unit of analysis  

Within in this research, my unit analysis concerns the (innovation) department and the team (members) 

LSM is only implemented within certain departments, not within the whole organization, because LSM is 

commonly used in new business and product development areas where the uncertainty is high. These 

departments are often innovation centres or home grown start-ups within these large companies.  

 

I want to research how large companies have implemented LSM on department and personal level. In 

my interview protocol I have used questions that measure items on both levels. The cultural item is 

based on department level and the management skills are based on team level. Thus, making the 

analysis complete on employee and department level is possible.   

5.2 Case selection  
My goal within the cases is to gain lots of new knowledge and insights on LSM, where I conclude that 

random sampling is not advisable (Yin, 2003). When one is randomly sampling the obtained information 

can be little and not valid. Cilliers (2008) adds that a case study is suitable to research the underlying 

concepts, cause and effects and linkages. These aspects deliver more insights and knowledge to 

understand LSM. He also proposes to choose cases carefully based on their validity.  

 

In order to execute a proper research, my goal of this case study is not to obtain a certain image 

regarding a few companies, I want to determine the manifestation of LSM within a company by 

comprehend the motivations and experiences from the interviewees (Yin, 2003). So, I carefully selected 

companies where LSM has been implemented and my interviewees were selected on their knowledge 

and experience regarding LSM. 

 

The research has been conducted within four companies (six interviews). By researching several cases 

differences and similarities can be found in terms of dependent and independent variables according to 

Dul et all (2008).  

1. So, my first important step is selecting the right cases for the purpose of my research. I set a few 

criteria in order to qualify my participants. First, the participating company need to have 

implemented LSM.     

2. Second, the participating company needs to be active in a commoditized market, preferably in the 

banking industry and/or energy industry.  

3. Third, the interviewee of the participating company has to have personal interest in the LSM and/or 

has experience in applying the LSM preferably in a startup environment and knows by heart the 

concepts and definitions of LSM. This will enrich the conversations with personal practical examples. 

Participants validated this third criterion by approving the appointment to meet me in person and 

form my research population. 
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5.3. Sample  
A case study is a qualitative research method, where validity is an important aspect. Not only a single 

case needs to be studied, as well as there are a limited number of cases to be studied. "Limited" means 

that rarely exceeded four or five cases. 

 

I conducted my research within the banking and energy industry, these are industries which can be 

described as commoditized markets. The participating companies are thoroughly selected, however the 

advantage was to get in touch with competitors such as ING and ABN AMRO. I can conclude that they 

were most cooperative about sharing their experiences and knowledge.  

 

Eneco was also eager to help, as well as Rabobank, my employer. I could say that the participating 

companies are conducted via semi-convenience sampling, because the participants were selected, 

instead of randomly chosen. The convenient part is that the connection was easily made via my 

classmates who are working for the mentioned participants. 

 

It is quite difficult conducting a case study to determine a minimum sample size. Authors claim different 

sample sizes within qualitative researches. Within the scientific research there is no definite answer 

which sample size is needed for case study. Creswell (2003) determined that the preferred sample sizes 

for case studies are at least 5 up to 10.  The companies can be characterized as a relatively 

homogeneous population, in the dimensions commoditized markets, large companies and they are 

inflexible to innovate. 

5.4 The empirical setting 
The aim of the empirical setting of my research is to investigate if applying LSM is enabling the 

innovation capability of a company, by choosing the right variables. 

Dependent variable: Innovation Capabilities 

The innovation capabilities consist of the technology and management capabilities. These capabilities 

can determine according to Zawislak et all (2012 Zawislak et al (2012) claim that the technology 

development capability and the management capability form the essential competences for companies. 

These capabilities are enabling companies to learn and internalise new knowledge in ways that 

companies are able to find, create and offer new products and services managed by supporting 

operations and interactions.  

Independent variable: Lean Startup Methodology  

LSM endorses the creation of an early version and its constant improvement through direct customer 

feedback. Ries claims that successful startups are able to produce a minimum viable product (MVP) 

where they engage customers to give feedback, so creating feedback loops. LSM is developed with the 

goal that companies reduce their waste and learn quickly and fail cheap. More important is that LSM 

entails a process, a practical methodology regarding the development of a new product. 

Moderating variable:  Innovation conditions 

The innovation conditions have a positive moderating effect on LSM. These conditions can strengthen 

the adoption of LSM in order to improve the innovation capabilities. 
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5.5. Research subjects and items 
The research subjects of my investigation consist of the dependent, independent and moderating 

variables, with the corresponding research items. The mentioned variables are the first steps to 

implement the LSM. The structure my research consisted of six research subjects:  Lean Startup 

Management, Validated Learning, Technology development capability, Management capability, 

Managers skills and Culture. Each research subject consisted of two or three items to retrieve a better 

understanding of that specific subject. 

5.5.1 Lean Start-up Methodology 

I chose to investigate two variables of the LSM, Lean Startup Management and Validated learning: 

 

Lean Startup Management:  

Using LSM, companies accelerate the process of making the product more applicable to customer 

needs. Following these lean startup stages often leads to changes that will enhance the development of 

a new product. With the items: 

• Entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurship is management, and vice versa. 

• Innovation process: The methodology around the development of products. 

• Management: How to manage the innovation process. 

 

Validated Learning:  

Ries claims that successful startups are able to produce a minimum viable product (MVP) where they 

engage customers to give feedback, so creating feedback loops. These feedback loops are used for 

validating their assumptions and refining their MVP. With the items: 

• Minimum viable products: The outcomes in terms of MVP’s. 

• Learning cycles: How validation in the innovation process is embedded. 

• Customer value creation: The solutions creating new business opportunities. 

5.5.2 Innovation capabilities 

The authors claim that the technology development capability and the management capability form the 

essential competences for companies:  

 

Technology development capability: 

The technology development capability focuses on the processes companies have in place in order to 

engage learning loops and use their market responsiveness to internalize new experiences and 

knowledge. These processes are essential to translate and produce technological solutions by creating 

new production methods and processes. With the items:  

• Better products: LSM leads to produce better products that meet consumers’ needs. 

• MVP’s: LSM will lead to produce less MVP’s with high success rates due validation. 

 

Management capability: 

This capability makes it possible that technological solutions can be shaped and guided to operate 

smoothly. It entails the ability to transform potential technological solutions and innovations into 

operational activities. Management has to coordinate the procedures, processes, agreements and 

resources in order to operate efficiently.  With the items:  

• Wasting resources: LSM will improve the resource coordination and eliminates waste. 

• Processes or structures: Processes and structures change with LSM as innovation strategy. 

5.5.3 Innovation conditions: 

The innovation conditions Managers Skills and Culture are important conditions which correspond well 

with the independent variables: 
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Management skills: 

Managers need and have to support entrepreneurship among employees, encourage employees to fail 

and learn, make resources available, diminish bureaucracy, appeal to the collective imagination. With 

the items: 

• Management skills: Type of manager is crucial to implement the LSM. 

• Shit umbrella: Holding steady course of the innovation agenda. 

• Collaboration: Interactions with employees and departments to learn and turn as whole. 

 

Culture: 

Innovation is all about taking risks, forming a long-term vision, learning, failure, trial and error. An 

innovative culture means support exploration and accepting that employees will make mistakes are 

allowed to do so, to create the ultimate idea.  

With the items: 

• Experimentation: Such as risk taking, freedom, creativity and agility.  

• Responsibility: Employee mandates. 

• Development: Improving skills of employees. 

5.5.4 Research measurements 

I prepared an interview protocol to investigate the different research subjects and items within the 

different companies. The assessment of the various research subjects and items is done on the basis of 

scoring the given answers on my questions on a score card. These research measurements can be found 

in Appendix 3: Score card case studies, where the scores on each research item are enclosed to assess 

my scoring method during all the different cases.  

 

Based on a given answer, I grant a score to that specific answer: weak, medium or strong. This ordinal 

scale with three states allows me to measure that specific research item.  An ordinal scale has order and 

the variable consist out of several values, where the differences are not interpretable. We know that 

‘’strong’’ is higher than ‘’medium’’ but we cannot say ‘’how much stronger’’ according to Geert Stevens 

(Professor Quantitative Methods RSM). Ordinal scales can be used in researches where subjective sense 

making is applicable to measure the relevance of LSM.  

 

In this research the maximum score can be ‘’strong’’ and is shown as +++.  The maximum negative score 

is + and corresponds with ‘’weak’’ and average as ++, which represents ‘’medium’’.  Each score 

correlates with a certain degree, quality, importance or relevance, gradually.  

 

Example:  

The first research subject of my interview protocol is the Lean Startup Management. To investigate this 

research subject, I divided this research subject into three research items.  The first research item is 

‘’Entrepreneurship’’. The first question to measure this item is: 

‘’When an employee has a great idea how can they develop that idea into realization?’’ 

 

An interviewee can give several answers, see hereunder the score card. Based on their answer I can 

grant a score. I examine their answer and concentrate if they have no guidelines, some guidelines or an 

entire innovation process to help an employee to develop that idea into realization. Depending on their 

answer, they can score weak (+), medium (++) or strong (+++). 
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 Weak (+) Medium (++) Strong (+++) 

no guidelines some guidelines innovation process 

 

When a company answers: ‘’We don’t have any guidelines’’. They will score ‘’weak’’, so I will grant them 

to have one ‘’+’’.  The score will be plotted in a confrontation matrix (see example next page), where an 

overview is created to compare the different scores of the multiple case studies.  

 

Here each research subject has been divided into research items and operationalized into questions and 

scored per case. In Appendix 3: Score card case studies, I have enclosed the initial score cards. 

 

Research 

subject 
 Items Questions 

C
a

se
 1

 

C
a

se
 2

 

Lean startup 

management  Entrepreneurship 

Idea development 
+++ ++ 

    Accountability +++ ++ 

  Innovation Innovation process +++ ++ 

    Better products +++ ++ 

    Wasting resources +++ + 

  
Management 

Innovation process 

measurement +++ +++ 

 

5.6 Data collection 
The setting of data collection is threefold: (1) semi-structured interviews with Business Developers, Agile 

coaches, Innovation Managers and Portfolio Managers respectively from ING, Eneco, Rabobank and ABN 

AMRO. (2) Observations during my internship at Rabobank HQ with Start-up Bootcamp sessions. (3) 

Document research, such as vision documents and annual reports of the different companies. From 

these documents, it has been possible to form an overall picture of the company and developments. 

And also to understand how leadership and decision making are organized in the company.  

5.6.1 Semi-structured interview protocol 

In order to retrieve empirical data I chose to conduct semi-structured interview protocol, because this 

gave me much freedom to focus on my research subjects and when needed, I could be zoom in on 

specific motivations and experiences of the interviewee to gain more understanding of the context. 

In total, six semi-structured interview protocols were conducted. Each interview took at least 50 

minutes and some till 60 minutes. For me it was evident that I participated within the conversation and I 

was fully committed to learn as much as possible within the given time with the interviewee and not 

making notes. Therefore I took the liberty for all my interviews that they were recorded with the 

permission of the interviewees.  

Table 5: interview list 

 

Name Company Week Role 

ABN AMRO 14 Innovation Manager 

Eneco 16 Program manager 

ING 16 Agile coach 

Rabobank 17 Innovation Manager 

Rabobank 17 Head Innovation management 

Eneco 18 Portfolio manager  
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5.6.2 Observations 

I was three months present during and around the development of fintech startups at Rabobank HQ. I 

had the opportunity to observe and participate in the accelerator program of Rabobank with the 

cooperation of Start-up Bootcamp, called the Moonshot campaign. These fintech startups are 

Rabobank’s own home grown start-ups, who have found new business opportunities to leverage the 

Rabobank’s business model.  

In this period I learned a lot from the people of Start-up Bootcamp, because the whole process was 

coordinated throughout the LSM phases. I will mention these observations in this research within my 

conclusions and future research. 

5.6.3 Document research 

The day before I had an appointment with the interviewee, I read the vision document and the annual 

report of their company. The financial statements were interesting to see the development of their 

profit and turnover rates. I have summarized these figures in chapter 6. 

Examining these documents gave me insight in their company’s perception and the development of 

their vision and strategy. During an interview I was able to reproduce the information and ask in-depth 

questions, this helped to retrieve better understanding of their motives and results. I will connect these 

insights within my conclusions in chapter 7. 

5.7 Methods 
To investigate the constructs of my hypotheses, an interview protocol was designed. A pre-interview 

protocol was made to collect information about how questions were interpreted by an interviewee. In 

terms of understanding the components and definitions of the LSM. 

The main interview protocol was made to investigate my research subjects and to test my hypotheses. 

The interviews protocols were made in the Dutch language in order to make the interview as easy as 

possible for the interviewee to answer and motivate their answers thoroughly, instead of expressing 

themselves in a foreign language.  

5.7.1 Pre-interview protocol  

In the pre-interview protocol definitions of the LSM were tested in order to learn if those definitions 

were understandable and to test the knowledge of the interviewee. Is was also beneficial that I could 

test if my questions were understandable and in which natural order the questions cloud be asked to 

retrieve more understanding, in-depth knowledge and speed.  

5.7.2 Main interview protocol  

The main interviews protocol was designed to investigate my research subjects. I found that it was 

necessary to provide the interviewee on forehand information about my role as student, the goals of my 

research, my research subjects and the estimated interview duration. These actions were made to be 

transparent about the goals, structure and the interviewee had a better preparation regarding the 

subjects.  

 

I asked beforehand that I was willing to audio record the interview, so I could work out the interviews 

afterwards and it was possible for me to produce a transcript of the interview afterwards.  And I 

proactively declared that I send in the transcript of the interview to the interviewee and he/she had the 

possibility to revise the transcript in order to leave sensitive information behind. They all gave their 

accordance, so I could aggregate the information at company level. 
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I also proposed that I would anonymously process the information, when someone felt uncomfortable 

sharing information. I attempted hereby to lower any restraint of the interviewee or limits giving me 

censored or acceptable answers.  No one used this escape.  

 

I embedded only open questions in my main interview protocol, where incorporated questions to 

retrieve information regarding my research subjects. During the interview, I used ‘’how’’ and ‘’why’’, 

open questions, to retrieve information from the interviewees, for example: ‘’ How do you engage 

employees to get out of the building?’’. 

 

Based on the answers I zoomed in on their experience and knowledge of the interviewees and then I 

summarized their answers and ask control questions. This helped to make the interview a conversation, 

rather than an interrogation.  

 

I retrieved viable answers and the interviewees were comfortable by sharing their knowledge and 

experiences. The most interesting part was that they gave vivid examples to support their statements   

Some experiences were obsolete for my research and are therefore not mentioned in the summaries of 

the interviews, although some experiences could be useful for future research. 

 

So, the interviewees were also actively engaged and passionate about the LSM and gave me information 

proactively, in this way some questions were already answered.  For more information on the interview 

structure and my main interviews protocol, please see Appendix 2: Interview protocol Lean Startup 

Methodology. 

 

After each interview I gained lots of knowledge regarding the research subjects. My goal was to 

investigate the specific research subject by focussing on the different items. It was important to 

concentrate on the specific items and not be led by subjects that were deriving me from my goal. I 

believe that I have succeeded in that by taking back the initiative from the interviewee when I felt that 

we were heading another direction. The feedbacks of my interviewees were very positive. I asked them 

to give me feedback. From them all I got back that they enjoyed the conversation. 

 

5.8 Data analysis 
The goal of a qualitative research is to gain insights and relevant aspects to comprehend the research 

subject by retrieving data. Afterwards, the data needs to be structured in order to be analysed. 

Hereunder I describe the steps I have taken from extracting the raw data to analysing the data: 

1. I transcribed the interviews and then made summaries of the interviews. Afterwards I translated the 

summaries from Dutch into English. 

2. Second, then the transcript of each interview was completed. The transcripts were useful to evaluate 

the interviews and determine the usefulness in the upcoming data analysis.  

3. Third, by deleting irrelevant information which are not compelling and/or of any contribution for 

answering my research questions, I shrunk the transcript in search of relevance.  

4. Fourth, I arranged the text into research subjects to structure them. In this case, I could relate the 

answers and questions per research subject.  

5. Fifth, each research subject has been divided into three items. Each item consists of two to three 

questions. I arranged the text by inserting specific text that answers the questions.  

6. Sixth, I made a summary of the text within each theme to increase readability and even more I 

incorporated quotes which represented perceptions and reactions of the interviewees that were 

illustrative and representative to address the essence of the answers. 

7. Seventh, I plotted obtained results on my conceptual model within each case and  
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I started with a within-case analysis to gain insights of the research subjects from each case and from 

there plotting the obtained insights on my conceptual model. The comparison within the different cases 

allowed me to get familiar with the case according to Bryman et all (2007). They claim that the 

familiarity with the cases will help the researcher to improve the comparison of the cases. The intention 

of a cross case comparison is that the researcher dive deeper in the data and are not guided by their 

own interpretations and motivations. So, this approach creates a structure and strict analysis which 

enables the validity of the analysis. 

 

For the processing and analysis of the data, I made use of a confrontation matrix which is a framework 

where the research subjects were organized. In this way it was possible for me to structure my analysis 

and interpret the information obtained from the various cases. This gives a clear overview of the 

different scores per company. 

 

Here, I used the research subjects and items and scored each company on how they performed on that 

specific item. I used a score method by giving a minimum of + and a maximum of +++. This allowed me 

to make the differences and similarities visible within this benchmark.  

 

Ultimately, I investigated several research subjects and items, and the important aspect of my research 

is to analyse the data and find linkages between the different research subjects. Here I could derive 

causal relationships between LSM, innovation capabilities and innovation conditions. 

 

5.8.1. Comparison with literature  

I find it important to compare my research findings with the available scientific literature. This deductive 

analysis will strengthen my findings. In this case, I focused on the research subjects organization culture 

en management skills. 

5.8.2. Writing of the report  

My motivation is to write a master thesis, worthy to scientific standards. I also used tables and figures to 

visualize theories and analyses. This will improve the readability of my report. 

5.9 Reliability and Validity 
Reliability concerns the extent to which a study is replicable and within this qualitative research this 

cannot be guaranteed, because within a qualitative research this is difficult to achieve by repeating the 

research and gaining similar outcomes according to Bryman et all (2007).  

 

To increase the reliability I used the obtained information from one interviewee to validate the 

information of another interviewee, to retrieve perception gaps. I also made a transcript of each 

interview, made a summary of each interview, used an interview format, a pre-structured score card 

and I recorded each interview. This enabled me to control the retrieved data, motivations and 

conclusions thoroughly. I assume that the reliability was high, because I used a semi-structured 

interview protocol and most of the retrieved information was the result of answering these questions 

and when needed, I could ask in-depth questions to deepen the interview. 

 

The retrieved data from the interviewees can be seen as subjective knowledge, because the 

interviewees gave their answers based on their own context, experiences and perceptions. Also, the 

relation between the researcher and the investigated subjects cause an independency. The researcher is 

part of the investigation and influences the research, thus not an objective outsider.  

Like I stated earlier that qualitative research primarily concentrates on understanding and interpreting, 

this depends on how these findings are interpreted by the researcher based on this his views, according 

to Bryman et all (2007). 
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The validity of the research data tries to determine to which extent relations are possible between the 

retrieved data and the scientific literature. This is a worthy aspect of qualitative research, especially as I 

am executing an inductive research (Bryman et al., 2007). Furthermore, within qualitative research 

validity is examined by recapitulate if the conclusions made by the researcher are congruent with the 

underlying retrieved data.  

 

The used concepts and definitions of LSM were established on the basis of the literature review and 

their content was checked within the interviewees by operationalize them in my interview protocol. To 

measure the content of concept properly, I determined a few underlying sub-domains and incorporated 

these items in my interview protocol to measure the content throughout different items. 

 

Furthermore, I combined the experience of my observations during my internship at Rabobank HQ, with 

the data I retrieved within the case studies, with the knowledge I gained throughout my literature 

review. I combined different data sources, methods and theories to find affirmative evidence, which 

increased the validity of my research. So, this allowed me to apply triangulation on company, team and 

employee level.   

 

5.10 Generalization 
Flyvbjerg (2006) proposes that a single case study can deliver relevant insights that are generally valid 

for a population. So, the results within my research can apply to companies, departments or employees 

who are dealing with LSM in a similar context. 

 

The generalization within this qualitative research is limited, because of the specific contextual situation 

the research has been conducted (Bryman et al., 2007). Thus, generalization of my research is limited 

outside this specific context. However, my research can contribute to a general understanding of a 

relatively new subject like LSM, where little literature is available. Hopefully, this research can trigger 

further research where the insights can be investigated further and create more generalization for 

different cases. 
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6. Results  
Chapter 5 describes how the research has been executed and which research methods are used. This 

chapter discusses the results obtained from the empirical research.  Firstly, I will give a case description 

of the interviewed companies, for each case a within analysis has been executed and I will also connect 

the gathered data with the components of my conceptual model. 

 

Furthermore, I have combined the cases by constructing a cross case analysis. Here, I have integrated 

the data from each case study to visualize the results. These results are derived from the score cards of 

each case study, enclosed under Appendix 3: Score card case studies. 

6.1 Case descriptions 
As indicated, the research was conducted among five large companies within the specific department 

where LSM has been implemented. Hereunder I have summarized in Table 6: Interviewed companies 

the name of the company and the specific department, their date of incorporation and their facts and 

figures over the year 2015. These facts and figures are obtained from the annual report of each 

company. I also included the name, role and gender of the interviewee.  This to form an overall picture 

of the organizational situation where the department is positioned. 

 

Table 6: Interviewed companies 

 

The departments have their own market focus, but operate mostly in the Dutch market. ING and ABN 

AMRO are the only listed companies.  The number of employees is calculated in FTE and is based on an 

international scale. In addition, I conclude based on the interviews and the scientific literature that the 

companies are active in commoditized markets, also acknowledged by the interviewees of the different 

companies: low margins, fierce competition, price drops, saturated market and less differentiation. 

 

Important to address is that the interviewed companies, the banks,  have realised higher turn overs and 

profits in 2015 in comparison with 2014, due further cost containments actions, downsizing,  and better 

market conditions, such as an lower EURIBOR rate. Eneco’s market circumstances are challenging, 

because the weather conditions were mild in 2015, so people did not have to consume much energy, 

this reduced their turnover in 2015, however their profit was stable.  

 

In summary, eight hours of interviews yielded 45 pages of transcripts. Almost 3 hours of transcription 

time for every hour recorded audio. I also had to translate the text from Dutch into English, which took 

one hour per interview. Also, I made summaries of the six transcripts, which took me 1 hour per 

interview. Total, I spent approximately 39 hours conducting interviews with six interviewees (8 hours), 

transcribing (18 hours), translating (7 hours) and make summaries of the six transcripts (6 hours). 

2015

Name 

organization

Department Date of 

incorporation

Turnover Profit Listed Number of 

employees 

(FTE)

Commodity 

market

Gender Role

Eneco ServiceLab 1995 2363 mln. 218 mln. No 6.711 Yes Woman Portfol io manager 

Innovation & Ventures Yes Woman Program mana ger

ING Accelerator 1991 16.552 mln. 4.500 mln. Yes 52.000 Man Agile coach

Rabobank Strategy & Innovation 1972 13.014 mln 2.200 mln. 48.125 Yes Man Innovation Manager

Strategy & Innovation No Man Head Innova tion management

ABN AMRO Innovation Center 1991 8.455 mln. 1.920 mln. Yes 22.048 Yes Man Innovation Manager
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6.2 Within analysis ING 

6.2.1 ING Company profile 

 
Source: ( ING website, 2016) 

6.2.2 Case analysis 

Their board of directors demanded another way to organise the company, this in order to be flexible 

and agile due their changing environment. So, ING stopped with the traditional way of innovating within 

their Accelerator department. This meant in general, stop intervening and letting employees innovate 

on an Agile way. Furthermore, ING has developed an innovation process based on the LSM principles 

which helps them to lower the waste and maximize the usage of resources and better respond to their 

customers’ demands. In Table 7: ING Research results, I have summarized their scores based on my 

research. 

 

Ultimately, the organizational structure made it possible to adopt LSM. They work in tribes, each tribe 

consists of eight squads, and each squad has a team of ten people at maximum. According to ING: ‘’This 

makes is possible to drill holes in the silos, to be smaller and to have an open structure, to learn fast and 

pivot all the time.’’ 

 

ING has installed a management philosophy that managers have to be supportive; the urgency to help 

people every day. They removed a lot of coordination layers and coordination roles. They score ‘’strong’’ 

regarding their management skills. With this in mind, ING created different processes and structures to 

improve the coordination between departments. So, teams have more mandate to decide and much 

more flexibility, and less steering committees.  

They have monthly stand-ups within the different teams, where also team managers participate, so 

sharing and teaching has a priority in order to work efficient and maximize the output, on an agile way. 

Their managers adopted LSM to a great extent and they understand that LSM only can flourish when 

managers support entrepreneurship among employees and they encourage employees to fail and learn, 

is such a way that failure is praised!  
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They diminished bureaucracy and are able to make resources available for everyone and they their 

operation is lean and agile, which improves the management capability. Given the supportive 

management philosophy, ING has proven that LSM needs supportive management skills to accelerate 

the management capability. Hypothesis (H1) accepted. 

‘’ING wants employees to experiment and learn different stuff.’’  For instance, they support employees 

seeking new adventures, take risks and learn from their mistakes. ING encourages people to fail, they 

don’t not only say it, they make sure that employees feel it. So, they encourage people to share their 

failures by giving awards for the biggest failures.   

The board of directors of ING succeeded in changing the entrepreneurial behaviour by setting new 

norms and values within the Accelerator department. This changed the organizational culture within 

their tribes, resulting in a favourable condition of adapting LSM where experimentation is viewed as an 

important way to experiment and learn different stuff, they score strong on these items. Bringing 

disruptive innovations to the market to create new business models has not happened yet, therefore 

they score ‘’average’’ on the item innovation: ‘’It’s hard to change a proven business model.’’ 

LSM taught how to engage employees to get out of the building and improved the autonomy and 

willingness to take action and responsibility. Due LSM validated learning became crucial in the 

innovation process to eventually create better products for their customers. In conclusion, ING has 

created an explorative culture, where LSM has sufficient traction to improve the innovation capability. 

Hypothesis (H2) accepted.  

Table 7: ING Research results 

 
 

Research subject  Items Questions

IN
G

Lean startup management Entrepreneurship Idea  development +++

Accountabi l i ty +++

Innovation Innovation process +++

Better products +++

Wasti ng resources +++

Management Innovation process  measurement +++

Coordination between departments +++

Process  and s tructure changes +++

Management Skills Management skills Primarly respons ibi l i ties  of managers  +++

Type of manager +++

Lesson learned +++

Shit umbrella No external  people needed +++

Shit umbrel la  role +++

Collaboration Learning cycles  between departments +++

Validated learning MVP’s Outcomes  a fter LSM +++

Employee engagement +++

Learning cycles Importance of va l idation +++

Fa i lure i s  a  lesson +++

Innovation Innovative solutions ++

Creati ng new bus iness  opportuni ties ++

Culture Experimentation Favourable innovation cul ture +++

Culture change due LSM +++

Ini tia l  cul ture ready for LSM +++

Responsibility Employee mandates +++

Employee respons ibi l i ties +++

Development Employee ski l l s  development +++
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6.3 Within analysis Eneco 

6.3.1 Company profile Eneco 

 
Source: ( Eneco website, 2016) 

6.3.2 Case analysis 

The innovation process of Eneco consists of the LSM principles where idea development and 

accountability are included. In Table 8: Eneco Research results, I have summarized the scores of the two 

departments based on my research. They use LSM to verify the problem/market fit and they instigate 

the classic Lean Start-up phases and at any stage the business case gets more tangible, with the positive 

result that LSM makes sure that there are less MVP’s than before. This is good, but the portfolio 

manager says: ‘’The difficult part is when a project fails, employees get the feeling that they have 

failed.’’ Important is to energize people to move on and go to the next project.  

At Innovation and Ventures, program manager says: '’Prescribing employees what to do is not the way 

to go.’’ ‘’Ask employees how they overcome a certain problem is an effective way.’’  In both 

departments there are no traditional managers anymore and managers are shit umbrellas for their 

teams in order to head steady on their goals. Eneco changed, to a medium degree, different processes 

and structures. Both interviewees say that there are no political and/or bureaucratic proportions in 

place.  

 

Both departments have the same scores on the research subjects Lean Startup Management and 

Management Skills. Eneco has implemented LSM and are able to maximize their resource usage. Eneco 

created, to a medium degree, different processes and structures to fully implement LSM. They started a 

development program to fully grasp the LSM benefits by improving the coordination between 

departments. So, each month employees are taught basic skills, to retrieve more routine.  
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For example: ‘’How do teams can work better together and how to make a business case.’’  They are 

sharing their knowledge and they steer on key metrics that ensure and guarantee efficiency through 

management and the maintenance of structures.  So, I conclude a positive relation between Lean 

Startup Management and the management capability. Within these Eneco cases a positive moderating 

effect is established, by the excellent management skills indicating that LSM needs supportive 

management skills to accelerate the management capability. Hypothesis (H1) accepted. 

 

At Innovation & Ventures they want to ensure continuity by adopting various business models and to 

remain a major player in the market. LSM is helping ServiceLab through this transition to create new and 

better propositions to make them able to create new services. In comparison with Innovation & 

Ventures, ServiceLab has a higher degree of Validated Learning. Making mistakes are considered 

differently within the two departments. 

 

At Eneco they have a certain entrepreneurial mind and agility to use LSM to learn things when they get 

out of the building and develop themselves. They engaging employees to accompany the innovation 

process and are facilitating employees to get out of the building and to maximize their learnings. The 

culture within ServiceLab is the most favourable one within Eneco in terms of adapting LSM and support 

exploration and give people mandates to make decisions. Eventually this resulted in new business 

opportunities by launching better products and services. Thus in general, Eneco created an explorative 

culture, where LSM has sufficient traction to improve their technology development capability. 

Hypothesis (H2) accepted. 

 

Table 8: Eneco Research results 

 

 

Research subject  Items Questions

E
n

e
co

 1

E
n

e
co

 2

Lean startup management Entrepreneurship Idea devel opment +++ +++

Accountabi l i ty +++ +++

Innovation Innova tion proces s +++ +++

Better products +++ +++

Wa sting resources +++ +++

Management Innova tion proces s  meas urement +++ +++

Coordi nati on between departments ++ ++

Proces s  and s tructure cha nges ++ ++

Management Skills Management skills Primarly respons i bi l i ties  of managers  +++ +++

Type of ma nager +++ +++

Les son lea rned +++ +++

Shit umbrella No externa l  people needed +++ +++

Shi t umbrel la  role +++ +++

Collaboration Lea rning cycles  between departments +++ +++

Validated learning MVP’s Outcomes after LSM +++ +++

Employee engagement +++ +++

Learning cycles Importance of val idation +++ +++

Fai lure is  a  lesson ++ +++

Innovation Innova tive sol utions ++ +++

Creating new bus ines s  opportunities ++ +++

Culture Experimentation Favourable  innovation culture ++ +++

Cul ture cha nge due LSM ++ ++

Ini tia l  culture rea dy for LSM ++ ++

Responsibility Employee manda tes ++ ++

Employee respons ibi l i ties +++ +++

Development Employee ski l l s  development ++ ++
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6.4 Within Analysis Rabobank 

6.4.1 Company profile Rabobank 

 
Source: ( Rabobank website, 2016) 

 

6.4.2 Case analysis  

Looking at Table 9: Rabobank Research results, I see a few different scores between the two 

interviewees, who are working within the same department. The reason for these score differences can 

be imputable due their interpretations caused by personal experiences, their job types, responsibilities 

and information asymmetries, so further investigation was not conducted. 

Their innovation process entails the steps of a transparent process and they use key metrics to 

determine the success rate of an idea.  LSM taught them that ambiguity is important to achieve success. 

According to the innovation manager: ‘’Employees can help each other to do cool things.’’ ’’ By sharing 

learnings and ask for help regarding issues employees can develop great things in weekly sprints.’’ They 

are able to build on an agile way, but the linkage with other disciplines needed another structure. So, 

teams are now more connected by working in the same office and they changed the development 

processes. They learned that teams can flourish if they are connected physically.   

In a way, Rabobank has implemented LSM and they are able to eliminate waste and focus on refining 

their innovation process. Furthermore, they are changing their processes and structures to adopt LSM.  

Within Rabobank, managers have tight schedules and the political pressure can be severe.  To give an 

illustration: ’’So, when a total department is turning, you cannot go straightforward as a team.’’ ‘’It’s 

difficult for a bank to create shit umbrella’s. ‘’Managers try to be supportive and shit umbrellas for their 

employees, but our bank is in a transition mode, so priorities tend to shift on our roadmap.’’   
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Based on the aforementioned, Lean Startup Management and Management Skills are developed on an 

average degree, despite these, LSM indeed improved the resource coordination and eliminated waste in 

their innovation processes and managers are supportive to adopt new ways of innovating. So, Rabobank 

proofs that LSM needs to a (medium) extent, supportive management skills to accelerate the 

management capability. However, these benefits could have been much greater, if Lean Startup 

Management and Management Skills were strongly developed, Rabobank acknowledges this as well. 

Hypothesis (H1) accepted.  

 

According to the Head of innovation management they generate less MVP’s, so a few ideas received 

funding and most of them failed completely. ‘’When employees don’t go out, they will learn nothing. If 

they learn nothing, their idea will fail and with failure comes cutting off funding.’’ Therefore, Rabobank 

sees validation as the most valuable aspect of innovation. With validation comes learning, this process 

enables Rabobank to internalize new market means and translate them into new products to create 

new business models.  

 

According to the innovation manager: ‘’At Rabobank, freedom is little when ‘’how’’ and ‘’’what’’ are fully 

designed.’’ So, Rabobank has started a culture program where they have determined many new 

competences. ‘’Innovative entrepreneurship’’ is one of them and contains that employees need to seek 

new opportunities for themselves and the bank and its customers to instigate growth.  

 

However, Culture and Validated Learning are developed on an average degree and Rabobank finds 

ambidexterity hard to achieve. Creating an explorative setting within a corporate setting is difficult, 

because people don’t take risks. With their innovation toolkit they have gained more willingness among 

employees to embrace LSM and exploration. This resulted in better products for their customers and a 

more explorative culture within their department. In general, Rabobank created a relatively explorative 

culture, where LSM has gained sufficient traction to improve their technology development capability. 

Hypothesis (H2) accepted. 

 

Table 9: Rabobank Research results 

 

Research subject  Items Questions

R
a

b
o

b
a

n
k

 1

R
a

b
o

b
a

n
k

 2

Lean startup management Entrepreneurship Idea development +++ +++

Accountabi l i ty +++ +++

Innovation Innovati on process +++ +++

Better products +++ +++

Wasting resources ++ +++

Management Innovati on process  meas urement +++ +++

Coordination between depa rtments ++ +++

Process  and structure changes ++ ++

Management Skills Management skills Pri ma rl y res pons i bi l i ties  of ma nagers  ++ ++

Type of manager ++ ++

Lesson l earned +++ +++

Shit umbrella No external  people needed ++ ++

Shit umbrel la  role ++ ++

Collaboration Learning cycl es  between departments +++ +++

Validated learning MVP’s Outcomes  a fter LSM +++ +++

Employee engagement +++ +++

Learning cycles Importance of va l idati on +++ +++

Fai l ure  i s  a  l ess on ++ ++

Innovation Innovati ve sol utions ++ ++

Creating new bus iness  opportunities ++ ++

Culture Experimentation Favourabl e innovati on cul ture ++ ++

Culture  change due LSM ++ ++

Ini ti a l  cul ture rea dy for LSM ++ ++

Responsibility Employee mandates ++ ++

Employee respons i bi l i ties +++ +++

Development Employee ski l l s  devel opment +++ +++
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6.5 Within Analysis ABN AMRO 
6.5.1 Company profile ABN AMRO 

 

 
Source: ( ABN AMRO website, 2016) 

6.5.2 Case analysis 

Looking at Table 10: ABN AMRO Research results, ABN AMRO scores strong on the different concepts. 

Important to mention is that ABN AMRO is leaving their traditional way of thinking behind, within their 

Innovation Centre. So, their managers at ABN AMRO Innovation Centre are people who are creative, 

who can think out of the box, and who have great social skills and help employees to extent their 

knowledge and reward bravery.  This was a major step for them to overcome the burden of the 

traditional management philosophy and the mechanical configuration. He says: ‘’There is still a 

traditional structure at ABN AMRO and the Board of Directors consists of traditional bank captains.’’ So, 

in order to maximize our innovations, they hired external managers to create independency by avoiding 

hierarchy and politics and we retrieve new knowledge to innovate with impact.‘’ They score on this item 

‘’weak’’ because of the political and hierarchical proportions within their company. 

 

They now work with multi-disciplinary teams, where employees from different departments are merged 

to a development team. So, every team member has the same destination and is bonded by that same 

goal.  Interesting is that they created an ‘’plastic bubble’’ within their department, so no one can 

interfere and on the other hand, their prototypes cannot harm the existing business.’ ’ Their managers 

have the dedication to achieve their goals by experimenting and making prototypes for incremental 

innovations. 

 

These managers are capable of shielding their teams for shit and have the authority to say ‘’no’’ to 

projects.’’ Importantly, employees are now depending on each other instead of doing a little part of the 

puzzle. Their management made sure that these teams are agile and retrieved better coordination by 

installing new processes and structures, which results in better time management and material 

handling. Thus, ABN AMRO is providing evidence that LSM needs supportive management skills to 

accelerate the management capability. Hypothesis (H1) accepted. 
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ABN AMRO emphasizes that employees need to overstep their boundaries and learn as much they can 

in a short period of time.  He says: ‘’This means that employees will make mistakes and most of the time 

fail.‘’ ‘’Within failure comes learning.’’ ‘’We much look at the value of the learnings, not at the downsize 

of failure. ‘’ For instance, they select their focus groups thoroughly and then perform their validation 

processes. They want to learn as much as possible from their clients, to align better to their needs but 

also see other opportunities. They have customers who are willing to help them to improve their 

products. They see co-creation as an important way to help their customers and to maximize their 

learnings. 

 

They are very keen on dismissing ideas or concepts. So, they have less MVP’s and those MVP’s which are 

successful are really a few. At the Innovation Centre their culture can defined as an inspiring 

environment where freedom and creativity is very important. These are important factors to start with 

innovation and have employees energized.  

 

Their culture changed over time, because they working closely together with startups at the Innovation 

Centre using LSM concepts to define new means to the market. ABN AMRO has created an explorative 

culture, where LSM has sufficient traction to improve their technology development capability. 

Hypothesis (H2) accepted. 

  
Table 10: ABN AMRO Research results 

 
 

 

 

 

Research subject  Items Questions

A
B

N
 A

M
R

O

Lean startup management Entrepreneurship Idea  development +++

Accountabi l i ty +++

Innovation Innovation process +++

Better products +++

Wasting resources +++

Management Innovation process  measurement +++

Coordination between departments +++

Process  and structure cha nges +++

Management Skills Management skills Primarly respons ibi l i ties  of ma na gers  +++

Type of manager +++

Lesson learned +++

Shit umbrella No external  people needed +

Shi t umbrel la  role +++

Collaboration Lea rning cycles  between departments +++

Validated learning MVP’s Outcomes  a fter LSM +++

Employee enga gement +++

Learning cycles Importance of va l ida tion +++

Fa i lure i s  a  lesson +++

Innovation Innovative solutions ++

Creating new bus iness  opportuni ties ++

Culture Experimentation Fa vourable innova tion cul ture +++

Culture change due LSM ++

Ini tia l  cul ture ready for LSM ++

Responsibility Employee mandates +++

Employee respons ibi l i ties +++

Development Employee ski l l s  development +++
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6.6 Cross Case Analysis 
In this section the cases will be analysed on the basis of a cross-case analysis. Hereunder I will 

operationalize my research results and plot them in 6.6.1 on my conceptual model. The six within 

analyses are combined together in a table, see hereunder Table 11: Cross Case Analysis, in a way that 

differences can be made clearly. The differences are analysed within each research subject and 

supported by quotations of the interviewees.  

 

Through this cross case analysis there should be a clear understanding whether the supported 

propositions drawn from the literature and by the data from this research are applicable and finally will 

be followed by finding similarities and differences to generalize and derive conclusions within the 

multiple case studies in chapter 7. 

 

Table 11: Cross Case Analysis 

 

6.6.1 Conceptual framework testing 

H1:   LSM needs supportive management skills to accelerate the management capability. 

All the interviewed companies use an innovation process based on the LSM principles where idea 

development and accountability are included. The companies created, from a medium to high degree, 

different processes and structures to fully implement LSM and work on an agile way.  

In particular, ING and ABN AMRO have made great changes to adopt LSM thoroughly in their 

departments and therefore score strong on Lean Startup Management.  This results in agility, creating 

better coordination between departments, better time management and material handling. Rabobank 

and Eneco have implemented LSM and still have to work on the coordination between departments and 

the process and structure changes, this is beneficial to fully grasp the LSM benefits. They operate now 

on a medium level. 

 

Research subject  Items Questions

IN
G

E
n
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co

 1

E
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co

 2
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o

b
a

n
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A
B

N
 A

M
R

O

Lean startup management Entrepreneurship Idea development +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Accountabi l i ty +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Innovation Innova tion proces s +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Better products +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Wa s ting resources +++ +++ +++ ++ +++ +++

Management Innova tion proces s  meas urement +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Coordination between departments +++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++

Proces s and s tructure changes +++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++

Management Skills Management skills Primarly res pons ibi l i ties  of ma nagers  +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ +++

Type of ma nager +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ +++

Les s on lea rned +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Shit umbrella No externa l  people needed +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ +

Shi t umbrel la  role +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ +++

Collaboration Learning cycles  between departments +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Validated learning MVP’s Outcomes after LSM +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Employee engagement +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Learning cycles Importance of va l ida tion +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Fai lure i s  a  less on +++ ++ +++ ++ ++ +++

Innovation Innova tive s olutions ++ ++ +++ ++ ++ ++

Crea ting new bus ines s  opportuni ties ++ ++ +++ ++ ++ ++

Culture Experimentation Favourable  innovation cul ture +++ ++ +++ ++ ++ +++

Culture cha nge due LSM +++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Ini tia l  cul ture ready for LSM +++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Responsibility Employee mandates +++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++

Employee res pons ibi l i ties +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Development Employee s ki l ls  development +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ +++
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ING, Eneco and ABN AMRO score strong on the Managerial Skills. ING beliefs that supportive leadership 

is important, the urgency to help people every day.  Also, ING claims that there are no traditional 

leaders anymore.  ''A leader protects the teams by setting clear priorities and hold steady on that 

course, a shit umbrella.’’ ‘’No intervening is possible then. ‘’ However, ABN AMRO makes use of external 

coaches to help them innovate according to LSM principles within their Innovation Centre. There is still a 

traditional structure at ABN AMRO where bureaucratic layers and hierarchy still are in place. ABN AMRO 

only scores weak on this particular item. By contrast, Rabobank has to medium extent supportive 

managers in place and is not able to provide a strong shit umbrella position, due their transition phase. 

The management capability makes it possible that technological solutions can be shaped and guided to 

operate smoothly. It entails the ability to transform potential technological solutions and innovations 

into operational activities. Management has to coordinate the procedures, processes, agreements and 

resources in order to operate efficiently (Whitley, 1989). In general, LSM enabled the companies to  

reduce their waste and improve the transformation of technological solutions to operate smoothly. 

Also, LSM helps increasing efficiency by eliminating waste and maximize the usage of resources by 

constantly prioritizing and use key metrics.  

The literature (Ling, 2002) claims that support from managers is essential for LSM as an innovation 

strategy, where LSM only can flourish when managers support entrepreneurship among employees and 

encourage employees to fail and learn, make resources available and diminish bureaucracy. So, there is 

a positive relation between LSM and the Management Capability. So, supportive management skills 

have a positive moderating effect on LSM in order to accelerate the management capability. In these 

multiple cases a positive moderating effect is established, because supportive management skills are 

needed for the adoption of the LSM within these companies, indicating an acceptance of the hypothesis. 

 

H2: In an explorative culture, LSM will have sufficient traction to improve the technology development 

capability.  

The concepts Validated Learning and Culture are harder to achieve within the companies, this can be 

concluded, because within these concepts there are more ++, instead of +++ in the previous concepts.  

  

All the companies conclude that they have less MVP’s after using LSM. Ries (2011) defines a MVP as a 

future product. With this MVP companies can start the experiment and they can use validated learning 

to retrieve and engage customer feedback, which again have to be validated, eventually creating a 

product costumers want to buy. Eventually the best ideas will survive and Eneco emphasizes that it 

sometime hurts to kill ideas. The amount of learnings is therefore essential, to use resources and 

achieve efficiency of the value creating activities. Only ServiceLab of Eneco was able to create new 

business opportunities and innovative solutions to the market. 

With learning comes failure. Within ING they support their employees to seek new adventures and fail. 

ING claims the most learning will be achieved with failure. So, they praise the biggest failure within their 

department.  At ServiceLab of Eneco and ABN AMRO they have the same mind-set to activate 

employees to learn. Therefore they score strong on this item. In contrast, at Innovation & Ventures of 

Eneco this item scores average, an explanation is that ServiceLab needs to engage people to learn, 

because as they are constantly seeking for new business models, where the investments and 

uncertainties are higher than Innovation and Ventures, where incremental innovations are more 

common.  

 

In general, the cultures within the companies were able to adopt from a medium extent the LSM 

principles. The changing the organization culture was essential, according to ING.  Rabobank specifies 

that the freedom is little when ‘’how’’ and ‘’’what’’ are fully designed. To strive for exploration 

employees have to think different, because people don’t take risks easily.  Andriopoulos (2001) 
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prescribes that innovation is possible by supporting entrepreneurship and enable employees to learn 

and fail without consequences. In this case, the culture within ING is most favourable in terms of 

adapting LSM and support exploration and gives people mandates to make decisions. Innovation can 

emerge within a progressive environment where exploration and creativity are supported and can be 

successfully exploited. 

 

The companies have an organizational culture, this led to creating (incremental) innovations, better 

products, new business opportunities and less MVP’s. Validated learning has a sufficient traction on the 

technology development capability. This ability is essential to translate and produce technological 

solutions by creating new production methods and processes. LSM encourages companies to use 

validated learning to develop new products customers want, thus improving the innovation capability. 

6.7 New Insights 
Based on the interviews, I retrieved new insights that activated me to research these insights to gain 

more understanding regarding these concepts. Hereunder, I will elaborate on these three concepts:  

1. Engagement 

2. Culture change 

3. Servitization 

 

In order to retrieve my empirical data, I contacted the innovation Manager of Rabobank Innovation 

Management and the innovation manager of ABN AMRO Innovation Centre by phone. The retrieved 

empirical data can be found in Appendix 4: Empirical data new insights. 

6.7.1 Engagement 

Eneco uses LSM to verify the problem/market fit and they instigate the classic Lean Start-up phases and 

at any stage the business case gets more tangible, with the positive result that LSM makes sure that 

there are less MVP’s than before. This is good, but the portfolio manager says: ‘’The difficult part is 

when a project fails, employees get the feeling that they have failed.’’  The question that comes up is: 

‘’How do you engage people to go to the next project, after a failure?’’ 

 

In this case I contacted ABN AMRO, because ABN AMRO scores strong on the items Employee 

Engagement and Failure is a lesson. See hereunder, Table 12: Engagement. 

 

Table 12: Engagement 

 

When a project fails, this feeling is also painful for the teams who have ‘’failed’’ for their beliefs and 

hard work, especially when the failure is not foreseen. This doesn’t motivate employees to start with a 

new project. ABN AMRO always looks at mistakes as lessons.  They conclude that employees fail and 

learn lots of interesting things. ’’The key is to emphasize the good aspects of failures.’’  They emphasize 

that employees need to learn from mistakes as soon as possible to prevent wasting more resources. 

 

In order to avoid surprises which lead to failure, like the described situation here above, they make use 

of Kanban charts. This proved to be an excellent way to start improvements, identify problem areas, 

bottlenecks and required time to finish a project. 

 

Validated learning MVP’s Outcomes  a fter LSM +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Employee engagement +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Learning cycles Importance of va l idation +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Fai lure i s  a  les s on +++ ++ +++ ++ ++ +++

Innovation Innovative s olutions ++ ++ +++ ++ ++ ++

Creating new busines s opportuni ties ++ ++ +++ ++ ++ ++
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So, teams can see in advance the complexity of a project. He says: ‘’In the occasion that our people are 

feeling down after a project has failed, this occurs in situations where lots of time is invested and the 

failure comes as a surprise because they do not saw the bottlenecks. With the Kanban charts they have a 

perfect tool to measure these uncertain parameters.’’  

 

When people have failed they can be engaged relatively easy to go to their next project. ‘’Failing is 

important to learn stuff’’ and ‘’When people feel that failing is learning, they will have a more positive 

association with failing.’’  At ABN AMRO they are goal orientated. Their roadmap consists of several 

projects that will contribute on reaching a certain goal. Thus, teams are enabled to reach their goal by 

executing several projects. The projects are tools for realizing their goal. So, the risks are more spread 

over different projects.  Also, they have the perfect persons getting out of the building who can deal 

properly with failure. 

6.7.2 Culture change  

During my internship, I was able to experience the LSM phases from assumption testing to building an 

MVP and I followed Growth Hacking courses to internalise more knowledge. I realised that within a 

startup there is less hierarchy and prescribing activities. There is lots of freedom, creativity and many 

opportunities to fail and learn, completely the opposite culture within the banking industry. I 

experienced the same culture within ING when I conducted my interview. 

 

The reason for the culture change within ING is that the board of directors of ING demanded another 

way to organise the company, this in order to be flexible and agile due their changing environment. So, 

ING stopped with the traditional way of innovating within their Accelerator department. This meant in 

general, stop intervening and letting employees innovate on an Agile way. Leadership is important to 

change the culture (Schein, 2004). Support from managers is essential within a company want to use  

Agile or LSM. 

 

So, I interviewed the innovation Manager of Rabobank Innovation Management and the innovation 

manager of the ABN AMRO Innovation Centre by telephone regarding this concept, the culture change. 

The main question I formulated was:  ‘’On which management level the decision was made to use 

LSM?’’ 

 

Innovation manager: “LSM showed huge impact within different companies, mainly the startup scene.’’  

‘’So, Rabobank Innovation Management wanted to change their current innovation process by adopting 

the LSM principles.’’  The Board of Directors has a normative, traditional view how to innovate within a 

bank. The Board of Directors first want to see evidence if LSM works at Rabobank Innovation, before 

declaring that the whole IT department have to work with LSM.  

 

Eventually, the implementation of LSM was decided by the Head of Rabobank Innovation Management 

and he has 12 months to proof the benefits of LSM as an experiment. The first benefits using LSM are 

visible: Employees are showing explorative behaviour, structures and processes have changed and they 

are able to develop better products.  

 

However, not every department is working with LSM, only Innovation Management. Now, Innovation 

Management is developing roadshows to promote LSM and coach different IT teams how to use LSM. 

The innovation manager says:  ‘’Everybody likes the LSM principles during the roadshows, but there is no 

urgency within the IT teams to use LSM.’’  He motivates: ‘’In a cultural setting which has been 

maintained for years, it’s really hard to change the culture.’’ ‘’Especially when employees are told what 

to do, so as long as the Board of Directors is not prescribing managers and their departments to work 

with LSM, they won’t do it.’’ 
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Within ABN AMRO, this situation is different. He declared that LSM is top priority within their innovation 

teams. He says:  ‘’We want to make impact with our innovations for our clients, therefore we have to 

choose other strategies to reach this goal.’’ He says that LSM gained lots of interest by their Board of 

Directors. Changing their innovation process was important to gain quick results. They knew that the 

world is changing and other capabilities are needed. They realised that they don’t have the sufficient 

human capital nor the knowledge to steer innovation with immediate effect. Thus, they assembled 

external parties to help them.  

 

He says:  ‘’Soon after LSM the processes changed and during the change we experienced that 

entrepreneurship and validated learning became more important.’’ “Then we came to realization that 

some people were blocking the progress.’’  So, they hired people who embrace innovation and had the 

right competences. Now, they have combined external people (their numbers are decreasing) and 

capable, innovation minded employees.  

 

Their Board of Directors introduced LSM to all the departments within Innovation & Strategy. With the 

results that traditional banking managers and employees left or were asked to leave due their lack of 

competence and/or knowledge and a great change of their culture; new values and norms are now in 

place. So, in Figure 6: Decision Making Unit, I have made it visual where the decision making unit 

regarding LSM is positioned within Rabobank and ABN AMRO (the orange arrow) and its organizational 

impact by highlighting the involved departments in ‘’green’’. 

 

Figure 8: Decision Making Unit 

 

 

Schein (2004) claims that the organizational culture can be changed, where he sees culture as one of the 

most strong and stable forces within a company. Management can change values, norms and processes, 

which eventually will change the culture, this conclusion is supported by Damanpour and Schneider 

(2006). The organization culture influences the performance and therefore the results of a company. 

The organization culture can be described as the ‘’mindset’’ of the company. Culture consists of values, 

norms, symbols, processes and rituals. 

 

The conclusions I can derive from this observation and the theory is that: 

1. The higher the decision making unit is positioned within a company, preferably top management, the 

more impact LSM has and eventually change the culture, this a top-down approach.  

2. Based on Figure 6, Ries (2011) proposes that defining new processes will change the culture, LSM has 

proved his proposition. In the examples of ING and ABN AMRO it’s evident that their culture changed 

by supporting entrepreneurship and failure. Now employees are involved and in charge, where this 

can be seen as a bottom-up approach. 

3. Important management skills are:  (A) to define weaknesses of company which can block the 

economic impact.  By seeking resources and develop strategies that will cover this gap, companies 

can realise their strategic goals, like ABN AMRO did by hiring external parties. (B) Important to 
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mention is that management need to put their ego aside and let other people take charge; the 

wellbeing of the company is more valuable a person’s ego. 

4. The managers and persons working within these innovation departments are not traditional bankers, 

these people have backgrounds within the IT, Strategy, Development and Design industry.  

6.7.3 Servitization 

The interviewed companies are operating in a changing environment, where there products are 

becoming more commoditized and prices and margins are beginning to shrink. These companies are 

associated with red ocean companies. The companies are constantly trying to gain more market share 

than their competitors. The industries wherein these companies operate are crowded as products 

become commodities and differentiation becomes low between the different providers. This resulted in 

prices drops and thin margins.  

 

This situation causes uncertainty, because these companies want to know how they can stay profitable 

the next years. Here plays strategy formulation a central role, to determine a blue ocean strategy, where 

market players are exploring new ways to expand their business outside their existing market. This 

makes it possible to find new opportunities and become more successful.  

 

Competitive motivations suggest these companies view their products as their primary source of income 

and with adding services as a secondary source of income they can form an important element of a 

differentiation strategy (Baines and Lightfoot, 2014). For example, Eneco only focused on their energy 

and gas propositions and they found it increasingly difficult to differentiate their tangible products 

alone, with products becoming more commodities and customers generate their own energy, they felt 

the urgency to change their business model by ‘servitization’.  Servitization as business strategy means 

that a company is searching for ways to achieve a competitive advantage. 

 

In this case, Eneco has started with servitization by launching TOON. They now offer a smart thermostat, 

which consumers can operate with their smartphone. TOON gives insight in energy consumption and 

can help to lower the energy consumption by identifying appliances with high energy consumptions.  

Eneco used servitization as an important strategic driver for their innovation. According to Baines and 

Lightfoot (2014) companies can “servitize” their offerings and develop value propositions where loyalty 

and profit go hand in hand. 

 

In this example LSM proofed to be beneficial for Eneco by creating a MVP and retrieving inputs from 

future clients in order to refine TOON. The goal of Eneco was to determine who the future clients of 

TOON are. In this case LSM helped Eneco to validate their assumptions in an uncertain environment, 

eventually to create a new business model based on servitization with TOON.  
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6.8 Implications conceptual model 
Due the conclusions I derived from my new insights I need to change my initial conceptual model on 

three places in Figure 7: Implications conceptual model: 

 
Figure 9: Implications conceptual model 

 

 
 

1. Adopting LSM means a different innovation strategy. The principles associating with LSM taught 

managers to develop different skills in order to learn faster and become lean. LSM has a positive, 

effect on Management Skills. 

 

2. Culture consists of values, norms, symbols and rituals. Schein (2004) claims that the organizational 

culture can be changed. Changing the organizational culture can be done by setting new values that 

will eventually influence the norms. Managers have the ability to change the organizational culture 

by functioning as guidance for employees. By setting new values and norms, so employees know 

which behaviour is desirable. Therefore a positive effect is established between Management Skills 

and Culture factor. 

 

3. LSM is beneficial when companies want to develop new products and services and have to coop with 

uncertainty. With validated learning companies can test their assumptions, such as validating 

product innovations and servitizations to increase a company’s innovation capability. With the result 

to learn faster than the competition and create sustainable value propositions. Hopefully this can 

lead to generate new business models, improving customer loyalty, profits and gaining a competitive 

advantage.  
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6.9 Summary research results 
In previous sections, I have analyzed the empirical data and discussed and plotted the results with my 

conceptual model. In this section I will summarize the different factors, positive and negative, which are 

improving or blocking each research subject, and I propose the positive results when specific factors are 

improving a research subject, see hereunder T able 13: Summary research results: 

 
Table 13: Summary research results 

Research 

subject 

Positive factors Negative factors Results 

Lean startup 

management  

+Provide an innovation process  

+Clear instructions to sharpen their idea 

-Some guidelines will not improve idea’s 

and the process becomes fuzzy 

=People know the KPI's and the guidelines, 

so, better measurement tooling.  

+ A detailed innovation process where 

performance is measured, gate after gate 

-Giving funds up front will damage the 

measurement and control functions 

=Evaluation and funding are integrated 

where shorter product development cycles 

are created. 

+Installing key metrics within the 

innovation process  

-Using vanity metrics =This improves the resource usage and 

eliminates waste 

Change both: structures and processes Unclear processes =Coordination and alignment will become 

more efficient between departments.   

Management 

Skills 

+Support entrepreneurship  

+Urgency to help employees 

-Traditional, prescribing managers 

-Big egos  

=More support and willingness to learn 

and fail will improve. 

+Creating a bubble around the 

department  

-Constantly shifting and setting new 

courses. 

=Hold steady, by eliminating bureaucracy 

and political pressure. 

+Scrum wise standups  

+Develop a trustworthy environment 

-Sharing failure is perceived as an 

embarrassment 

=Observations and dialogues are 

important aspects to learn, to pivot, to be 

agile and strengthen learning capacity.  

Validated 

learning  

+Create space and engage employees to 

get out the building  

-Trying to solve problems within the 

same four walls. 

=This will result in new ideas which can 

lead to new MVP's. 

+Engage validated learning within a team 

+Propose failure as learning 

-Not engage single feedback loops =Validation leads to creating feedback loop 

mitigate market risks and prevents waste, 

ultimately to develop better products. 

+Involve customers in the innovation 

process.  

-Check only once the customers opinion =Customers will tell what they want, so 

people can build it. Than validate each 

iteration to build a better product. 

Culture +Create an explorative environment -LSM doesn't work in existing business =By employees for failure will motivate 

others to copy that behaviour. This will 

instigate exploration. 

+Give mandates and autonomy 

+Develop the specific skills of employees 

-No mandates and low autonomy =Mandates will enforce employees to 

think about their actions and will increase 

their buy in to take responsibilities.  

+Start a development program 

+Structure team composition and trust 

-Individual training =Actions to improve their skills will lead to 

confidence. Team training will increase 

productivity, trust and pleasure. 

Engagement + Kanban charts to foresee unpleasant 

surprises 

+Enrol employees in different projects 

-Enrol employees in single projects =Kanban charts structure and change 

courses. Working within different projects 

will improve knowledge and split the risk 

failure. 

  +Top management needs to take action  

+Change the values, norms and processes 

+Contracting external parties 

-Telling employees what to do =The higher the decision making unit is 

positioned within a company, the more 

impact LSM has and eventually change the 

culture, even more when processes are 

changed. Overcome pride and find 

external parties to improve the 

organizational performance.  

Servitization +Develop a blue ocean strategy 

+Provide services 

-Not using LSM as innovation strategy =LSM  is used in conditions of extreme 

uncertainty. LSM helps companies to find 

new business models. 
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7. Conclusions, discussion and recommendations 
This chapter will contain the conclusions and the discussion regarding the gathered data. Furthermore, 

the contributions to the theory, recommendations and the management implications.  

 

7.1 Conclusion 
I conducted this research in order to answer my problem definition: ‘’ What is the effect of the Lean 

Startup Methodology on large companies’ innovation capabilities?’’  This research also provides insight 

in the moderating role of the innovation conditions companies are exposed to.  

                              

Hypotheses H1 has the following proposition: LSM needs supportive management skills to accelerate 

the management capability. This hypothesis is accepted. The LSM concepts are adapted to a high 

extend, which leads to improve the transformation of technological solutions. LSM taught how to use 

key metrics to define success, therefore the companies were able to determine factors that eliminated 

waste and achieved better resource usage. Ultimately LSM strengthens the management capability. 

 

The available management skills within these companies are described in this research as an innovation 

condition. In conclusion, the managers were able to be shit umbrellas and felt the urgency to help 

people to achieve more learnings. Management made it possible to create an entrepreneurial 

environment and initiated scrum wise standups to improve the learning capacity. Ideally, changing the 

structure and processes resulted in higher adoption of LSM, where the companies retrieved agility, 

creating better coordination between departments, better time management and material handling.  

 

The second hypothesis is H2: In an explorative culture, LSM will have sufficient traction to improve the 

technology development capability. This hypothesis is also accepted. In general, the companies have 

proven to possess an explorative culture. This was made possible by changing the values, which can be 

done by installing new structures, processes, rituals and symbols.  

 

Management have shown to possess the ability to change the organizational culture by functioning as 

guidance for employees. By setting new norms, so employees know which behaviour is desirable. Other 

findings were that the higher the decision making unit is positioned within a company, preferably top 

management, the more impact LSM has within an organization to make a cultural change.  

 

To a lesser extent, the companies gave more mandates and autonomy to employees to retrieve more 

goodwill so they took more responsibilities. Changing the culture was necessary to create an explorative 

and agile company, where creativity and ambiguity is supported to build better products. 

 

Within LSM validated learning is all about how to build a sustainable business. The technology 

development capability is the outcome of the learning cycle companies follow to internalize knowledge 

and to transform into innovations. For instance, internalize new knowledge led to creating incremental 

innovations, better products, new products and services.  Validated learning has a sufficient traction on 

the technology development capability.  

 

The most learning will be achieved with failure. So, some companies praise the biggest failure. This 

engages people to learn and fail. Personal failure can be a burden, so companies are using methods to 

fail fast and let employees work in different teams to spread this risk. Even so, LSM is most suitable to 

test assumptions in an uncertain environment, where companies are searching for new business 

models, such as servitization. Where the transition from products to services is difficult, however LSM 

can help to learn faster than the competition and create value for the customer to achieve a competitive 

advantage.  
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7.2 Discussion 
To gain insight in LSM and how that it can enable the innovation capabilities of large companies in 

commoditized industries is the central part of this research. The scientific literature regarding innovation 

conditions has been applied to form an opinion which favourable innovation conditions can improve the 

adoption of LSM.    

Because a similar research has not previously been conducted, I chose to use an explorative research 

were I would be able to understand and interpret the processes, occurrences and developments within 

these research subjects. Deriving assumptions throughout my literature review and investigated them 

using a qualitative research in the form of semi-structured interviews. The research results were in line 

with my expectations.  On the other hand, I retrieved new insights when it comes to implement LSM and 

the personal experiences of my interviewees doing so. These new findings have enriched my research 

and engaged me to research these findings even further.  

This research proves that LSM improved the innovation capabilities of the companies. According to 

Blank (2013) getting innovative doesn’t necessarily mean to develop disruptive innovations, it’s more 

creating a methodology around the processes and procedures, when one develops a product or service. 

The research results are in line with the literature of Blank (2013), where he claims that Agile 

development goes hand-in-hand with customer development. For example, the interviewed companies 

were able  to use agile development to lower the waste of time and resources to develop an MVP. 

Based on the built MVP, feedback loops were initiated to develop products by iterations to respond 

better to their customers’ demands. 

The companies use the Business Model Canvas of  Osterwalder (2010) to sketch out their hypotheses. 

However, the vast majority of the interviewed companies were not able to create new business models.  

Using the blue oceans strategies by Chan Kim and Mauborgne (2015) haven’t covered much ground. The 

companies haven’t expanded their business outside their existing industries. 

Despite their current state, the companies acknowledge the fact that commoditization will be fatal and 

new activities have to be developed. Still, they have put much effort in developing incremental stuff to 

increase the value proposition of their customers, eventually this will leads to economic impact and 

customer satisfaction. This research is a snapshot of the current state and use of LSM within the 

companies. I wasn’t expecting much difference between the companies regarding the LSM adoption 

level, on the contrary, this research shows that some companies have a big lead. 

From the scientific literature, Calantone et al (2002) have investigated the causal relation between 

organizational learning and innovation. They claim that a positive relationship has been obtained 

between organizational learning and company innovation. This research also supports their finding. The 

companies are able to internalize new knowledge, which allows them to create incremental innovations, 

better products, new products and services. 

O ’Cass et al (2009) propose that companies that can internalise knowledge efficiently, thus have 

improved learning skills, are better in adapting to market changes by developing faster and cheaper 

than competitors. This learning ability can help companies to achieve a competitive advantage. Ries 

(2011) endorses this proposition, by stating that learning faster than anyone else is the only to succeed. 

I have investigated factors that are necessary to improve the learning skills, however this research has 

not shed a light to which extent this skill was developed to speak of a competitive advantage.  
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7.3 Management Implications 

Based on this research and the derived conclusion LSM has proven to lower risks concerning starting a 

company or launching a new product. This methodology emphasizes experimentation over planning, 

learning over assuming, measuring over intuition and fail fast over fail slow. Even though the realisation 

of this methodology within large companies can be difficult in contrast with startups. This can be 

accomplished by proving practitioners with empirical findings that constructs of LSM are beneficial to 

examine and use in an innovation process.  

Ries has developed LMS as a straight forward approach where iteration and working towards an MVP 

have resulted in developing learning cycles instead of gaining more profit. This methodology it can be 

assumed that the classical LSM phases can be understood quite easy and thus can be adopted by 

practitioners. This emerged methodology and its concepts can offer good guidance for those companies 

who want to set the desired parameters to specify LSM according to their needs. 

Employees must be able to make mistakes and learn from them. Instead of getting retributions, they 

must get praised for the mistakes they make in order to make the organization learn and turn.  This 

means that managers must pay good attention to internal communication and involving employees 

from different departments at weekly standups. In addition, autonomy and a low degree of hierarchy 

are of great importance. Employees should not experience restrictive processes and companies should 

avoid strong control mechanisms. Procedures should be designed, so that they offer employees 

freedom and engagement to deploy entrepreneurial activities.  

LSM offers different phases to structure this process, furthermore managers will learn to become 

supportive and will determine requirements and resource planning within each phase. Applying the LSM 

phases will result in an efficient resource usage and will lower the waste by introducing an innovation 

process.  The next stages will be become difficult. Changing a culture will take some time and effort to 

make impact. Managers should create an entrepreneurial culture where exploration is supported.  

7.4 Limitations and further research 

I explored the manifestation of LSM within commoditized industries and the findings and conclusions 

are reflections of the current situation and only applicable within the case analysis. Also, the 

generalization within qualitative researches is limited, because of the specific contextual situation the 

research has been conducted (Bryman et al., 2007). Because of this specific contextual situation, the 

results of this research are also limited for extrapolating for other industries. 

This research never had the intention to present conclusions that are applicable on a larger scale. 

Because there is little scientific data available of LSM,  the results of this qualitative research is a first 

step is to get familiar with LSM and its concepts. This research represents a profound way how LSM has 

manifested and which activities are needed for the implementation. The outcomes of this research are 

presented to trigger future research on a larger scale and within different industries.  

Due to the short time frame and from a cost perspective I focused on four companies. Because I am only 

conducting interviews among large companies who have executed LSM, the retrieved data is biased 

towards their specific experiences and industry. Thus, generalization of my research is limited outside 

this specific context. However, my research can contribute to a general understanding of a relatively 
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new subject like LSM, where little literature is available. Hopefully, this research can trigger future 

research where the insights can be investigated further and create more generalization. 

The complexity of the innovation capabilities are taken in consideration, so I tried to isolate and 

research only two innovation capabilities. The linkages between the research subjects can be more 

complex, than I propose in my framework. So, linkages can be non-linear, not have causal explanations 

and therefore not be predictable in a complex system. I propose to have searched for linear linkages and 

find causal explanations, semantic relationships, in a way generalization is possible to be made between 

these cases.  For future research I propose to investigate all four innovation capabilities, this would 

enhance the description of the complexity of the system. 

I have taken into consideration that after all, a description or declaration of a complex system is 

necessarily a reduction, because there is no perfect description of a complex system (Cilliers, 2008). 

Undesirable reduction is required to make this research possible within the limited timeframe. To 

comprehend the complex system, I used multiple descriptions and explanations. Together, these cases 

will still not be sufficient, but they will have fewer defects than one case. This is also important to 

address as a limitation in this research and where opportunities are to execute further research.  

For future research I propose that innovation strategies like design thinking and LSM can be compared 

to each other. There where design thinking concentrates on human interactions, LSM concentrates on 

the process. Especially, within this research it would have been beneficial to investigate which 

innovation strategy is most suitable for changing an organizational culture.   

I believe that the used theory of Ries is can be seen as one-sided. I haven’t questioned his opinions and 

conclusions in order to critically evaluate his propositions within this thesis. I assumed, given his role 

models, his experience as an entrepreneur, the perfection of his methodology, numerous LSM 

practitioners, that his propositions have scientific ground and are empirically proven. 

I used convenience sampling to collect easy and fast interviewees. This resulted in conducting my 

empirical data, however a limitation is that it my sample is not representative for the total population of 

large companies in commoditized companies. 

For future research I propose that focusing on the current and needed capabilities can shed light what 

companies need to do in order to improve their innovation capability. This could lead to benchmarking 

and determining what the companies’ s potential is and derive goals and strategies. 

Within this research I couldn’t retrieve much scientific data, therefore I was only able to develop an 

interview protocol after reading the book of Eric Ries, the few scientific articles and talk to LSM coaches. 

I gained new knowledge and went from learnings to learnings in order to pivot and to change my 

interview protocol.  

Aiming to fully grasp the LSM concepts and adjusting my questions to LSM jargon. However,  the 

questions proposed in my interview protocol were not tested within other researches or used by other 

researchers.  The possibility is that my questions were not fully comprehended or interpreted differently 

by the interviewees than proposed. I tried to minimize these hazards by asking guidance from my co-

reader regarding the build-up of my interview protocol and performing a pre-test with an interviewee 

concerning the build-up and the content of my interview protocol. 
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Appendix 1: Business Model Canvas 
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Appendix 2: Interview protocol Lean Startup Methodology 
 

Company’s introduction (10 min) 

• Can you describe your business model? 

• To which extent is your company active in a commoditized market? 

• What are the goals of your company? 

• How can the LSM contribute on those goals? 

 

Lean startup management (10 min) 

Entrepreneurship: 

• When an employee has a great idea how can they develop that idea into realization? 

• How do you keep your employees accountable? 

 

Innovation process: 

• Can you describe the innovation process of your company? 

• To which extent did the LSM contributed on the creation of better products? 

• To which extent does the LSM prevents wasting resources? 

 

Management: 

• How do you measure innovation output? 

• How did the LSM improved the coordination between departments and employees? 

• In which way did your company had to change the processes or structures to  produce the new 

product/service? 

 

 

Management Skills (10 min) 

Management skills 

• What are the primarly responsibilities of managers when implementing the LSM? 

• What type of manager (e.g. visionairy) does the implementation of this model require?  

• What doesn’t work? 

 

Shit umbrella 

• To which extent do managers have to be external people, in order to avoid political and 

hierarchical proportions? 

• How can managers be shit umbrellas for their employees? 

 

Collaboration 

• How are interactions with other departments organized to learn and turn? 
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Validated learning (15 min) 

MVP’s 

• What are the outcomes in terms of MVP’s before and after the LSM?  

• How do you engage employees to get out of the building? 

 

Learning cycles 

• How important is validation in the innovation process? 

• When an employee makes a validation mistake, how does the organization refers to it? As an 

important lesson learned or otherwise? 

 

Customer value creation 

• To which extent did your company provide innovative solutions to the market? 

• In which way were these solutions creating new business opportunities? 

 

 

Culture (15 min) 

Experimentation 

• Can you describe the organizational culture (in terms of risk taking, freedom, creativity and 

agility)?  

• From your perspective, to which extent has the culture changed over time due LSM ? 

• To which extent was your company’s culture ready to fully adapt  LSM? 

 

Responsibility 

• In which way do employees have mandates? 

• To which extent do employees take responsibilities? 

 

Development 

• To what extent did LSM change the skills of your employees? 
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      Appendix 3: Score cards case studies 

 

Research subject  Items Questions
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Lean startup management Entrepreneurship Idea  development +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Accountabi l i ty +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Innovation Innovation process +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Better products +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Wasting resources +++ +++ +++ ++ +++ +++

Management Innovation process  measurement +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Coordination between departments +++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++

Process  and s tructure changes +++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++

Management Skills Management skills Primarly respons ibi l i ties  of managers  +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ +++

Type of manager +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ +++

Lesson learned +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Shit umbrella No external  people needed +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ +

Shit umbrel la  role +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ +++

Collaboration Learning cycles  between departments +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Validated learning MVP’s Outcomes  after LSM +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Employee engagement +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Learning cycles Importance of va l idation +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Fa i lure i s  a  lesson +++ ++ +++ ++ ++ +++

Innovation Innovative solutions ++ ++ +++ ++ ++ ++

Creating new bus iness  opportuni ties ++ ++ +++ ++ ++ ++

Culture Experimentation Favourable innovation culture +++ ++ +++ ++ ++ +++

Culture change due LSM +++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Ini tia l  culture ready for LSM +++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Responsibility Employee mandates +++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +++

Employee respons ibi l i ties +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Development Employee ski l l s  development +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ +++
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Eneco 1 
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Eneco 2 
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Rabobank 1 
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Rabobank 2
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ABN AMRO 
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Appendix 4: Empirical data new insights 
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